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w e l C o m e !

On behalf of the National Association of States 
United for Aging and Disabilities (NASUAD) and an 
outstanding national planning committee, welcome to 
the 30th National Home and Community Based Services 
(HCBS) Conference in Arlington, VA.

The National HCBS conference is the premier event 
showcasing promising practices in long-term services and 
supports. It has earned a stellar reputation for bringing 
together our nation’s leaders in the field, while offering 
exceptional learning and networking opportunities for 
professionals who administer home and community based 
services throughout the country. 

In addition to honoring 30 years of home and 
community based programming, NASUAD is proud 
to be celebrating our 50th anniversary in 2014. We are 
pleased that over 1,000 national, federal, state and local 
leaders, advocates, and champions for children, older 
adults, and individuals with disabilities from across the 
nation have made plans to join us this year, including a 
strong presence from the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services’ Administration for Community 
Living (ACL), Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
(CMS), Health Resources and Services Administration 
(HRSA), Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration (SAMHSA), and more.

This year, we are offering several in-depth, Pre-
Conference Intensive opportunities on Monday, 
September 15. These day-long sessions are strategically 
designed and will focus on Medicaid Managed Long-
Term Services and Supports, in which presenters will 
examine changing state systems; Abuse, Neglect, and 
Exploitation: Prevention and Prosecution, which 
will include strategies of prevention and overcoming 
barriers to prosecution of elder abuse; the Information 
and Referral Retreat, which will highlight important 
information for state level professionals from state I&R 
departments, Aging and Disability Resource Centers 
(ADRCs), and State Health Insurance Programs (SHIPs); 
CMS Intensive Review of the new 1915(i) and 1915 
(c) HCBS Regulations, which is transforming the 
service setting environment; the Department of Labor’s 
Fair Labor Standards Rule, which will discuss the 
potential impact of the new rules on the companionship 
exemption; the Money Follows the Person and 
Balancing Incentive Program, which will focus on the 
program’s interactions with related initiatives that seek to 
shift the LTSS system toward community-based care; and 
the TEFT Demonstration—How CMS is Supporting 

Gloria Lawlah
President, NASUAD Board of Directors

Martha Roherty
Executive Director, NASUAD

Dear Colleagues:
Measures Development and Health Information 
Technology Advancements in the Community Based 
LTSS System, which will discuss the development of 
quality measurement tools.

The full conference agenda includes a rich 
combination of plenary sessions and workshops on 
policy directions, new initiatives, and grant programs 
from the national, federal, state, and local perspectives. 
To commemorate this year’s historic milestones, the 
Welcome Plenary will bring together the past and present 
Assistant Secretaries of the Administration on Aging 
(AoA) to discuss the continuing evolution of ACL. A 
plenary featuring Barbara Edwards of the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services will discuss the most 
pivotal development in the HCBS waiver program in this 
year’s new HCBS settings regulation. That evening, we 
will celebrate NASUAD’s 50th Anniversary with a Gala 
reception and dinner. Wednesday will feature plenaries 
from Dr. Patch Adams and the Conversation Project’s 
Ellen Goodman. On Thursday, we will close the 30th 
National HCBS conference with international, federal, 
and state leaders, including Manu Sareen, Minister of 
Social Affairs for Denmark; and Carolyn Watts Colvin, 
Acting Commissioner, Social Security Administration.

Throughout the week, attendees will have 
opportunities to attend sessions highlighting state and 
local aging and disability systems, including Medicaid 
Managed Long-Term Services and Supports, SHIPs, 
Long-Term Care Ombudsman, Money Follows the 
Person, mental health, emergency preparedness, 
medication management, housing, nutrition, Aging 
and Disability Resource Centers, evidence-based 
programming, health and prevention services, participant-
direction, direct care workforce, Medicaid, Medicare, 
and much more! We encourage you to spend time in 
our Exhibit Hall where you will learn about advances in 
technology as well as innovative supports and services.

Thank you to all of this year’s presenters and planners 
who have laid the foundation for this exciting event. We 
also extend a special thank you to this year’s participants, 
representing every state in the nation, who have come to 
experience this exceptional learning opportunity.

Sincerely,
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29 states meet 
in Washington, 
DC to organize 
an Association 
of State Units 
on Aging

1964 1976 1978 1984 2003 2010 2012 2012 2012 2014 2015

NASUA 
presents the 
first Arthur 
S. Flemming 
Award to Dr. 
Robert Butler NASUA is one 

of five founding 
members of the 
Elder Justice 
Coalition

NASUAD 
establishes the 
Katie Beckett  
Award; Sen. 
Tom Harkin 
is the first 
recipient.

NASUAD 
acquires HCBS.
org, the premier 
clearinghouse 
for resources 
that promote 
the development 
and expansion of 
HCBS 

NASUAD 
looks forward 
to honoring 50 
years of the Older 
Americans Act, 
Medicare and 
Medicaid; 25 years 
of the Americans 
with Disabilities 
Act,  and 80 years 
of Social Security

NASUA opens 
its first office 
in Washington, 
DC. 

NASUA 
hosts the 
first National 
Medicaid 
HCBS Waiver 
Conference, the 
forerunner to 
today’s HCBS 
Conference

NASUA changes 
its name to 
the National 
Association of 
States United 
for Aging and 
Disabilities, 
NASUAD, 
to reflect the 
growing role of 
state agencies in 
disability policy 
and advocacy

NASUAD 
launches 
its online 
learning center, 
NASUAD IQ

NASUAD 
Celebrates 50 
years as an 
Association, 
and 30 years 
of the HCBS 
Conference

nASUAD’s milestones
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The Older 
Americans 
Act (OAA) is 
signed into law, 
creating the 
Administration 
on Aging.  This 
same year, 
Medicare and 
Medicaid also 
became law

Area Agencies on 
Aging are created, 
and a new Title 
V, now known 
as the Senior 
Community 
Service 
Employment 
Program, is added 
to the OAA

The 1981 OAA 
reauthorization 
emphasizes 
community living 
and expands 
ombudsman 
coverage to 
board and care 
homes

The OAA 
is again 
reauthorized, 
creating a 
new Title VII, 
Vulnerable 
Elder Rights 
Activities

The Lifespan 
Respite Care 
Act is enacted, 
and the OAA 
Amendments of 
2006 are signed 
into law

The SHIPs are 
transferred to ACL, 
as are several disability 
programs, including 
the Independent 
Living Programs; the 
National Institute 
on Disability, 
Independent Living, 
and Rehabilitation 
Research; and the 
Assistive Technology 
Act programs

t i m e l i n e

the Administration on Aging’s milestones

1965 1972 1973 1978 1981 1990 1992 2000 2006 2012 2014

The OAA’s  
Congregate 
Nutrition  
Services 
Program is 
created

Amendments to the 
OAA require each 
state to establish 
a long-term care 
ombudsman program. 
The Home-Delivered 
Nutrition Services 
Program is created, as 
is a new Title focused 
on Indian Tribal 
Organizations

The Americans 
with Disabilities 
Act is signed into 
law, extending 
protections from 
discrimination 
to persons with 
disabilities

The National 
Family Caregiver 
Support Program 
is established to 
fund a range of 
supports that 
assist family 
and informal 
caregivers

ACL is created as an 
umbrella agency within 
HHS, bringing together 
the Administration on 
Aging, the Administration 
on Intellectual and 
Developmental 
Disabilities, and the 
Center for Disability and 
Aging Policy
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HCBS medicaid’s milestones

Medicaid is 
created to 
provide health 
care services to 
the elderly, the 
blind, and people 
with disabilities; 
OAA provides 
complete services 
for elders

1966 1967 1972 1978 1981 1983 1989 1999 2005 2010 2014

SSI is created to 
offer stipends 
to low-income 
people who are 
aged 65 and 
older, blind, or 
with disabilities

HCBS waivers 
are implemented 
to provide 
long-term care 
services in home 
and community 
settings rather 
than institutional 
settings

Early Managed 
LTC Program: 
Arizona Long 
Term Care System 
(ALTCS) for the 
elderly and people 
with disabilities 
who do not require 
hospital care or 
direct daily care 
from a physician

Deficit 
Reduction Act 
is passed to 
allow states to 
offer HCBS 
under the 
Medicaid state 
plan

Final HCBS 
Regulations: 
CMS establishes 
a definition 
and standards 
of allowable 
Medicaid home 
and community-
based settings; 
ongoing expansion 
of Medicaid 
managed LTC

EPSDT is 
enacted to assist 
children with 
disabilities and 
their families to 
access short-term 
and long-term 
services

States begin 
to develop 
Medicaid HCBS 
demonstrations: 
Section 1115 
Demonstrations 
of the Social 
Security Act

Early Managed 
Long-Term Care 
Program: Program 
of All-Inclusive 
Care for the 
Elderly (PACE) is 
enacted to provide 
comprehensive 
health services for 
individuals age 55 
and over who are 
sufficiently frail 
to be categorized 
as “nursing home 
eligible”

L.C. v. Olmstead: 
Discrimination 
against people with 
mental disabilities; 
TWWIIA expands 
the availability 
of Medicare and 
Medicaid for 
certain recipients 
with disabilities 
who return to work

ACA is enacted: 
New HCBS 
options including 
Community 
Choice First 
Option to reform 
the LTSS system
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national Home and Community Based 
Services Conference Planning

thank you for your strong support and leadership:
Administration for Community Living Staff

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Staff
Robin Cooper, Director of Technical Assistance, NASDDDS

Pamela Doty, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation
Wendy Fox-Grage, AARP Public Policy Institute

Darlene O’Connor, PhD, Vice President for Strategic Planning, JEN Associates, Inc 

District of Columbia office on Aging
Dr. John Thompson, Executive Director

maryland Department of Aging
Gloria Lawlah, Secretary

Virginia Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services
James Rothrock, Commissioner

Special thanks to the nASUAD Staff
Martha A. Roherty, Executive Director

Amarilys Bernacet, Intern
Camille Dobson, Deputy Executive Director

Lindsey Copeland, Director of Policy and Legislative Affairs
Kimberly Fletcher, Conference and Outreach Coordinator

Deborah Merrill, Senior Policy Director
Linda Nakagawa, Intern

Sophie Okolo, Research Assistant
Byron Phillips, Executive Assistant to the Executive Director

Nanette Relave, Policy Associate, Director of the I&R Resource Center
Eric Risteen, Chief Operating Officer

Rachel Shiffrin Feldman, Director of Communications and Corporate Relations
Damon Terzaghi, Senior Director of Medicaid Policy and Planning

Kelsey Walter, Policy Associate, Director of NCI-AD
Erin White, Research Assistant 
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Special thanks to our 2014 Sponsors
the national Home and Community Based Services Conference 

Platinum
Centene Corporation

DentaQuest

Diamond
AARP

Health Care Service Corporation
Harmony Information Systems

UnitedHealthcare
Cigna-HealthSpring

Emerald
Amerihealth Caritas

MAXIMUS
Molina Healthcare
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Sapphire
Accenture

Aetna
Caregiver Homes

Companion DX Lab
Deloitte 

FEi Systems 
Girling/Gentiva

Pfizer
Public Consulting Group

Wellpoint/AMERIGROUP Corporation

Ruby
Beacon Behavioral Health

Consumer Direct
Health: ELT, LLC

Health Management Associates
LeFleur Transportation

McKesson
Mom’s Meals

Myers and Stauffer
Outreach Health

Philips Lifeline, Philips Home Monitoring
PhRMA
 SEIU

WellMed Medical Management, Inc.

Gold
ACCES$

Bateman Senior Meals
Health Help

Humana
Independent Living Systems

KPMG
Mains’l Financial

Optum 
Palco, Inc.

iHealth
Sellers Dorsey

WellCare Health Plans
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intensives
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Monday, September 15, 2014

H C B S  I N T E N S I V E S  B E G I N

7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Registration Independence Foyer

8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Pre-Conference Intensives

 Managed Long-Term Services and Supports 
Potomac I-VI
Moving long-term services and supports to a managed care delivery 
system is a continuing trend among states. Since 2012, seven states 
have either implemented new managed long-term services and 
supports (MLTSS) programs, or have expanded existing MLTSS 
programs geographic areas or to new populations. 

This brings the total number of MLTSS programs across the 
country to 21 (up from 8 in 2004). This daylong preconference 
MLTSS Intensive session will focus on key issues in MLTSS programs 
from a range of perspectives. Attendees will hear from states with 
MLTSS programs and will discuss new and expanded programs, as 
well as innovations in program design and performance management. 
Health plans will also share their perspectives on delivering MLTSS 
in a high-quality and person-centered manner. The intensive will also 
focus on meaningful stakeholder engagement, involvement of the 
traditional aging and disability networks in MLTSS programs, dental 
initiatives to promote oral health, and MLTSS quality measurement. 

Presenters: Marisa Scala-Foley, ACL; Robin Preston, CMS; 
Lowell Arye, Deputy Commissioner, New Jersey Department of 
Human Services; Kari Bruffett, Secretary, Kansas Department of 
Aging and Disability; Gary Jessee, Deputy Director, Medicaid/
CHIP Division, Texas; David Rogers, Florida Administration for 
Health Care; Pattie Wright, LTSS Director, Delaware Physicians 
Care; Cindy Adams, COO, Superior Health Plan; Catherine 
Anderson, Vice President Health Care Policy, UnitedHealthcare; 
Michele Hammond, LTSS Director, CareSource; Henry Claypool, 
AAPD; Alice Dembner, Community Catalyst; Sandy Atkins, 
Partners in Care Foundation; Danise Habun, Executive Director, 
Coordinated Care Alliance; Joe Vesowate, DentaQuest; Carol 
Steckel, WellCare; D.E.B. Potter, AHRQ; Julie Bershadsky, HSRI; 
Camille Dobson, Deputy Executive Director, NASUAD
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Pre-Conference Intensives

Monday, September 15, 2014

 Information and Referral/Assistance Retreat 
Washington B
Information and Referral/Assistance (I&R/A) provide a critical front 
door to human services, including long-term services and supports, 
for many older adults and persons with disabilities. NASUAD’s 
Aging and Disability Information and Referral/Assistance Support 
Center is hosting the HCBS Conference’s second annual I&R/A 
Intensive to provide an opportunity for learning and peer exchange 
for professionals from state and local I&R/A organizations, Aging 
and Disability Resource Centers (ADRCs), Area Agencies on Aging 
(AAAs), Centers for Independent Living (CILs) and State Health 
Insurance Programs (SHIPs). Attendees will hear federal and national 
updates from the Administration for Community Living (ACL), 
NASUAD, n4a, and NCIL. The agenda includes an interactive 
discussion of key issues impacting I&R/A service delivery. 

Presenters: Sherri Clark, Senior Aging Services Program Specialist, 
Administration on Aging, ACL; Martha Roherty, Executive 
Director, NASUAD; Sandy Markwood, Executive Director, n4a; 
Nanette Relave, Director of the National I&R Support Center, 
NASUAD; Lindsay Baran, Disability and Aging Specialist, NCIL; 
Kathleen Vaughan, No Wrong Door Coordinator, Virginia Dept. 
for Aging and Rehabilitative Services; Erika Yssel, No Wrong Door 
Expansion Specialist, Virginia Dept. for Aging and Rehabilitative 
Services; Joseph Lugo, Aging Services Program Specialist, ACL

8:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. CMS Intensive Review of the new 1915(i) and 1915(c)  
 HCBS Regulations

Tidewater
This session is an intensive review of the new 1915(i) and the 
1915(c) home and community-based services (HCBS) regulations 
published on January 16, 2014 with an effective date of March 
17, 2014. Information will be provided on all aspects of the 
new regulations including home and community-based settings, 
state transition planning to come into compliance with the new 
regulations, conflict free case management, person-centered planning, 
targeting, compliance actions, etc. An ample opportunity for 
questions and answers will be provided.

Presenters: Ralph Lollar, Director, Division of Long Term Services 
and Supports, CMS; Linda Joyce, Deputy Director of the Division 
of Long Term Services and Supports, Disabled and Elderly Health 
Programs Group, CMS
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8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Abuse, Neglect, and Exploitation: Prevention and Prosecution
Washington A
A quiet epidemic exists in America—abuse, neglect and exploitation 
of older adults and persons with disabilities. Elder abuse and 
maltreatment of persons with disabilities continues to be under-
reported and under-prosecuted in the nation. Data suggests 
that each year, at least 10 percent (or 5 million) older adults are 
subjected to abuse, neglect and exploitation with only 1 in 25 cases 
reported to social service agencies. Research has demonstrated that 
these abuses have significant consequences among health, well-
being and independence. The incidence of abuse is even higher 
for people with disabilities under the age of 65. According to the 
World Health Organization (WHO), “Elder abuse is the violation 
of human rights and a significant cause of illness, injury, loss of 
productivity, isolation and despair.” Awareness is rising. What can 
be done? 

How can we increase prevention? When is prevention 
appropriate? Should we have public or private intervention? When 
should we prosecute? What should happen to achieve success in 
prosecution? Which is more important to the cause—prevention or 
prosecution?

This session will provide an opportunity to learn what is being 
done, and can be done, at the national, state and local levels to 
further prevention and prosecution. 

Moderator: Alison E. Hirschel, Director, Michigan Elder Justice 
Initiative, Elder Law Attorney, Michigan Poverty Law Program

Presenters: Paul Greenwood, Deputy Assistant Attorney, Elder 
Abuse Unit, San Diego County, San Diego, California; Bonnie 
Olsen, PH.D., Clinical Professor, Vice Chair, Department of 
Family Medicine Program in Geriatric Medicine and Gerontology, 
University of California Irvine; Naomi Karp, Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau, Office of Older Americans; Bob Blancato, 
President, Matz, Blancato and Associates, Coordinator of Elder 
Justice Coalition; Brenda Uekert, Ph.D., Principal Court Research 
Consultant, National Center for State Courts (NCSC), founder 
and director of NCSC
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 Money Follows the Person (MFP) and Balancing  
 Incentive Program President’s Rooms 

 Leveraging and Sustaining Innovation in Systems Transformation 
The first half of this intensive session will have separate morning 
sessions that focus on administrative and programmatic aspects of 
the Money Follows the Person (MFP) and Balancing Incentive 
Program designed to help Project Directors (PD) and staff navigate 
grant requirements. This technical discussion will be followed 
by a session that will highlight innovative ways States have used 
enhanced federal matching funds to make the structural changes 
under the two grants and how these projects can be coordinated to 
enhance the impact on the home and community-based long-term 
supports and services (LTSS) systems. The intensive will cover a 
number of topics and innovations that states have implemented, 
and demonstrate how this coordination has increased the number 
of individuals who receive community LTSS; expanded the array 
of services; and facilitated growth of the infrastructure that is 
needed. States will also share their challenges and the solutions for 
operationalizing  
the programs.

Presenters: Todd Wilson, Division of Community Systems 
Transformation, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group, 
CMS; Effie R. George, Ph.D, Division of Community Systems 
Transformation, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group, 
CMS; Mike Smith, Technical Director, Division of Community 
Systems Transformation, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs 
Group, CMS; Alicia Ryce, CMS

TEFT Demonstration—How CMS is Supporting Measures 
Development and Health Information Techonology 
Advancements in the Community Based LTSS System
Virginia Rooms
CMS is promoting the development of measures and the use of 
health information technology (HIT) in the Medicaid community-
based long-term services and supports (LTSS) system. In March of 
2014, CMS awarded planning grants to nine states to test quality 
measurement tools and to demonstrate e-health in Medicaid 
community-based LTSS. Through the Testing Experience and 
Functional Tools (TEFT) Demonstration, CMS is working to 

8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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monday, September 15, 2014
advance the use of experience of care surveys and standardized 
assessment items, promote the use of health information technology, 
establish standards, support meaningful use, and demonstrate 
measurable quality outcomes in the Medicaid community-based LTSS 
system.

This intensive session will present targeted sessions on the many 
facets of the TEFT Demonstration, including:

1) Conducting experience of care surveys, 
2) Utilizing Continuity Assessment Record Evaluation (CARE) 

items in HCBS programs,
3) Implementing LTSS Personal Health Records (PHR), and
4) Establishing standards for an e-LTSS record through the 

Standards and Interoperability process.
This will be a highly interactive session and will include 

presentations from CMS, the Office of the National Coordinator, 
the Department of Defense, TEFT Grantees, the TEFT Technical 
Assistance and Evaluation teams, and the tool developers. Attendees 
may participate in individual components of interest.

Presenters: CMS: Jennifer Burnett, Kerry Lida, Barbara Holt, 
Mark Reed, Anca Tabakova

Additional Presenters: Elizabeth Frentzel, American Institutes 
of Research; Julie Seibert, Truven Health; Beth Jackson, Truven 
Health; 1-2 TEFT Grantees; Don Mon, RTI; Barbara Gage, 
Brookings Institution; Cindy Gruman, Lewin; Marj Hatzmann, 
Truven Health; Capri Dye, Health Management Associates; Mera 
Choi and Evelyn Gallego, Office of the National Coordinator; 
Rick Barnhill, Department of Defense

11:45 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Lunch Regency Ballroom

Trends and HCBS… A Conversation
Presenters: Susie Bosstick, Deputy Director, Disabled and Elderly 
Health Programs Groups, CMS; Martha Roherty, Executive 
Director, NASUAD; Nancy Thaler, Executive Director, NASDDDS

8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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monday, September 15, 2014

1:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. Department of Labor (DOL) Fair Labor Standards Rule 
Tidewater
This Intensive Session will discuss the potential impact of new 
rules on Fair Labor Standards (FLSA) on widely used community 
residential models including adult foster care, host homes, and paid 
roommate arrangements. The discussion will include descriptions 
of shared living arrangements where FLSA does not apply, and 
then for those that fall under FLSA descriptions of when overtime 
needs to be paid to workers, when sleep time does and does not 
have to be paid, how room and board can be used to offset wages, 
and other topics important for states and providers to know.

The session will also focus on how the new rule changes the 
definition of companionship services in home care programs, and 
for consumer directed home care programs, how new requirements 
to pay worker overtime and travel time are added if there is a joint 
employer (the state or some other entity) along with the consumer.

Experts from the Department of Labor will be available to 
answer your questions. And CMS will be present to discuss 
Medicaid options for paying overtime and travel time in 
consumer directed home care programs. The session also includes 
representatives from several national associations and program 
providers who will describe how various programs are gearing up 
to comply with the new regulations.

Moderator: James Toews, Administration for Community Living

Presenters: Michael Hancock, US Department of Labor; Jennifer 
Brand, US Department of Labor; Dianne Kayala, Centers 
for Medicaid and Medicare Services; Dan Berland, National 
Association of State Directors of Developmental Disability Services; 
Joe Wykowski, Community Vision; Katharine Berland, American 
Network of Community Options and Resources; Molly Murphy, 
National Resource Center for Participant Directed Services

4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. Conversations with Administration for Community Living  
 Regional Administrators—Part I

Grand Ballroom A &B

6:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. NASUAD President’s Reception 
(Invitation Only)

 Sponsored by AmeriHealth Caritas
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monday, September 15, 2014

H C B S  i n t e n S i V e S 

7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Registration Independence Foyer

8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. Pre-Conference Intensives
•	 Managed	Long-Term	Services	and	Supports	Potomac I-VI
•	 Information	&	Referral/Assistance	Retreat	Washington B
•	 CMS	Intensive	Review	of	the	new	1915(i)	and	1915(c)	HCBS	

Regulations Tidewater
•	 Abuse,	Neglect,	&	Exploitation:	Prevention	and	Prosecution	

Washington A
•	 Money	Follows	the	Person	and	Balancing	Incentive	Program	

President’s Rooms
•	 TEFT	Demonstration—How	CMS	is	Supporting	Measures	

Development and Health Information Technology 
Advancements in Community Based LTSS System  
Virginia Rooms
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monday, September 15, 2014

11:45 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.  Lunch Regency Ballroom

 Trends in HCBS… A Conversation 
Presenters: Suzanne Bosstick, Deputy Director, Disabled 
and Elderly Health Programs Group, CMS; Martha Roherty, 
Executive Director, NASUAD; Nancy Thaler, Executive Director, 
NASDDDS

1:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. Pre-Conference Intensives
•	 Managed	Long-Term	Services	and	Supports	Potomac I-VI
•	 Information	&	Referral/Assistance	Retreat	Washington B 
•	 Department	of	Labor	(DOL)	Fair	Labor	Standards	Rule	

Tidewater
•	 Abuse,	Neglect,	and	Exploitation:	Prevention	and	Prosecution	

Washington A 
•	 Money	Follows	the	Person	and	Balancing	Incentive	Program	

President’s Rooms
•	 TEFT	Demonstration—How	CMS	is	Supporting	Measures	

Development and Health Information Technology 
Advancements in Community Based LTSS System  
Virginia Rooms

4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. Conversations with Administration for Community Living  
 Regional Administrators—Part I

Regency Ballroom A&B

6:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. NASUAD President’s Reception 
(Invitation Only)

 Sponsored by AmeriHealth Caritas
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tuesday, September 16, 2014

H C B S  C o n f e R e n C e  B e g i n S

7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Registration Independence Foyer

8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. Welcome Plenary Regency Ballroom

 AoA: Past, Present, and Future 
Presenters: Kathy Greenlee, Administrator, Administration for 
Community Living and Assistant Secretary for Aging, Administration on 
Aging, HHS; Former Assistant Secretary for Aging Josefina Carbonell, 
Senior Vice President of Nutrition, Independent Living Services; Former 
Assistant Secretary for Aging Jeanette C. Takamura, Dean, School of 
Social Work, Columbia University; Former Assistant Secretary for Aging 
Fernando Torres-Gil, Associate Dean, UCLA School of Public Affairs, 
Associate Dean, Academic Affairs (invited)

10:00 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.  Break

10:15 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. CIRS/A Training Prince William Room

10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. Workshops
•	 ACL:	Empowering	Beneficiaries	through	Education	and	Advocacy:	

The Role of the Duals Demonstration Ombudsman Program in 
Integrated Models Washington A

•	 ACL:	Building	Respect	and	Dignity	for	Lesbian,	Gay,	Bisexual	and	
Transgender Older Americans in Long-Term Care Roosevelt

•	 CMS:	Medicaid	101:	Overview	of	the	Program	Washington B
•	 Exemplar	Lifespan	Respite	States:	An	Experiment	in	Sustainability	

Planning Jefferson
•	 AARP Long-Term Services and Supports Scorecard Potomac IV
•	 Models	of	Community	Based	Service	Coordination	for	Vulnerable	

Behavioral Health Populations Potomac I
•	 Behavioral	Health	and	Intellectual	Disability	Populations	being	

Served in Medicaid Managed Long-Term Services and Support 
Programs—Program Design for Sustainable Financing, Improved 
Community Integration/Recovery and Resiliency-Oriented 
Programs and Operational Implementation Potomac III

•	 Prioritizing	and	Targeting	Nutrition	Services	to	Address	
Nutritional Risk Arlington

•	 Assisted	Living	in	an	HCBS	Framework:	Implementing	the	New	
Federal Rules, and Looking to the Future Potomac II

•	 The	New	Volunteer	Paradigm:	A	Livable	Community-Based	
Approach Lincoln
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•	 Managing	Mom’s	Money:	Helping	Financial	Caregivers	While	

Protecting Mom Potomac VI
•	 Oral	Health:	Ensuring	Dental	Coverage	for	America’s	Older	Adults	

Potomac V

11:30 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.  Exhibit Hall Opens Independence Center

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.  Lunch in Exhibit Hall 
Sponsored by Cigna-HealthSpring

1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. Plenary Speaker

 Barbara Edwards, Director, Disabled and Elderly Health  
 Programs Group, CMS 

• Arthur Flemming Award Presentation 
• Katie Beckett Award Presentation

2:30 p.m. – 2:45 p.m. Break

2:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. Workshops
•	 ACL:	Building	the	Business	Acumen	of	the	Aging	and	Disability	

Networks Washington A
•	 CMS:	Medicaid	201:	Home	and	Community-Based	Services	within	

Medicaid Washington B
•	 A	Day	Late	and	A	Dollar	Short:	A	Financial	Education	Guide	and	

Tools for Under-Financed Older Adults Lincoln
•	 The	New	Companionship	Exemption	Rules:	Impacts	and	

Implications for States, Participants and Workers Potomac IV
•	 Family	Caregivers:	What	Are	We	So	Afraid	Of?	Potomac I
•	 The	Impact	of	the	ACA	Insurance	Requirement	on	Medicaid	

Dependent Employers—A Panel Discussion Jefferson
•	 A	Picture	of	Housing	and	Health:	Medicare	and	Medicaid	Use	

Among Older Adults in HUD Assisted Housing Roosevelt
•	 How	States	Can	Use	Data	From	the	National	Core	Indicators	to	

Look at Indicators of Community-Based Settings as Defined by the 
New CMS Home and Community-Based Regulations Arlington

•	 Pursuing Justice—Overcoming Barriers that Hinder Criminal 
Prosecution of Elder Abuse Potomac VI

•	 Innovation	Track:	Pharmacogenomics-guided	Treatment	for	
Improved Patient Care—Companion Dx Potomac II

•	 Promoting	Healthy	Aging:	The	Science	Behind	the	Evidence	of	
Nutrition Findings from USDA’s Human Nutrition Research 
Center on Aging Potomac III
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tuesday, September 16, 2014
•	 MFP	and	HCBS	Enhancement	Services	Kennedy
•	 Legislative	Update:	What’s	New	in	Aging	Policy…	 

and What’s Ahead Potomac V
•	 Consumer	Directed	Services—See	how	CDS	Empowers	Clients	&	

Families and Benefits the State Fairfax

4:00 p.m. – 4:15 p.m. Break

4:15 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. Workshops
•	 ACL:	Living	Well	With	Dementia	Roosevelt
•	 ACL:	The	Transition	of	the	State	Health	Insurance	Program	

(SHIP) from CMS to ACL: Setting A New Course for the SHIP 
Washington A

•	 CMS:	Managed	Long-Term	Services	and	Supports—An	Overview	
of CMS’ Policy Initiatives Washington B

•	 Changing	Tides:	The	Role	of	Professional	Case	Managers	in	Self-
Directed Support Programs Potomac III

•	 Statewide	Adoption	of	Positive	Behavioral	Supports	in	the	
Massachusetts Developmental Disabilities Service System Lincoln

•	 Program, Policy and Resource Review and Maximization Initiative 
for the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare (DPW) Jefferson

•	 Improving	Access	to	Safe	and	Inclusive	Services	for	LGBT	Adults	
Potomac I

•	 Supporting	Meaningful	Employment	Initiatives	Potomac IV
•	 Integrating	a	Personal	Health	Record	with	Statewide	Waiver	

Management Software Arlington
•	 Iowa	Aging	Issues	Mediation	Project	Kennedy
•	 Managed Care—Program Integrity Potomac VI
•	 Innovation	Track:	The	Art	of	Engagement:	Connecting	Patients,	

Providers and Plans in the Mobile Era—Health ELT Potomac II
•	 MIPPA:	Improving	Medicare	Access	and	Affordability	Potomac V
• Care Coordination in Managed Long Term Services and Supports Fairfax

6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Gala Reception in Exhibit Hall Independence Center
Sponsored by Centene

7:00 p.m. – 11:30 p.m. 50th Anniversary Gala and Dinner Regency Ballroom
(Cocktail Attire/Black Tie Optional)

Gala Bar sponsored by Harmony
Gala Band sponsored by UnitedHealthcare
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7:00 a.m. – 8:15 a.m. CMS Dialogue: Medicaid Innovation Accelerator Program (IAP) 
Regency Ballroom 

7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Registration Independence Foyer

7:30 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast with Exhibitors Independence Center

8:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. CIRS/A Exam  Prince William Room

8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m. Workshops
•	 ACL:	Improving	Program	Performance	Potomac IV
•	 ACL:	Evidence-Based	Support	for	High-Risk	Caregivers	in	Your	

Community—Is	Your	Agency	Ready	Washington A
•	 CMS:	Person-Centered	Planning	Washington B
•	 Core	Competencies	for	the	Direct	Services	Workforce:	A	

Validated, Cross Sector Resource for Training and Workforce 
Development to Improve Home and Community Based Services 
Jefferson

•	 Keeping	the	Nutrition	Program	Future	Ready	Potomac VI
•	 Growing	Your	Caregiving	Coalition:	What	to	Do	After	you’ve	

Planted the Seed Potomac I
•	 ACA	Transitions	to	Medicare	and	Medicaid:	Preventing	the	

Coverage Gap Potomac III
•	 Educating	Providers	on	Unique	Vulnerabilities	of	Transgender,	

Gender Non-Conforming Clients, and LGBT Older Adults of 
Color Arlington

•	 Expanding	the	Aging	Conversation:	Is	60	the	new	50	or	the	new	
20? Lincoln

•	 National	Study	of	Long-Term	Care	Providers:	2012	National	and	
State Results on Five Major Provider Types Roosevelt

•	 How	to	Create	a	Multi-disciplinary	Response	to	Elder	Abuse	in	
Your	Community	Fairfax

•	 Integrating	Physical	and	Behavioral	Health	Services:	The	Next	
Generation Potomac V

•	 A	Drug	Therapy	Revolution:	Saving	Lives	and	$150B	Annually	
Potomac II

9:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m. Break
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9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. Workshops
•	 ACL:	The	No	Wrong	Door	System:	Setting	the	Stage	for	National	

Standards Washington A
•	 CMS:	Quality	Performance	Measures Washington B
•	 Louisiana’s	Efforts	to	Ensure	the	Integrity	of	Home	and	

Community Based Services: Using Data to Preserve Resources, 
Equip Auditors, and Educate Assessors Lincoln

•	 Exploring the Future of Participant Direction: Benefits and Challenges 
from the Perspectives of Program Administrators Jefferson

•	 Supported	Decision-Making:	An	Important	Tool	in	the	Continuum	
of Guardianship and Alternatives Potomac V

•	 Redesigning	Assessment	in	Colorado:	Lessons	for	Other	States	
Trying to Comply with the New CMS HCBS Regulations and 
Supporting Systems Change Arlington

•	 A Giant Leap Forward or An Opportunity Lost? Assessing Long-Term 
Services and Supports in the Duals Demonstrations Potomac VI

•	 Analyzing	Medicaid	Claims	to	Learn	About:	Use	of	HCBS	and	
Institutional LTC, Characteristics of Elderly Medicaid LTC Users 
Compared to Non-Medicaid LTC Users, and Financial Eligibility 
Pathways to Medicaid LTC Use Including Spend-down Potomac IV

•	 Managed Long-Term Services and Supports: Navigating the 
Landscape from Readiness Review to Ongoing Oversight Potomac III

•	 Community	Based	Organizations	(CBOs)	Driving	Health	
Plan Quality: Position and Role in the Evolving Health Care 
Environment Roosevelt

•	 Offering	Hope	and	Innovative	Supports	to	Veterans	and	their	
Families: Why a Participant Directed Services Approach Works 
Potomac I

•	 Innovation	Track:	The	Common	Sense	Interventions	that	will	
Reduce Costs and Improve Care for the Elderly—Pfizer Potomac II

•	 State	of	the	States	in	Aging	and	Disability	Kennedy

10:45 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. Break

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Plenary Session  Regency Ballroom

 The Conversation Project
Speaker: Ellen Goodman, Co-Founder & Director, The Conversation 
Project; Author, Journalist

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Lunch  Regency Ballroom
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1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Plenary Session  Regency Ballroom

Speaker: Dr. Patch Adams, Founder & Director, The Gesundheit 
Institute; Performer, Clown, Social Activist

Sponsored by Health Care Services Corporation

2:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. Dessert Break with Exhibitors  Independence Center

2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. CIR/A Train-the Trainer  Prince William Room

2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. Workshops
•	 ACL:	How	does	Health	Insurance	Purchased	through	the	

Marketplace Relate to Services at Home? Washington A
•	 ACL:	Disaster	Preparedness:	A	Multi-faceted	Approach	to	Planning	

Arlington
•	 CMS:	Home	and	Community	Based	(HCBS)	Regulations	Transition	

Plans Washington B
•	 Using	the	New	CMS	HCBS	Settings	Regulation	for	Community	

Integration Advocacy: An Advocacy Perspective on the Politics of 
Community Integration Potomac IV

•	 Enhancing	Opportunities	for	Senior	Employment:	Training	Latino/
Hispanic Elders as Peer Community Interpreters—An Innovative 
Approach and Promising Practice Potomac II

•	 Electronically	Collecting	Quality	Measures	using	a	Patient-Centered	
Health Record Potomac III

•	 New	Frontiers:	Strategies	for	Designing	and	Implementing	Individualized	
Budgeting Systems Using Functional Assessments Fairfax

•	 Authentic	Person-Centered	Supports	for	Individuals	with	ID/DD	
and Extensive Support Needs Potomac I

•	 Aging	in	Place	Jeopardy	Jefferson
•	 Importance	of	Value	Alliances:	LTSS	Provider	Networks	&	Managed	

Care Organization Partnerships Responding to Integration Efforts in 
MMLTSS & Duals Roosevelt

•	 Communities	for	a	Lifetime	Potomac V
•	 Utah	ADRCs	Building	Community	Partnerships	with	the	

VA-Providing Options Counseling to Rural Veterans Kennedy 
•	 National	Core	Indicators	for	Increasing	Quality	Measurement	of	

State Systems to Serve People with Disabilities and Older Americans 
Potomac VI

•	 To	Plan	for	Community	Living,	Learn	Who	is	in	your	Nursing	
Homes: Insights from the Minimum Data Set (MDS) Using 
Questions About Preadmission Screening and Resident Review 
(PASRR) Lincoln

wednesday, September 17, 2014
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3:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. Break

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. Workshops
•	 ACL:	The	No	Wrong	Door	System:	Supporting	Youth	in	Transition	

Washington A
•	 CMS:	The	Home	and	Community-Based	Taxonomy	Washington B
•	 CMS:	Housing	and	Services:	Why	Collaboration	Matters	Potomac VI
•	 Connecticut’s	Addiction	Support	Services	Roosevelt
•	 ACOBIPPSIMLTSS?	Gourmet	Alphabet	Soup	Created	by	Many	

Cooks Lincoln
•	 What	can	Assessment	and	Service	Data	Tell	Us?	Utilizing	 

MDS-HC Data to Support Policy and Programmatic  
Decision-Making Arlington

•	 The	Consumer	Financial	Protection	Bureau:	Protecting	and	
Empowering Older Consumers Potomac I

•	 HomeMeds:	Key	to	the	door	for	CBOs	contracting	with	healthcare	
Potomac IV

•	 Innovative Public-Private Partnerships: Empowering Individuals Through 
Chronic Disease Self-Management Education (CDSME) Potomac V

•	 Current	Learning	from	the	National	Community	of	Practice	
on Supporting Families and Individuals with Intellectual and 
Developmental Disabilities Throughout the Life Course Jefferson

• Consumer Issues and Advocacy Challenges in Assisted Living Fairfax 
•	 Innovation	Track:	Supporting	Better	Outcomes:	The	Role	of	the	

Family Caregiver and Aging Network in the Chronic Care Model—
Well Med Potomac II

•	 The	Power	of	Disability	Literacy	Kennedy
•	 Bridging	the	Gap:	Linking	Health	Care	and	Long-Term	Services	and	

Supports (LTSS) for Massachusetts’ Elders Potomac III

3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. Conversation with Administration for Community Living Regional  
 Administrators—Part II (State Agencies by Invitation Only) 

Tidewater Room

5:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. White House Conference on Aging Town Hall 
Regency Ballroom
Presenters: Kathy Greenlee, Administrator, Administration for  
Community Living and Assistant Secretary, Administration on Aging, HHS; 
Nora Super, Executive Director, White House Conference on Aging

6:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. NASUAD President’s Reception (Invitation Only)

wednesday, September 17, 2014
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7:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Registration Regency Foyer

7:30 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. Breakfast Regency Ballroom
Sponsored by the Long-Term Quality Alliance

8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. Long-Term Care Quality Alliance Annual Meeting Potomac I-VI
See full agenda on page 125. 

8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m. Workshops
•	 ACL:	The	ACL/CMS	Partnership	to	Provide	the	States	with	

Person-Centered Counseling Training, Credentialing and Technical 
Assistance Program Washington B

•	 ACL:	The	Consumer	Experience	and	the	HCBS	Settings	Rule	
Washington A 

•	 Responding	Holistically	to	Neurobehavioral	Challenges	in	Persons	
with Brain Injury Arlington

•	 Minnesota	Designs	New	Elderly	Waiver	Service	to	Help	Seniors	
Remain at Home Roosevelt

•	 Innovative	Ombudsman	Programs:	Shared	Perspectives	from	New	
Jersey and Delaware on Meeting the Needs of Today’s Senior 
Population Lincoln

•	 Establishing	Matching	Services	Registries	to	Help	Consumers	Find	
Caregivers Fairfax

•	 Promoting	Research	Participation	as	a	Part	of	Healthy	Aging	
Prince William

•	 HCBS	Policy	Lab:	Legislative	and	Analytical	Updates	Jefferson
•	 The	Use	of	Clinical	and	Functional	Assessment	Instruments	

Tidewater
•	 Housing	and	Services:	Making	Meaningful	Investments	Kennedy
•	 Using	Telecare/Telehealth	Technology	to	Support	Aging	in	 

Place Theater

9:45 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. Break
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10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. Workshops
•	 HHS: Promoting Successful Community Living through Increased 

Competitive and Integrated Employment for Individuals with 
Disabilities Program Washington A

•	 CMS:	The	1915(i)	and	1915(c)	Home	and	Community-Based	
Services (HCBS) Regulations Washington B

•	 Service	Agencies	Unite	to	Form	a	Model	Community	Care	Network	
Roosevelt

•	 Taking	It	to	the	Next	Level:	Training	Programs	for	Advanced	Home	
Care Aides in Washington State Lincoln

•	 Heroes	on	the	Homefront:	Meeting	the	Needs	of	America’s	Military	
and Veteran Caregivers Kennedy

•	 Innovations	in	Protection	from	Harm	for	Adults	with	Mental	Illness	
and Intellectual Disabilities Receiving 24 Hours Residential Support 
Prince William

•	 Innovation	Track:	Patient	Engagement	and	Accountability:	 
The Innovative Texas Model—Girling/Gentiva Arlington

•	 Coordination,	Education,	and	Integration:	Enhanced	Roles	for	
Home Care Workers in Theory and Practice Jefferson

•	 Technology,	Innovation,	and	Aging:	How	New	Technology	
Companies are Making a Big Impact for Elders and Care Providers; 
and Policy Revisions to Make it Happen Theater

•	 Integrating	Services	for	Dual	Eligible	Individuals:	Efforts	to	
Integrate and Coordinate Long-Term Services and Supports in the 
Massachusetts Duals Demonstration Tidewater

•	 Ohio	Medicaid	HCBS	Waiver	Provider	Education,	Support,	and	
Oversight Fairfax

11:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. Break
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11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m. Workshops
•	 ACL:	The	Impact	of	New	Department	of	Labor	Rules	on	Fair	Labor	

Standards (Companionship) on the Future of Consumer-Directed 
Home Care Programs Washington A

•	 CMS:	Use	of	HCBS	for	Individuals	with	Mental	Health	Conditions	
Washington B

•	 National	Medicaid	HCBS	Program	Data	and	Policies:	An	Update	
Tidewater

•	 Assistive	Technology:	State	AT	programs	and	Collaborations	with	
State Medicaid Agencies Arlington

•	 Balancing	Incentive	Program:	Perspectives	from	Multiple	States	on	
Their Work to Support the BIP Objectives and how BIP Initiatives 
Support Their Broader Program Objectives Kennedy

•	 How	Do	New	Federal	Labor	Rules	Impact	Self-Direction?	Applying	
the Rules to Maryland and around the Country Jefferson

•	 Making	Evidence-Based	Programs	Easier	and	More	Affordable	for	
Everyone: The Evidence Based Leadership Council Lincoln

•	 Support	and	Services	at	Home	(SASH):	Housing	as	a	Platform	for	
Health Fairfax

•	 Options	Counseling	and	Online	Training	for	a	Fast	Paced	World	
Prince William

•	 The	Nutrition	Rx:	Home	Delivered	Meals	Could	Save	Millions	for	
Medicaid and HCBS Programs Roosevelt

•	 Negotiating	Independence?:	The	Ethical	Implications	of	Electronic	
Monitoring for Practice and Policy Theater

12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m. Lunch

1:45 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. Closing Plenary
Presenters: Manu Sareen, Minister for Children, Gender Equality, 
Integration and Social Affairs, Denmark; Carolyn Watts Colvin, 
Acting Commissioner, Social Security Administration 

 Closing Remarks
Presenters: G. Lawrence Atkins, PhD, Executive Director, Long 
Term Quality Alliance; Martha Roherty, Executive Director, 
NASUAD; James Bulot, President-Elect, NASUAD, Director, Georgia 
Division of Aging Services

thursday, September 18, 2014
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7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Registration

8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. Welcome Plenary
Regency Ballroom

Moderator: Edwin Walker, Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
Administration on Aging, HHS

 Administration on Aging: Past, Present and Future
Panel: Kathy Greenlee, Josefina Carbonell, Jeanette Takamura, 
Fernando Torres-Gil

Kathy Greenlee, Administrator, Administration for Community 
Living, and Assistant Secretary, Administration on Aging,  
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Kathy Greenlee serves in dual roles of Administrator of the 
Administration for Community Living and Assistant Secretary 
for Aging. Ms. Greenlee was appointed by President Obama as 
Assistant Secretary for Aging at the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services and confirmed by the Senate in June 2009. 
The Administration for Community Living (ACL) is a new federal 
agency operating within the Department of Health and Human 
Services. ACL brings together into a single entity the Administration 
on Aging, the Office on Disability, and the Administration on 
Developmental Disabilities. ACL is charged with working with states, 
tribes, community providers, universities, nonprofit organizations, 
businesses and families to help seniors and people with disabilities live 
in their homes and fully participate in their communities. Assistant 
Secretary Greenlee believes that people with functional support 
needs should have the opportunity to live independently in a home 
of their choosing, receiving appropriate services and supports. She is 
committed to building the capacity of the national aging and disability 
networks to better serve older persons, caregivers, and individuals with 
disabilities. Kathy Greenlee served as Secretary of Aging in Kansas, 
and before that as the Kansas State Long Term Care Ombudsman. 
She also served as the General Counsel of the Kansas Insurance 
Department and served as Chief of Staff and Chief of Operations for 
then Governor Kathleen Sebelius.
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Josefina Carbonell, Senior Vice President of Nutrition,  
Independent Living Services 
Josefina Carbonell, Senior Vice President of Long-term Care 
and Nutrition, directs the integration of healthcare services with 
strategic national long-term care re-balancing efforts, and oversees 
the development of local community provider networks to build 
comprehensive models of care. She is the co-lead of the strategic 
growth of the company’s long-term care division, fortifying its focus 
and commitment to servicing the growing aging community to 
promote independent community living.

A former top U.S. official serving the elderly and distinguished 
leader in the private and governmental Healthcare and long term care 
policy and program management sectors, Carbonell brings more than 
35 years of experience in community-based long-term care.

Carbonell was appointed by President Bush and confirmed by the US 
Senate and served from 2001 to 2009 as Assistant Secretary for Aging at 
the United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). 
During her tenure, Carbonell made significant contributions to the mod-
ernization of long-term care including the creation of the national “Choices 
for Independence” LTC Rebalancing Initiative, the Aging and Disability 
Resource Centers, the Evidenced Programs and the implementation of the 
Family Caregiver Act Programs throughout the country. She led the suc-
cessful implementation of the White House Conference on Aging in 2005 
and the Reauthorization of the Older Americans Act in 2006.

Carbonell co-led with CMS the national implementation of the 
Medicare Modernization Act, the SNPs implementation in Medicare 
and the Money Follows the Person Initiative. Prior to joining the Bush 
administration, Carbonell was president and chief executive officer of 
the Little Havana Activities & Nutrition Centers (LHANC) in Miami-
Dade County, Florida. Josefina currently serves as a board member 
for several national, regional and local organizations including the 
National Council on Aging, Washington DC; Easter Seals, Chicago 
IL; Partners at Home LLC in CA; Florida Council on Aging; Florida 
Atlantic University’s Board of Advisors for the Academy on Aging and 
Independent Living Community Services, Inc, FL. Carbonell attended 
Florida International University and was the recipient of a fellowship 
in health management at the John F. Kennedy School of Government 
at Harvard University, and is an alumnus of the Program for Senior 
Executives in State and Local Government.

8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 
(Continued)
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Jeannette C. Takamura, Dean, School of Social Work,  
Columbia University
Jeanette C. Takamura received her MSW from the University of 
Hawaii in 1972 and her PhD in Social Policy from the Heller School, 
Brandeis University, in 1985. She also received 3 certificates in 
Gerontology from the Harvard School of Medicine.

She has been a practicing social worker since 1972 when she first 
developed programs serving youth and families. Following this she went 
on to teach social work and medicine, designing interdisciplinary curricula, 
which were used in the United States and abroad. Dr. Takamura became 
the Director of the Executive Office on Aging for Hawaii then Chief 
Operating Officer of the Hawaii State Department of Health.

Following these achievements, Dr. Takamura was appointed Assistant 
Secretary for Aging in the US Department of Health and Human 
Services in the Clinton Administration. After leaving the government 
she held an endowed chair in gerontology and public service at 
California State University in Los Angeles before being appointed the 
first female dean of the Columbia University School of Social Work.

Dr. Takamura has contributed to and participated in numerous 
national and international conferences and journals. She is well known 
as an outstanding and innovative leader and thinker in the fields of 
social policy and educational development. Dr. Takamura says, “I was 
pleased to initiate innovations in aging policies and programs and am 
most fascinated with innovation as emergent phenomena in different 
institutions and systems.” Her depth of knowledge and experience in 
social work in both the public and private sectors have been positive 
factors in her ability to encourage fiscal development, translate policies 
into programs, particularly in the field of gerontology which has lead to 
the expansion of studies and services in that domain, and in her current 
role, leading her School into the 21st Century. 

Fernando Torres-Gil, Associate Dean, UCLA School of Public 
Affairs, Associate Dean, Academic Affairs
Fernando Torres-Gil’s multifaceted career spans the academic, profession-
al, and policy arenas. He is a Professor of Social Welfare and Public Policy 
at UCLA, an Adjunct Professor of Gerontology at USC, and Director of 
the UCLA Center for Policy Research on Aging. He has served as Associate 
Dean and Acting Dean at the UCLA School of Public Affairs, and most 
recently Chair of the Social Welfare Department. He has written six books 
and over l00 publications, including The New Aging: Politics and Change 
in America (1992) and Lessons from Three Nations, Volumes I and II 
(2007). His academic contributions have earned him membership in the 
prestigious Academies of Public Administration, Gerontology and Social 

8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 
(Continued)
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Insurance. His research spans important topics of health and long-term care, 
disability, entitlement reform, and the politics of aging.

Professor Torres-Gil is more than an academic. He has an impressive 
portfolio of public service and national and international recognition as a 
leading spokesperson on demographics, aging, and public policy. He earned 
his first presidential appointment in 1978 when President Jimmy Carter 
appointed him to the Federal Council on Aging. He was selected as a White 
House Fellow and served under Joseph Califano, then Secretary of the U.S. 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), and continued as 
a Special Assistant to the subsequent Secretary of HEW, Patricia Harris. 
He was appointed (with Senate Confirmation) by President Bill Clinton as 
the first-ever U.S. Assistant Secretary on Aging in the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services (DHHS). As the Clinton Administration’s chief 
advocate on aging, Torres-Gil played a key role in promoting the importance 
of the issues of aging, long-term care and disability, community services for 
the elderly, and baby boomer preparation for retirement. He served under 
HHS Secretary Donna Shalala, managing the Administration on Aging and 
organizing the 1995 White House Conference on Aging, in addition to serv-
ing as a member of the President’s Welfare Reform Working Group.

In 2010 he received his third presidential appointment (with Senate 
Confirmation) when President Barack Obama appointed him as Vice Chair 
of the National Council on Disability, an independent federal agency that 
reports to the Congress and White House on federal matters related to dis-
ability policy. During his public service in Washington, D.C., he also served 
as Staff Director of the U.S. House Select Committee on Aging under his 
mentor, Congressman Edward R. Roybal.

At the local level, Torres-Gil has served as the Vice President of the 
Los Angeles City Planning Commission and a member of the Harbor and 
Taxi Commissions for the city of Los Angeles. He currently serves Los 
Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa as an appointed member of the Board 
of Airport Commissioners. At the state level, he was appointed by for-
mer Governor Gray Davis to the Governor’s Blue Ribbon Task Force on 
Veterans’ Homes and by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger as a delegate to 
the 2005 White House Conference on Aging. 

He continues to provide important leadership in philanthropy and non-
profit organizations as a board member of the AARP Foundation, and he is 
a former board member of The California Endowment, National Steinbeck 
Center in Salinas, California and the Los Angeles Chinatown Service Center.

Dr. Torres-Gil was born and raised in Salinas, California, the son of 
migrant farm workers. He earned his A.A. in Political Science at Hartnell 
Community College (1968), a B.A. with honors in Political Science from 
San Jose State University (1970), and an M.S.W. (1972) and Ph.D. 
(1976) in Social Policy, Planning and Research from the Heller Graduate 
School in Social Policy and Management at Brandeis University.

8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 
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10:15 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. CIRS/A Training Prince William Room

10:00 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.  Break

10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.  Workshops

ACL: Empowering Beneficiaries through Education and Advocacy: 
The Role of the Duals Demonstration Ombudsman Program in 
Integrated Models 
Room: Washington A 
The Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Financial 
Alignment Demonstration addresses issues of care coordination caused 
by the financial misalignment between Medicare and Medicaid. In 
response to these concerns, CMS is testing two models to help States 
better coordinate the financing of Medicare and Medicaid. The goal 
of both Demonstration models is to integrate primary care, acute 
care, behavioral health care, and long-term services and support for 
beneficiaries that are eligible for both Medicare and Medicaid. As a 
result, there is a need for strong beneficiary support and consumer 
assistance in States that are implementing a Financial Alignment 
model. This session will discuss the role of the Duals Demonstration 
Ombudsman Program and highlight the best practices used by States 
implementing an ombudsman program to support beneficiaries 
transitioning into Demonstration Medicare and Medicaid Plans. 

Presenters: Edo Banach, Senior Advisor Medicare-Medicaid 
Coordination Office, Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
CMS; Eliza Bangit, Director, Office of Duals Demonstration 
Ombudsman Technical Assistance Program, ACL Center for Disability 
and Aging Policy
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ACL: Building Respect and Dignity for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and 
Transgender Older Americans in Long-Term Care 
Room: Roosevelt 
A majority of LGBT older adults who answered a national online 
survey believe that staff of long-term care (LTC) facilities would 
discriminate against an LGBT elder who was open about his or her 
sexual orientation, and more than half believe that staff or other 
residents would abuse or neglect an LGBT elder. This workshop will 
provide information to help service providers learn best practices in 
creating culturally competent care. The workshop will present the key 
issues covered in the online training and provide an opportunity for 
participants to identify areas where they believe more specific training 
would be helpful.

Objectives:
•	 Increase	visibility	of	the	issues	faced	by	LGBT	individuals	in	LTC	

facilities.
•	 Increase	awareness	of	an	online	training	tool	on	serving	LGBT	

individuals in LTC facilities.
•	 Help	service	providers	learn	best	practices	in	creating	LGBT	

culturally competent care.

Presenters: Carol Crecy, Director, ACL Office of External Affairs; 
Greg Link, Aging Services Program Specialist/Team Lead, ACL Office 
of Supportive and Caregiver Services

 CMS: Medicaid 101: Overview of the Program 
Room: Washington B
This session provides a comprehensive overview of the Medicaid 
program including delivery system choices for offering Medicaid 
benefits. This session is ideal for the new waiver manager or for 
individuals interested in learning the basics of Medicaid including a 
high level review of new provisions within Medicaid. 

Presenters: Nancy Kirchner, Deputy Director, Division of Benefits 
and Coverage, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group; Robin 
Preston, Technical Director, Division of Integrated Health Systems, 
Disabled and Elderly Programs Group

10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. 
(Continued)
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Exemplar Lifespan Respite States: An Experiment in Sustainability 
Planning 
Room: Jefferson
State aging or disability government agencies are recipients of  
Lifespan Respite grants from the Administration for Community 
Living to establish statewide respite systems for family caregivers of 
individuals of any age with special needs. Small time-limited grants are 
awarded to states on a competitive basis to help build statewide respite 
infrastructures with follow-up grants to some states for integration 
and sustainability activities. Sustainability planning is a priority for 
grantee states to ensure grant activities continue once federal funds 
are expended. The ARCH Resource Center selected 8 Lifespan 
Respite grantees who demonstrated capacity and readiness to engage 
in a comprehensive sustainability planning process. These states 
received individualized technical assistance from The Finance Project, 
a specialized non-profit research, technical assistance and training 
firm for public and private sector leaders nationwide, that helps them 
develop sound financing strategies. Selected Lifespan Respite grantees 
are expected to form a sustainability planning team and engage in a 
deliberative process to develop sustainability plans using proven tools. 
This workshop will provide background on Lifespan Respite and 
the Finance Projects approach to sustainability planning, elaborate 
on successes and challenges of the 8 exemplar states, and make 
recommendations for others seeking to engage in similar  
sustainability efforts.

Presenters: Jill Kagan, Director, ARCH National Respite Network 
and Resource Center; Todd Coffey, Acting Director Aging and Adult 
Services, Colorado Department of Human Services

10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. 
(Continued)
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 AARP Long Term Services and Supports Scorecard 
Room: Potomac IV 
How does your state rank in long-term services and supports (LTSS)? 
Come to this session to find out. AARP’s Public Policy Institute, 
The Commonwealth Fund and The SCAN Foundation recently 
issued its 2nd Scorecard of State Performance on LTSS for Older 
People, Adults with Disabilities, and Family Caregivers. The Scorecard 
measures performance in five areas: affordability and access; choice 
of setting and provider; quality of life and quality of care; support for 
family caregivers; and effective transitions. It also illustrates trends in 
LTSS performance since the first Scorecard, issued in 2011. Find out 
how state policies affect performance, learn about state and national 
trends, and discover what your state does well and where it needs to 
improve.

Presenters: Susan Reinhard, Senior Vice President, The AARP 
Public Policy Institute; Lisa Shugarman, Director of Policy, The 
SCAN Foundation

Models of Community Based Service Coordination for Vulnerable 
Behavioral Health Populations 
Room: Potomac I 
Stability in community housing can be a challenge for vulnerable 
people with behavioral health challenges, while their instability 
often adds to costs of their care. The Louisiana Behavioral Health 
Partnership is an innovative approach that integrates housing solutions 
with data-driven strategies to find and serve enrollees who frequently 
access Medicaid and other state programs. Chris Boling of Magellan-
Louisiana will discuss the LBHP overall, with attention to managed 
care and Louisiana’s permanent supportive housing program. Lisa 
Stand of the National Alliance to End Homelessness will highlight 
other models of community-based housing and supports, focusing on 
community strategies to address chronic homelessness and serve the 
most vulnerable people.

Presenters: Chris Boling, LCSW, MBA/HCM, Adult System 
Administrator, Magellan of Louisiana; Lisa Stand, J.D., Senior 
Analyst, National Alliance to End Homelessness 

10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. 
(Continued)
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Behavioral Health and Intellectual Disability Populations being 
Served in Medicaid Managed Long-Term Services and Support 
Programs—Program Design for Sustainable Financing, Improved 
Community Integration/Recovery and Resiliency-Oriented 
Programs and Operational Implementation 
Room: Potomac III 
This session will spotlight very different programs which promise to 
enhance behavioral health and developmental disabilities community-
based services to individuals with a wide array of support needs. 
This session will address: 1) the issues of consideration in managing 
Medicaid behavioral health and developmental disabilities LTSS 
transitions and sustaining long-term program success and 2) provide 
one or more state perspectives on lessons learned. With state partners, 
Mercer will discuss how states can structure behavioral health and 
developmental disabilities HCB programs to provide evidenced-based, 
recovery oriented, and community based services for individuals 
with behavioral health and developmental disabilities support needs 
expanding the array of available services while minimizing costly 
institutional or emergent care delivery. In addition, the session will 
describe the efforts to tip the institutional bias within their behavioral 
health system and increase the availability of person-centered 
community-based services through health homes. While the States 
vary in their objectives and the authorities they used to achieve them, 
the fundamentals upon which the programs have been designed are 
similar, and feature strategic rate design to provide the incentives 
necessary for the States to meet their goals.

Presenters: Brenda Jackson, MPP, Mercer Government Human 
Services Consulting; Denise Podeschi, PhD, Mercer Government 
Human Services Consulting; Jessica Osborne, Mercer Government 
Human Services Consulting

Prioritizing and Targeting Nutrition Services to Address 
Nutritional Risk 
Room: Arlington 
The population of older persons is increasing rapidly and is causing 
a surge in the need for nutrition and social service programs. The 
demand for home-delivered meals as part of Long Term Support 
Services continues to offer challenges due to limited service dollars. 
How can programs prioritize and target clients that are at nutrition 
risk and face the threat of hunger? This workshop session will: identify 

10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. 
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key risk factors for food insecurity and poor dietary intake and, describe 
the different survey and assessment tools currently used to identify 
clients that are at a high risk and in need of nutritional intervention, 
and describe practice models gathered by the National Resource Center 
on Nutrition and Aging from selected states will be discussed.

Presenters: Ucheoma Akobundu, PhD, RD, Director of Project 
Management and Impact, Meals On Wheels Association of America; 
Holly Kellner Greuling RD, LD/N, National Nutritionist, Office 
of Nutrition and Health Promotion, U.S. Administration on Aging, 
Administration for Community Living, Department of Health and 
Human Services 

Assisted Living in an HCBS Framework: Implementing the New 
Federal Rules and Looking to the Future 
Room: Potomac II
Under the new federal Medicaid rules for HCBS settings, the federal 
government for the first time has set HCBS standards for Medicaid-
funded assisted living services. This session will review the rules and 
related guidance, along with implementation procedures, to examine 
the impact on assisted living residents, facilities, and Medicaid 
programs. The examination will include consideration of state assisted 
living licensing rules, based on a recent 12-state report on state best 
practices in assisted living, published by the National Senior Citizens 
Law Center in February 2014. Participants in this session will learn 
about the new federal rules that set standards for assisted living 
services funded through Medicaid HCBS funds, share assisted living 
practices from their own states, examine possible state-level strategies 
on state implementation of the federal regulations, and learn about 
best practices in state assisted living laws. Much of the session will be 
relevant also to HCBS services provided in facilities designed for an 
under-65 population of persons with disabilities.

Presenter: Eric Carlson, Directing Attorney, National Senior Citizens 
Law Center; Robyn Grant, Director of Public Policy and Advocacy, 
National Consumer Voice for Quality Long-Term Care 

10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
(Continued)
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The New Volunteer Paradigm: A Livable Community-Based 
Approach
Room: Lincoln 
Of the 10,000 people who turn 65 in the U.S. every day, 
approximately 6,000 of them retire. These new retirees are healthier, 
relatively wealthier, more skilled, and more motivated than ever to 
give	back	to	their	communities	in	their	encore	years.	Yet,	they	shun	
many of the old volunteer models, one-offs, envelope-stuffing, and 
other short-stint activities that they often do not find fulfilling. 
Increasingly, organizations are engaging volunteers to address critical 
needs and gaps in services advancing innovative transportation 
solutions, and making their communities more livable for all ages. 
New research highlights how volunteers produce a higher return to 
organizations that make an investment in volunteer development, 
and shows ways to tap the vast expertise of today’s volunteers while 
challenging them to continue growing personally and professionally. 
The result is that the research-based practices align the critical needs 
of organizations with the interests and motivations of a new volunteer 
cohort.

Objectives: 1. Participants will gain research-based principles 
and practices to successfully and meaningfully engage the growing 
number of older adult volunteers. 2. Participants will learn about 
how volunteers are contributing to making communities livable for all 
ages. 3. Participants will understand why transportation is the primary 
issue in livable communities work and learn from volunteer-based 
best practices addressing mobility issues. 4. Participants will examine 
some livability needs in their communities and identify ways that they 
may be able to engage older adult volunteers to address a critical issue 
when they return home.

Presenters: Virginia Dize, Co-Director, National Center on Senior 
Transportation (NCST), National Association of Area Agencies on 
Aging; Tom Endres, Director, Volunteer Collaborative, National 
Association of Area Agencieis on Aging; Stephanie Firestone, 
Director, Livable Communities Collaborative, National Association of 
Area Agencies on Aging

10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
(Continued)
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Managing Mom’s Money: Helping Financial Caregivers While 
Protecting Mom 
Room: Potomac VI 
Family caregivers have lots of roles and one common role is to help 
manage finances for a loved one who no longer can. Millions of 
Americans are agents under power of attorney, guardians, Social 
Security representative payees or otherwise manage someone else’s 
money. Most want to do the right thing but need guidance—and some 
don’t follow the rules. Now the new federal consumer protection 
agency, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, has plain English 
guides to help them, and to help you help them. Learn the four 
duties of family members and friends who serve as fiduciaries. Get 
tips for spotting scams and exploitation. Find out where to go for 
help. Presenters will share other new tools for protecting older adults 
available from the only federal office dedicated to the financial health 
of older Americans. This interactive workshop will provide case 
examples to help participants understand what financial caregiving 
is, its challenges, and the realities of elder financial exploitation. 
Through discussions of interdisciplinary networks in participants and 
communities, attendees will learn how they can create state-specific 
materials and work within their communities to bolster the financial 
security of older adults.

Presenters: Naomi Karp, Older Americans Senior Policy Analyst, 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
(Continued)
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 Oral Health: Ensuring Coverage for America’s Older Adults 
Room: Potomac V 
Oral disease affects all Americans, but vulnerable and underserved 
populations are especially at risk. Oral health impacts physical, social, 
psychological and economic health. Twenty-five (25) percent of 
people 65 years and older report have no remaining natural teeth. 
Among low-income Medicare beneficiaries, 1 in 3 have not visited a 
dental provider in 5 or more years. Most oral diseases are preventable 
yet barriers exist to achieve good oral health. This session will discuss 
possible programs to address oral health for older adults and persons 
with disabilities. Speakers from the Administration for Community 
Living will discuss programs and services that assist in oral services to 
targeted populations. A discussion from DentaQuest’s Oral Health 
2020 goals will include (1) increasing the number of states that offer a 
comprehensive Medicaid adult dental benefit; and (2) including dental 
benefits in Medicare. We will hear from one state where dental care 
for older adults and persons with disabilities is expanding.

Presenters: Danielle Nelson, Aging Services Program Specialist, 
Administration for Community Living; Patrick Finnerty, Senior 
Advisor, DentaQuest Foundation; Gary Jessee, Deputy Director, 
Medicaid CHIP Division, Texas HHSC

11:30 a.m. – 12.00 p.m.  Exhibit Hall Opens Independence Center

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m Lunch in Exhibit Hall
Independent Center

 Sponsored by Cigna-HealthSpring

10:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
(Continued)
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1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. Plenary Speaker

 Barbara Edwards, Director, Disabled and Elderly Health  
 Programs Group Regency Ballroom

• Arthur Flemming Award Presentation 
• Katie Beckett Award Presentation

Barbara Coulter Edwards, Director of the Disabled and Elderly 
Health Programs Group in the Center for Medicaid and CHIP Services 
at CMS, has considerable experience in public and private sector 
health care financing. She is a nationally recognized expert in Medicaid 
policy, including managed care, cost containment, long-term care, and 
State and federal health care reform. She was a Principal with Health 
Management Associates, Inc. for 4 years focusing on Medicaid, national 
health reform, and service delivery for persons with chronic and disabling 
conditions. She also spent six months as the Interim Director of the 
National Association of State Medicaid Directors and served eight years 
as the Ohio State Medicaid Director. As Ohio’s Medicaid Director, she 
led significant program reforms, including implementation of Ohio’s 
comprehensive strategy to promote access to home and community-based 
long-term services and supports, development of a Preferred Drug List 
for outpatient prescription drugs, expansion of managed care to serve 
Medicaid consumers, and implementation of Ohio’s State Children’s 
Health Insurance Program. Ms. Edwards presents frequently on Medicaid 
trends and State health policy challenges.

2:30 – 2:45 p.m. Break 

2:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. Workshops

ACL: Building the Business Acumen of the Aging and  
Disability Networks 
Room: Washington A 
The rapid movement toward integrated care and managed long-term 
services and supports has profound implications for community-based 
aging and disability organizations and the populations they serve. Come 
to this session to hear from ACL, the John A. Hartford Foundation, 
Partners in Care Foundation, and the SCAN Foundation about 
their work with networks of community-based aging and disability 
organizations seeking to build their business capacity and align their 
service capabilities in order to contract with health care entities (e.g., 
accountable care organizations, managed/integrated care plans, 
hospitals, health systems) to provide community-based long-term 
services and supports. 
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Presenters: Marisa Scala-Foley, Social Analyst, Office of Policy 
Analysis and Development, ACL Center for Disability and Aging 
Policy; Sandy Atkins, Vice President, Institute for Change, Partners in 
Care Foundation; Nora O’Brien-Suric, Senior Program Officer, The 
John A. Hartford Foundation; Erin Westphal, Program Officer, The 
SCAN Foundation

CMS: Medicaid 201: Home and Community Based Services within 
Medicaid 
Room: Washington B 
This session, which builds upon “Medicaid 101: Overview of the 
Program,” will provide an overview of home and community based 
services (HCBS) within Medicaid. Not only will this session provide 
invaluable information on Section 1915(c) HCBS waivers, but it will 
also provide an overview of the newer tools available, including but 
not limited to Community First Choice and 1915(i) HCBS State Plan 
Option, for those states interested in enhancing their HCBS options.

Presenters: Ralph Lollar, Director, Division of Long-Term Services 
and Supports, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group; Kathy 
Poisal, Technical Director, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs 
Group; Kenya Cantwell, Health Insurance Specialist, Disabled and 
Elderly Health Programs Group

A Day Late and a Dollar Short: A Financial Education Guide and 
Tools for Under-Financed Older Adults 
Room: Lincoln 
Many families are stymied about helping older adults confront their 
current financial situation. Do we really want to know how bad it is, 
or could be, for our parents? Worrying can sometimes push people to 
act, but many older adults especially women are paralyzed by the fear 
of becoming destitute. This session will build awareness and provide 
a roadmap and tools for advocates to help families and caregivers 
avoid financial mistakes. This workshop will educate aging network 
professionals, advocates, and program coordinators about the longevity 
risk and how that puts older adults, especially women, at-risk for running 
out of income in retirement. The session will educate attendees about the 
common financial mistakes many older adults make, how to avoid such 
mistakes, and how to help develop a strategy to create a lifetime financial 
plan. Finally, the session will provide action steps, resources and tools 
to be used with families, caregivers and individuals in your community 
or agency. Discussions about financial and retirement planning can be 
woven into many programs and services provided to older adults and 
their families, including those with lower incomes.

2:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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Presenters: Cindy Hounsell, President, Women’s Institute for Secure 
Retirement; Maggie Flowers, Senior Program Manager, Economic 
Security, National Council on Aging

The New Companionship Exemption Rules: Impacts and 
Implications for State, Participants, and Workers
Room: Potomac IV
On January 1, 2015 new rules under the Fair Labor Standards Act 
(FLSA) will take effect. These rules narrow the FLSA’s Companionship 
Exemption, making more workers in HCBS eligible for minimum 
wage and overtime pay. The rules have also highlighted states and 
Financial Management Services providers as possible joint employers 
of participants, workers, inviting additional complexity in maintaining 
compliance with the rules in HCBS. Learn the implications for states, 
participants and workers and how some states are adjusting their 
programs to ensure compliance with the new rules. Some of the 
presenters were not only instrumental in writing the rules, but also have 
examined existing HCBS programs to identify how the programs will 
be affected by the rules, including the projected cost of not changing 
the programs, but complying with the new rules. The presenters have 
also provided Technical Assistance to states and FMS providers about 
how programs can or should change to either ensure compliance, or 
ensure compliance and minimize new program cost, while maintaining 
waiver assurances. Attendees will leave the session understanding how 
the new rules will affect them and their program and what they can do 
now to manage their program’s compliance with the new rules.

Presenters: Mollie Murphy, Financial Management Services Lead, 
NRCPDS; James Toews, Senior Social Analyst, Administration for 
Community Living; Alison Barkoff, Special Counsel for Olmstead 
Enforcement, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice

2:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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 Family Caregivers: What Are We So Afraid Of? 
Room: Potomac I
Why should we pay family members to provide care? Isn’t that their 
responsibility anyway? Especially if they already live in the same home? 
Will they even do the work? Shouldn’t we be concerned about the 
potential for abuse? States have growing needs to provide community 
based LTSS, meet federal HCBS requirements of home and community 
based services and settings, and develop real workforce capacity to 
meet growing demand. States are increasingly paying family members 
to provide care for consumers in the community and developing 
other infrastructure to support family caregivers to be successful. 
Paying family caregivers predominantly occurs in self-directed models 
of personal care, but provider agency models are also emerging to 
support consumers and caregivers to live in their own homes with extra 
help from clinicians and care managers to ensure consumers’ needs 
are met and caregivers receive the training they need. In this very 
frank discussion, we will examine the risk and reward of paying family 
caregivers. Panelists will share concerns about costs, challenges, quality 
of care, and the long-term sustainability of the model. The panelists 
will also examine the mechanisms that can be put in place to mitigate 
potential concerns and risks and share stories of the benefits realized by 
consumers who receive care from trusted family members.

Presenters: Jennifer Crosbie, Director, Government Relations, 
Seniorlink/Caregiver Homes; Gary Jessee, Deputy Director, Medicaid 
CHIP Division, Texas HHSC; Michelle Lupoli, RN, MS, CCM, Vice 
President, Medical Management Neighborhood Health Plan of Rhose 
Island

The Impact of the ACA Insurance Requirement on Medicaid 
Dependent Employers—A Panel Discussion 
Room: Jefferson 
The unique challenges faced by many HCBS employers in 
implementing the ACA larger employer health insurance mandate have 
the potential to produce a variety of unintended negative consequences 
for consumers, direct care workers and service providers. The presenters 
are part of a diverse coalition of advocates, HBCS employers and 
national organizations working to understand and mitigate the 
problems associated with the implementation of ACA. The panel will 
discuss the following: the special obstacles that Medicaid dependent 
employers face in trying to provide ACA compliant health insurance; 
the impact of the mandate on HCBS services and the workforce; the 

2:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
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ongoing efforts of the coalition at the state and federal levels; and, 
policy recommendations to avoid the damage the employer mandate 
will likely do to many HCBS programs unless changes are made.

Presenters: Mike Hanshew, Policy Director, Consumer Direct 
Family of Companies; Bill Dombi, Vice President for Law, National 
Association for Home and Hospice, Washington DC; Carol Wolf, 
Director of Human Resources, Society Assets, Inc, Racine, Wisconsin; 
Barbara Merrill, Vice President of Public Policy, American Network 
of Community Operations and Resources (ANCOR), Alexandria, VA; 
Kelly Buckland, Executive Director, National Council on Independent 
Living, Washington DC

A Picture of Housing and Health: Medicare and Medicaid Use 
Among Older Adults in HUD Assisted Housing 
Room: Roosevelt 
HHS and HUD have conducted research for a number of years on 
the intersection between housing and health. This panel will describe 
the results of a pilot test to link HUD administrative data to CMS 
(Medicare and Medicaid) claims data. The project was successful in 
matching files for 12 geographic areas using 2008 claims. The results 
show that older adults receiving HUD assistance have higher Medicare 
and Medicaid utilization than individuals in the community not 
receiving HUD assistance. When comparing Medicare and Medicaid 
enrollees (MMEs) (i.e. Dual eligibles), MMEs receiving HUD 
assistance also used more health care services than MMEs not receiving 
HUD asssistance. MMEs receiving HUD assistance use significantly 
more Medicaid Home and Community Based Services (HCBS) than 
MMEs not receiving HUD assistance. For example, MMEs receiving 
HUD assistance used over 100% more Personal Care services than 
individuals not receiving HUD-assistance. The session will also present 
findings from a complementary project funded by the MacArthur 
Foundation examining the level of service coordination in HUD-
housing. The findings from the MacArthur work will be linked to the 
HUD-HHS linked data set.

Presenters: Emily Rosenoff, Policy Analyst, US HHS, Office of the 
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE); Carol Star, 
Division Director, HUD Policy, Research & Development (PD&R); 
Lisa Alecxih, Vice President, The Lewin Group; Robyn Stone, 
Executive Director, LeadingAge Center for Applied Research 

2:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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How States Can Use Data From the National Core Indicators to 
Look at Indicators of Community Based Settings as Defined by 
the New CMS Home and Community Based Regulations 
Room: Arlington 
CMS issued new Home and Community Based Service Regulations 
(March 2014) that require states assure services are provided in 
settings that will promote community inclusion and do not create a 
barrier to community participation. Many of the indicators of such 
services are focused on state standards to promote individual choice 
and control over settings and staff. The National Core Indicators 
measure many of the outcomes described in the Regulations. The 
presenters will describe how NCI can be used to look at community 
inclusion and choice and how some state I/DD agencies will be using 
NCI to demonstrate compliance with the CMS regulations.

Presenters: Mary Lee Fay, Director, National Core Indicators, 
NASDDDS; Josh Engler, National Core Indicators, HSRI; Val 
Bradley, President, HSRI

Pursuing Justice—Overcoming the Barriers that Hinder Criminal 
Prosecution of Elder Abuse
Room: Potomac VI
At least 10 percent of older adults—approximately 5 million seniors—
experience elder abuse every year. It is estimated that for every one 
case of elder abuse that comes to the attention of authorities, there 
are 24 cases that go undetected or unreported. Older victims of 
even modest forms of abuse have dramatically higher (300 percent) 
morbidity and mortality rates than those who are non-abused. This 
session will examine barriers to prosecution in cases of elder abuse. 
Often seen barriers include the competency of the victim, the familial 
relationship between victim and perpetrator, the cultural expectation 
that it is not a crime if it is all in the family, the complexity of victim 
consent, and the late recognition of an incident as a crime which 
can compromise the incident scene. The presentation will center on 
addressing ways to move cases to the courtroom with success.

Presenter: Paul Greenwood, Deputy Assistant Attorney,  
Head of Elder Abuse Prosecution Unit, San Diego District Court, 
San Diego, CA

2:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
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Innovation Track: Pharmacogenomics- Guided Treatment for 
Improved Patient Care—Companion Dx 

 Room: Potomac II

Pharmacogenomics (PGx) is the study of how genes affect a person’s 
response to medications. Variations in drug metabolism due to genetic 
polymorphisms have been implicated as a cause for the significant 
inter-patient variability in drug response and outcomes. Genetic 
factors can influence drug efficacy and the likelihood of an adverse 
event.1 Patients with reduced metabolism on pro-drugs such as 
Plavix and Tamoxifen are expected to experience therapeutic failures. 
Carriers	of	the	CYP2C19	reduced-function	allele	who	are	on	Plavix	
show a 57% increase in the risk of cardiovascular death, myocardial 
infarction or ischemic stroke and a 3-fold increase in stent thrombosis; 
patients	with	reduced	CYP2D6	metabolism	who	are	on	Tamoxifen	
experience shorter recurrence free survival. 2-4 Various clinical trials in 
psychiatry have demonstrated that PGx-guided psychotherapy is more 
effective than standard of care; 5-8 while aberrant patient metabolism 
has been associated with an increased incidence of adverse drug events 
(ADE)9. In a recent study, PGx-guided treatment helped physician’s 
identify 30% of patients with severe drug-gene interactions who had 
the greatest improvement in depressive symptoms when switched to 
genetically suitable medication regimens10. According to the Institute 
of Medicine, there are nearly 1.5 million preventable ADE’s that 
occur every year. This presentation will provide a basic background for 
clinical PGx, examples of studies and key examples of clinical benefits 
of PGx testing, and cover how practitioners can implement PGx 
testing in their clinical practice. 

Presenter: Kevin Rosenblatt, M.D., Ph.D. Molecular Pathologist, 
CMO, CSO, Companion Dx Reference Lab, LLC

Promoting Healthy Aging: The Science Behind the Evidence of 
Nutrition Findings from USDA’s Human Nutrition Research Center 
on Aging 
Room: Potomac III
This workshop will describe the USDA Human Nutrition Research 
Center on Aging (HNRCA) at Tufts University and why it is globally 
recognized as the premier institution investigating the impact of 
nutrition and physical activity on aging and health and how they have 
provided the science behind the US Dietary Reference Intakes and the 
US Dietary Guidelines, the fundamental nutrition standards for the 
Administration on Aging’s Elderly Nutrition Program. This session 
will cover HNRCA’s research that supports prevention nutrition 

2:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
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and physical activity solutions for health problems. The mission 
on HNRCA is to work to identify the most pressing public health 
concerns of our day related to nutrition and aging. What you may 
learn from these scientists will surprise you.

Presenters: Simin Nikbin Meydani, DVM, PhD, Center 
Director, USDA Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging, 
Tufts University; Kathleen Otte, Regional Administrator, U.S. 
Administration for Community Living 

Legislative Update: What’s New in Aging and Policy… 
and What’s Ahead 
Room: Potomac V 
Policy leaders from the National Association of States United for 
Aging & Disabilities (NASUAD) and the National Association 
of Area Agencies on Aging (n4a) will bring you up to speed on 
the latest federal aging policy activity, from Older Americans Act 
reauthorization to how pressing federal budget issues will affect all 
programs for older adults and caregivers. The session will cover the 
latest news from Capitol Hill but translate it for all levels of Aging 
Network professionals.

Presenters: Amy Gotwals, Chief, Public Policy and External Affairs, 
n4a; Lindsey Copeland, Director of Policy and Legislative Affairs, 
NASUAD

Consumer Directed Services—See how CDS Empowers Clients & 
Families and Benefits the State
Room: Fairfax
Consumer directed services is a program that fosters independence 
and self-direction for those for those who have lost it. Allowing an 
individual receiving home care to direct his or her own care by hiring, 
training, and scheduling attendants can bring back some control 
and enhance quality of life. CMS and State Medicaid authorities are 
encouraging the use of this type of self-direction throughout the 
country. This session will outline the program from the perspective of 
the client, the payer, the financial management service and the state. 

Presenters: Holly Arbuckle, Director of Business Development, 
Outreach Health Services; Linda Mason, Director of Consumer 
Directed Services, Outreach Health Services; Steve Abshier, Chief 
Operating Officer, Outreach Health Services

2:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
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MFP and HCBS Enhancement Services 
Room: Kennedy 
This session is intended to give attendees information on Oklahoma’s 
redesign to improve and stratify our programs adopting the Patient-
Centered Care Plan. Beginning 2013, OHCA experienced adversity in 
transitioning and revamping our internal processes to assist our providers 
in successfully transitioning qualified participants into the Living Choice 
Demonstration. Upon that, we began to look at our processes, our 
structure and our philosophy and saw that it needed enhancements to 
demonstrate to our stakeholders and partners that the Living Choice 
Demonstration is vital to our communities. In order to industriously 
structure and study our processes and procedures, we had to first learn the 
qualities and features of this program; to build and foster on what works 
and eliminate what may seem unfavorable in our efforts. 

We implemented a Collaborative Team Approach that would 
help navigate our service providers and stakeholders through our 
new automated systems to allow the State and provider agencies to 
work more efficiently and effectively in providing medical services. 
Furthermore, we developed two Phases: Phase I revolutionized the 
structure and model on care delivery and Phase II uniquely changed the 
way we look at the Patient-Centered Planning Process. The Oklahoma 
Health Care Authority has redesigned and restructured the Long Term 
Care website that now encompasses automated forms, tools and quality 
improvements in efforts to satisfy and ensure our requirements with 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. In doing this, we hope to 
drive the element of efficient and effective care delivery.

Presenter: David Ward, Quality & Performance Review Manager

4:00 p.m. – 4:15 p.m. Break

4:15 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. Workshops

 ACL: Living Well With Dementia 
Room: Roosevelt 
State and local governments must address the needs of the increasing 
number of people with dementia and their caregivers. This is especially 
important due to the costs of caring for this population, which are at 
least	$159	billion	a	year.	Medicaid	pays	much	of	this	cost.	States	can	
address these challenges by implementing dementia capable service 
systems, which have the potential to delay nursing home admission. 
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Participants will learn to:

•	 Prepare	for	the	future	where	dementia	is	likely	to	be	even	more	
prevalent 

•	 Improve	care	for	those	living	with	this	disease
•	 How	to	promote	brain	health	
•	 Support	caregivers	of	those	with	dementia	

Presenters: Jane Tilly, DrPH, Subject Matter Expert, Brain Health 
and Dementia, ACL/Administration on Aging; Sarah Lock, Senior 
Vice President, Policy Strategy and International Affairs, AARP; Cliff 
Burt, Aging Services Coordinator, Georgia Division of Aging Services

ACL: The Transition of the State Health Insurance Program (SHIP) 
from CMS to ACL: Setting a new course for the SHIP 
Room: Washington A 
With the enactment of the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2014, 
the SHIP program was moved from the Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services to the Administration for Community Living (ACL). 
The SHIP program aligns closely to currently ACL programs (e.g., 
the Senior Medicare Patrol program and the Medicare Improvement 
for Patients and Providers Act programs). This session will discuss the 
progress made to transition the program from CMS to ACL and the 
future plans for the SHIP and related programs within ACL. 

Presenters: Josh Hodges, Director, Office of SHIPs, Administration 
for Community Living; Rebecca Kinney, Acting SHIP Program 
Manager, Administration for Community Living; Stacey Platte, Health 
Insurance Specialist, Office of SHIPs, Administration for Community 
Living

CMS: Managed Long-Term Services and Supports— 
An Overview of CMS’ Policy Initiatives 
Room: Washington B 
This session will describe CMS’ current practice and policy activities 
addressing the continuing trend toward providing long-term services 
and supports delivery in managed care arrangements. CMS staff will 
review best practices in MLTSS in the context of the policy guidance 
released in May 2013, as well as CMS activities to support the 
development of high quality MLTSS programs. 

4:15 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.
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Presenters: Robin Preston, Technical Director, Division of Managed 
Care Plans, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group; Ralph 
Lollar, Director Division of Long-Term Services and Supports, 
Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group; Jessica May, Medicare 
and Medicaid Coordination Office; Lindsay Barnett, Medicare and 
Medicaid Coordination Office

Changing Tides: The Role of Professional Case Managers in  
Self-Directed Support Programs 
Room: Potomac III
Self-Directed programs provide essential services to vulnerable 
populations across the country, facilitating choice where rigid systems 
stood before. Service models required to support persons served, 
in fee for service or managed care, are transforming, diverse and 
culturally competent. While LTSS funding supports the principles 
of self-determination, it does not dictate the participant’s path or 
outcome. Vast regional, economic and cultural differences impact how 
eligible populations utilize Self-Directed programs. In addition, many 
well-intentioned family members and professional caregivers impress 
their own hopes upon participants without acknowledging participant 
preference. This session will explore the origin and growth of Self-
Directed programs, Self-Determination theory, and best practice. 
Through case studies, Professionals will identify common challenges 
that arise in Self-Directed programs and develop the skills to manage 
these situations. Participating Professionals will:

•	 Review	the	legal	rights	of	program	participants	and	understand	
common choices regarding housing, guardianship, and employment

•	 Identify	the	socio-ecological	factors	that	affect	an	individual’s	ability	
to Self-direct

•	 Improve	understanding	of	Self-Determination	Theory	
•	 Evaluate	the	role	of	the	Case	Managers	in	Self-Directed	programs	
•	 Examine	research	and	apply	best	practices	in	the	field	
•	 Adapt	person	centered	planning	methods	
•	 Learn	how	to	identify	boundary	and	ethical	dilemmas	and	develop	

skills to assess, manage, and mitigate risk

Presenters: Gerianne Prom, VP of Long Term Care, Milwaukee 
Center for Independence; Jody Krainer, LCSW, MBA, VP of New 
Health Services, Milwaukee Center for Independence; Danielle 
Skenadore, MSW, LTC Customer Development Coordinator, 
Milwaukee Center for Independence 

4:15 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.
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Statewide Adoption of Positive Behavioral Supports in the 
Massachusetts Developmental Disabilities Service System 
Room: Lincoln 
In January 2012, the Massachusetts Department of Developmental 
Disabilities (DDS) formally launched a multi-year initiative to revise sys-
tems, approaches, policies and regulations influencing behavior supports for 
individuals served by DDS funded programs. The Department announced 
it was adopting Positive Behavioral Supports (PBS) as a framework for all 
service delivery as well as a focused set of interventions for individuals with 
problem behavior. The reasons for adoption, the process of system transfor-
mation including the sharing of materials will be discussed. DDS is adopting 
the key components of PBS including practices, systems, data based decision 
making, leadership, and three tiers of the framework: Universal, Targeted 
and Intensive. A description of the materials will be shared. The session will 
share some of the challenges to date such as dispelling misunderstandings 
related to the change process or PBS itself.

Presenters: Janet George, Ed.D., Assistant Commissioner, Mass. 
Department of Developmental Services; Robert Putnam, Ph.D., BCBA-D, 
Executive Vice President of Positive Behavior Interventions, May Institute 

Program, Policy, and Resource Review and Maximization Initiative 
for the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare (DPW) 
Room: Jefferson 
In 2013, the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare (DPW) initi-
ated an effort using data analytics to improve service delivery to citizens 
with a focus on maximizing service effectiveness within HCBS waivers. 
This session will provide highlights and lessons learned from this initia-
tive. Potential options for achieving efficiencies in service delivery were 
explored using data mining, actuarial analysis, geographic information 
systems, interactive dashboards, and advanced visualizations on DPW 
data. This initiative addressed long-standing department concerns, dis-
proved others, and highlighted unknown trends. Additionally, innovative 
options to drive outcome improvements and operational efficiencies were 
identified and are serving as the foundation to enhance service delivery, 
reduce cost, and improve outcomes for the individuals. The presentation 
will address some of the primary findings related to HCBS waivers, which 
apply to all states: 1) service authorization and planning, 2) waiver service 
utilization, and 3) physical health and behavioral health utilization among 
waiver consumers. This presentation provides an overview of the data 
analysis results on HCBS waivers in PA and explores utilization trends 
across services provided in the waivers and the physical and behavioral 
health services accessed through the state plan by waiver consumers—
highlighting the need for a greater focus on coordination of care.

4:15 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.
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Presenters: Amanda Harris, Senior Consultant, Deloitte Consulting; 
Clint Eisenhower, Director, Program Integrity Office, PA Department 
of Public Welfare

 Improving Access to Safe and Inclusive Services for LGBT Adults 
Room: Potomac I 
The overall goal of this workshop is to support participants in learn-
ing which individual and organizational practices need to be created, 
changed, or emphasized in order to improve and expand the con-
tinuum of care and services to older adults who are LGBT (lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, and/or transgender) so that they may be better served. 
We seek to support you in doing this by: Learning about the culture, 
needs, and concerns of LGBT older adults, considering why LGBT 
older adults are least likely to access health and social services, identify-
ing best practices for helping LGBT older adults feel more included in 
aging network organizations, Providing tools and education to better 
serve the LGBT older adults who currently access your services or are 
in need of your services.

Presenter: Tim Johnston, Manager of Education and Training, 
SAGE’s National Resource Center on LGBT Aging 

 Supporting Meaningful Employment Initiatives 
Room: Potomac IV 
This session will focus on the role managed care can play in supporting 
innovative employment initiatives by highlighting UnitedHealthcare’s 
Kansans Program: Empower Kansas. Empower Kansans combines the 
presence of managed care with the strengths of local organizations 
focused on supporting employment initiatives for individuals living 
with disabilities. Through both the coordination provided by managed 
care and the commitment for grant funding, employment is being sup-
ported as part of person-directed care addressing whole person needs. 
The session will include presentations from a member of the Empower 
Kansans Committee and a community-based organization that was a 
grant award recipient as appropriate. In addition, early successes will be 
highlighted as well as the model being used to grant future awards for 
the three-year program. The session will be conducted as a presentation 
with case studies on program success. Additional presenters will join 
Mr. Spilker to support program performance and implementation. 

Presenters: Tim Spilker, President, United Healthcare Community Plan of 
Kansas; Cristy Bidinger, Cottonwood Inc.; Sara Sack, Director of Assistive 
Technology for Kansans, Senior Research Scientists, University of Kansas Life 
Span Institute 

4:15 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.
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Integrating a Personal Health Record with Statewide Waiver 
Management Software 
Room: Arlington 
This session is aimed at educating policy makers, state Medicaid 
staff, and the provider community regarding infrastructure options 
available for supporting the CMS TEFT (Demonstration Grant for 
Testing Experience and Functional Assessment Tools) grant. This 
grant provides resources for Information Technology enhancements 
focused on increasing consumers’ access to their medical records, and 
leverages the excellent progress made by CMS and ONC (Office of the 
National Coordinator) in furthering adoption of Care Transition data 
standards. This presentation will focus on presenting a flexible software 
prototype which addresses the four primary components of TEFT: (1) 
A Personal Health Record (PHR), (2) implementation of a CARE-
based functional assessment (3) an HCBS experience survey and (4) 
harmonization with ONC’s Standards and Interoperability framework. 
Each of these components will be demonstrated with particular 
emphasis on the PHR system which contains functionality developed 
for Maryland and Mississippi’s statewide Waiver management systems. 
The consumer portal allows Medicaid beneficiaries to securely view 
their medical records, participate in Care Planning, and electronically 
share records with healthcare providers. This software was designed to 
help consumers become more active in the selection of their services, 
and to manage self-directed funding programs.

Presenter: Chris White, Sr. Vice President, FEi Systems 

 Iowa Aging Issues Mediation Project 
Room: Kennedy 
In 2012, the Iowa Association of Mediators and Iowa Department 
on Aging embarked on a collaboration to develop a core of mediators 
trained to work with aging issue conflicts. The Iowa Association of Area 
Agencies on Aging joined the effort in 2013 and the project has grown 
into a partnership supporting mediation skills as a core competency of 
AAA employees, development of standards for aging issue mediators 
in Iowa, and a commitment to on-going practical and accessible aging 
issue mediation training and services. The goal of developing and sup-
porting a culture where mediation is the first choice for resolving aging 
issue disputes is transferable to your family, business, and community. 

Presenters: Linda Hildreth, MBL, Elder Abuse Program Director, 
Iowa Department on Aging; Terry Diane Parsons, JD, Olsen & 
Parsons Law Firm; Mike Isaacson, MPP/BSW, Chief Executive 
Officer, Northeast Iowa Area Agency on Aging

4:15 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.
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 Managed Care-Program Integrity
Room: Potomac VI
As more and More states move their Medicaid populations into 
managed care, it is more important than ever that states monitor their 
managed care organizations (MCOs). Structures must be in place to 
ensure that MCOs are adhering to contractural arrangements and 
delivering high quality services. Lawmakers, oversight agencies and 
taxpayers are demanding predictable health care outcomes based on 
the cost effective delivery of services. The oversight and monitoring 
plan must include activities that can quickly identify and resolve 
current problems and quantify and prevent inappropriate payments. 
This presentation will discuss the seven key risk areas in monitoring 
managed care programs and outline best practices utilized by states 
who have existing managed care monitoring programs.

Presenters: Frank Vito, CPA, CICA, Myers & Stauffer, LC; Gary 
Jessee, Deputy Director, Medicaid CHIP Division, Texas HHSC 

Innovation Track: The Art of Engagement: Connecting Patients, 
Providers, and Plans in the Mobile Era—Health ELT

 Room: Potomac II

In the past, the definition of engaging patients might have been 
limited to paper mailings and dialing out-of-service phone numbers. 
Information-gathering was limited to accessing siloed databases or 
analyzing months-late insights garnered from claims data. But in the 
mobile era, innovation is instant. Mobile technologies change the 
way people request and receive care, the way companies can provide, 
assess, or validate it, and even the quality of it. Most importantly, 
“engagement” becomes a set of broad, robust techniques that utilizes 
everything from media methodologies like incentivized gamification 
to high-tech biometric measuring. All this change brings an influx of 
information, opportunity, and innovation to home and community 
based services. As mobile devices spark new conversations about 
where information lives, who can access it, when, how we create 
new information, and how instantly we access it, there are countless 
considerations for each major stakeholder in the administering of home 
and community care. Join strategic-engagement and mobile app expert, 
Amanda Havard, as she sheds insight into what technological solutions 
exist now to reach patients, streamline and improve the complete care 
continuum, and give a voice to the most central figure of all: the patient. 

Presenters: Amanda Havard, Chief Innovations Officer, Health: 
ELT, Engagement, Logistics, Technology

4:15 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.
(Continued)
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 MIPPA: Improving Medicare Access and Affordability
Room: Potomac V
This session will include a brief overview of the Medicare 
Improvements for Patients and Providers Act (MIPPA) and outreach 
related to the Medicare subsidy programs supported by MIPPA 
legislation. Presenters will focus on promising practices in MIPPA 
outreach and discuss new strategies for reaching underserved audiences. 
Presenters will also share lessons learned from recent outreach to the 
older adult and disability communities.

Presenters: Brandy Bauer, Communications Manager for Economic 
Security, National Council on Aging; Erin White, Research Assistant, 
National Association of States United for Aging and Disabilities; 
Amarilys Bernacet, National Academy of Social Insurance Summer 
Intern, Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health

Care Coordination in Managed Long-Term Services and Supports 
Room: Fairfax
Half of the states are either moving to or expanding Medicaid Managed 
Long-Term Services and Supports (MMLTSS) to better coordinate care 
and control costs. The key to managed care for populations needing 
LTSS is care coordination, which includes assessment, service planning, 
service authorization, and monitoring of LTSS for those who qualify. 
At this session, we will release our new study—a national inventory of 
care coordination as well as findings from two in-depth case studies. 
Come to this session to learn about this core function of MLTSS.

Presenters: Wendy Fox-Grage, Senior Strategic Policy Advisor, AARP 
Public Policy Institute; Susan Reinhard, Senior Vice President, AARP 
Public Policy Institute; Paul Saucier, Truven Health Analytics; Brian 
Burwell, Truven Health Analytics

6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Gala Reception in Exhibit Hall
Independence Center

 Sponsored by Centene Corporation

7:00 p.m. – 11:30 p.m. 50th Anniversary Gala and Dinner Regency Ballroom 
(Cocktail Attire/Black Tie Optional)
Gala Bar sponsored by Harmony 
Gala Band sponsored by UnitedHealthcare

4:15 p.m. – 5:30 p.m.
(Continued)
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7:00 a.m. – 8:15 a.m. CMS Dialogue: Medicaid Innovation Accelerator Program (IAP) 
Regency Ballroom
You	are	cordially	invited	to	join	the	Centers	for	Medicare	&	Medicaid	
Services (CMS) for an informational discussion and listening session 
focused around the new Medicaid Innovation Accelerator Program 
(IAP). Officially launched in July 2014, the Medicaid Innovation 
Accelerator Program (IAP) is a new initiative launched by the Center 
for Medicaid and CHIP Services (CMCS) and the Center for Medicare 
and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI). The goal of IAP is to improve 
health and health care for Medicaid beneficiaries by supporting states’ 
efforts to accelerate new payment and services delivery reforms. 
Through these improvements, we can reduce costs for the Medicaid 
program and, by extension, the health system more generally. 

The IAP will provide technical assistance and opportunities for rapid 
learning and will be closely coordinated with ongoing Medicaid deliv-
ery and payment reform activities, as well as the Medicare-Medicaid 
demonstrations and other CMMI initiatives. During this session, stake-
holders are invited to join in an in-person conversation designed to 
share our thinking about the work that will take place under the IAP 
and to get your ideas and feedback. 

Presenters: Suzanne Bosstick, Deputy Director, Disabled and Elderly 
Health Programs Groups, CMS; John O’Brien, M.A., Senior Policy 
Advisor, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group, CMS; Stephen 
Cha, MD, MHS, Chief Medical Officer, Center for Medicaid and 
CHIP Services (CMCS), CMS

7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Registration 

7:30 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast with Exhibitors
Exhibit Hall Independence Center

8:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. CIRS/A Exam Prince William Room 

8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m. Workshops

 ACL: Improving Program Performance 
Room: Potomac IV 
This session will provide information on the collaboration between 
ACL, SUAs, AAAs and others in the OAA Administrative Data 
Redesign efforts to date. Results of workgroup meetings and processes 
for moving forward will be discussed and continuing feedback will 
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be welcome. This session will also provide information on the critical 
importance of administrative data for program evaluations and the 
evaluations AoA/ACL is conducting. This interactive session will explain 
the importance of data documentation and definition, data collection 
(budgeting, timelines, instrument selection, sample sizes), and presenting 
data and provide attendees with practical tools to be used with programs

Presenters: Scott Cory, Director, ACL Office of Information 
Resources Management; Elena Fazio, Social Science Analyst, Office 
of Performance and Evaluation ACL Center for Disability and Aging 
Policy; Bob Hornyak, Director, Office of Performance and Evaluation, 
ACL Center for Disability and Aging Policy; Susan Jenkins, Social 
Science Analyst, Office of Performance and Evaluation, ACL Center 
for Disability and Aging Policy; Jennifer Klocinski, Aging Services 
Program Specialist/Team Lead, Office of Performance and Evaluation, 
ACL Center for Disability and Aging Policy; Alice-Lynn Ryssman, 
Social Science Analyst, Office of Performance and Evaluation, ACL 
Center for Disability and Aging Policy

ACL: Evidence-Based Support for High-Risk Caregivers in Your 
Community—Is Your Agency Ready 
Room: Washington A 
As agencies seek to expand their services with evidence-based caregiver 
supports, it can be challenging to determine which one is the best 
for both their agency and the people they serve. In addition to being 
informed of existing resources available to educate on evidence-based 
practices that support caregiver’s options, workshop participants will hear 
about intervention selection strategies and assessing readiness.

Presenters: Erin Long, Aging Services Program Specialist, ACL 
Administration on Aging; Gayle Alston, Director, Training Center for 
Excellence, Rosalynn Carter Institute for Caregiving

 CMS: Person-Centered Planning 
Room: Washington B 
This session includes an overview of the person-centered planning 
requirements included in both the new 1915(i) and 1915(c) Home and 
Community-Based regulations. The discussion will include the special 
provisions identified for provider owned or controlled settings when 
modifications are considered to the plan. Participants will have the 
opportunity for questions and answers.

Presenters: Ralph Lollar, Director, Division of Long Term Services and 
Supports, and Linda Joyce, Deputy Director, Division of Long Term 
Services and Supports, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group

8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
(Continued)
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Core Competencies for the Direct Services Workforce: A Validated, 
Cross Sector Resource for Training and Workforce Development to 
Improve Home and Community Based Services 
Room: Jefferson 
A stable, quality direct service workforce is crucial to ensuring people 
with disabilities and older adults who require services and supports 
can live full lives safely in the community. Competency based training 
is a recognized way to improve the quality and stability of HCBS 
workforces. With this in mind, the CMS DSW Resource Center 
developed and validated a Set of Core Competencies for the Direct 
Service Workforce. Join us for a brief overview of the development 
and validation of this set of core competencies for people who 
provide in home and community services and supports to people in 
the following populations: aging, behavioral health, intellectual and 
developmental disabilities, and physical disabilities. We will highlight 
the resulting online toolkit which includes the competencies, and tools 
and recommendations for how State Agencies and other organizations 
can use these resources to develop their HCBS workforces. Come learn 
about measuring worker capabilities, career lattices/ladders, curriculum 
development, cross-sector training and how these can be integrated 
into policies and programs to improve quality of life for people with 
disabilities and older adults in your area. This will be an interactive 
session with many opportunities for questions and discussion.

Presenters: Carrie Blakeway Amero, Managing Consultant, Lewin 
Group, CMS National Direct Service Workforce Resource Center; 
Kathryn King, Project Officer, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services; Lori Sedlezky, Director of Knowledge Translation, University 
of Minnesota Research and Training Center on Community Living, 
CMS National Direct Service Workforce Resource Center 

 Keeping the Nutrition Program Future Ready 
Room: Potomac VI 
The Older Americans Act (OAA) Nutrition Program is a partially 
federally-funded, state-administered program. The State Unit on 
Aging is responsible for developing policies and procedures for the 
administration of the program in accordance with the requirements of 
OAA. Service demands and funding streams have shifted over the years. 
There are new opportunities to better integrate nutrition services within 
state HCBS systems as well as with emerging models of integrated 
health care, especially transition care. In order to address these 
opportunities, maximize nutrition service delivery, provide value to 
program participants and funders (traditional and emerging), nutrition 

8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
(Continued)
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programs need both flexibility and high quality standards of service 
and practice. This session will identify (1) state level policy barriers, (2) 
unfounded myths that may limit nutrition program practice, and (3) 
ways to maximize the provision of meals and other nutrition services 
to older adults in an integrated HCBS system. Highlights will include 
discussion of policy and practice examples that can be implemented 
at the state level to enhance and support diverse nutrition program 
administration and implementation in the changing environment.

Presenters: Linda Netterville, MA, RD, LD, Director, National 
Resource Center on Nutrition and Aging, Meals On Wheels 
Association of America; Laura Lawrence, MBA, MHSA, Director of 
the Office of Nutrition and Health Promotion Programs, ACL/AoA 

Growing Your Caregiver Coalition: What to Do After You’ve Planted 
the Seed 
Room: Potomac I 
The 2013 guidebook, Planting the Seed: Establishing and Growing 
Your	Family	Caregiving	Coalition,	provided	information	on	how	to	
start a family caregiving coalition. This presentation focuses on what 
happens next. We’ll discuss methods to grow your coalition, share 
success stories, and offer an interactive Question & Answer session. 
Presentations will also include information on working with your 
local Area Agency on Aging and others to support the work of family 
caregivers. If you’re asking these questions, our presentation will likely 
benefit you: How can I continue to grow and maintain my coalition, 
develop projects, or make decisions? What types of programs should my 
coalition pursue? How can I build a successful advocacy, education, or 
public awareness campaign? How can I evaluate our success? What can 
I do to ensure my coalition is sustainable? We’re ready to help you take 
your coalition to the next step and beyond. Join us!

Presenters: C. Grace Whiting, J.D., Director, Communications and 
Coalitions, National Alliance for Caregiving; Rick Greene, M.S.W., 
Aging and Caregiving Consultant, National Alliance for Caregiving

ACA Transitions to Medicare and Medicaid: Preventing the 
Coverage Gap
Room: Potomac III
Individuals 55–64 years old signed up in large numbers for new 
coverage options under the Affordable Care Act. This newly insured 
population will in some instances quickly undergo a transition in 
coverage to traditional Medicaid and Medicare when they turn 65. 

8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
(Continued)
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The eligibility rules and income limits for traditional coverage differ 
significantly from the new coverage options under the ACA. Many 
individuals could experience gaps in coverage as the result of various 
enrollment systems bumping against each other. This session will review 
the transition issues individuals will experience and review what system 
fixes advocates and states can undertake to prevent seniors and persons 
with disabilities from falling into a coverage gap.

Presenters: Amber Cutler, Staff Attorney, National Senior Citizens Law 
Center; Lynda Flowers, Senior Strategic Policy Advisor, AARP; Stacy 
Sanders, Policy and Client Services Counsel, Medicare Rights Center 

Educating Providers on Unique Vulnerabilities of Transgender, 
Gender Non-Conforming Clients, and LGBT Older Adults of Color
Room: Arlington 
The first is to review some important issues faced by transgender older 
adults. This portion of the conversation will highlight the vulnerabilities 
that make transgender older adults unique within the LGBT older adult 
population. The second goal is to explain and discuss the most recent 
best practices for aging network providers working with transgender 
and gender non-conforming clients. We will review recommendations 
for updating intake forms, navigating gender segregated facilities, and 
consumer-on-consumer abuse and bias. The goal of this portion of the 
presentation is to share knowledge among participants and make sure 
everyone is working with the most up-to-date best practices. Finally, we 
will discuss the unique challenges educators and advocates face when 
explaining the transgender experience to people unfamiliar with the 
LGBT community. I will discuss the concepts people have a hard time 
understanding (for example, the difference between gender identity 
and sexual orientation) and what pedagogical tools and techniques I 
have found most effective for explaining these ideas. Participants will 
be encouraged to share their own experience working with people 
unfamiliar with transgender experiences or issues.

Presenter: Tim Johnston, Manager of Education and Training, 
SAGE’s National Resource Center on LGBT Aging

Expanding the Aging Conversation: Is 60 the new 50 or the New 20? 
Room: Lincoln 
At least three distinct narratives about older adults impact policy and 
funding decisions. Seniors as frail and vulnerable in need of protection; 
seniors as resources and strong bearers of culture; seniors as consumers 
of goods. In Full Circle Festival, Vermont’s first regional festival 
celebrating the spirit and opportunities of aging, artists, performers, 

8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
(Continued)
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educators, service providers and policymakers came together and 
engaged in the art and heart of aging. Hugely successful in generating 
‘effortless community’ we believe it could serve as a template for 
generating similar and much needed conversations in other states.

Presenters: Susan Wehry, M.D., Commissioner/Director, Department 
of Disabilities, Aging and Independent Living; Camilla Rockwell, 
Filmmaker/Founder, Full Circle Festival 

National Study of Long-Term Care Providers: 2012 National and 
State Results on Five Major Provider Types
Room: Roosevelt 
NSLTCP is a biennial initiative by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC)’s National Center for Health Statistics to obtain 
and provide statistical information about the supply and use of paid, 
regulated long-term care (LTC) services providers in the United States. 
The 2012 NSLTCP used a combination of survey and administrative 
data to provide information on five different provider types and users: 
adult day services, home health care, hospice care, nursing home 
care, and assisted living and similar residential care. Survey data (i.e., 
adult day services centers, residential care communities or RCCs) and 
administrative data (i.e., home health agencies, hospices, and nursing 
homes) were used to estimate the number of providers and users at 
the national- and state-level, by provider type. In 2012, there were 
approximately 58,500 paid, regulated LTC services provider in the 
United States serving about 8.4 million people annually. Geographic 
variations were observed in the supply and use as well as in select 
provider and user characteristics. Findings from the 2012 NSLTCP will 
be presented to examine the supply and use of long-term care service 
providers for as many states as feasible within the NCHS confidentiality 
and reliability standards.

Presenters: Eunice Park-Lee, Health Scientist, CDC/NCHS; 
Manisha Sengupta, Statistician, CDC/NCHS 

How to Create a Multi-Disciplinary Response to Elder Abuse in 
Your Community 
Room: Fairfax 
Dr. Olsen will present the variety of types of multidisciplinary teams 
that may be helpful in addressing elder abuse in our communities. She 
will focus on how they differ in terms of focus, goals and composition 
and will provide practical information about the steps to initiate and 

8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
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sustain multidisciplinary teams. Case examples will be used to illustrate 
the value and potential positive outcomes that can be expected 
when problems are solved in this collaborative manner. In addition, 
participants will hear about the “lessons learned” from the years of 
experience that have led to an understanding of how to support full 
engagement and sustained participation in these complex systems. 

Presenter: Bonnie Olsen, PhD, Clinical Professor, Vice Chair, 
Department of Family Medicine, Program in Geriatric Medicine and 
Gerontology University of California Irvine

Integrating Physical and Behavioral Health Services:  
The Next Generation 
Room: Potomac V 
The integration of physical and behavioral health services is gaining 
significant attention through Medicaid/Medicare demonstration 
projects, Health Homes, and Patient Centered Medical Homes. It is 
recognized that to bend the cost curve, it will take a rational delivery 
system that does not fragment and segment the person into individual 
component parts. It requires a holistic approach recognizing that the 
neck bone is connected to the backbone and the head is connected to 
the body. This presentation will address the importance of establishing 
an integrated services model; implications for consumers, funders, 
payers, and service providers.

Presenter: Dave Johnson, MSW, ACSW; Ken Hopper, MD

A Drug Therapy Revolution: Saving Lives and $150B Annually 
Room: Potomac II 
Pharmacogenetics has proven to be a breakthrough technology that will 
dramatically reduce adverse drug reaction hospitalizations and deaths 
for	Americans	while	saving	the	medical	system	over	$150	billion	dollars	
each year. Older adults are the primary victims of adverse drug events 
and this simple test reveals which drugs are safe or unsafe, effective or 
ineffective for any given senior. Pharmacogenetics testing is “one of 
the most important components of personalized medicine”, according 
to the AMA. Physicians will also have much greater confidence when 
prescribing and see significantly reduced adverse drug reaction liability. 
The presentation will include how the direct cost savings to the system 
can be achieved.

Presenter: Gary A. Brown, Practice Development Specialist, Physician 
Consulting Inc.

8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
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9:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.  Break

9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.  Workshops

ACL: The No Wrong Door System: Setting the Stage for National 
Standards 
Room: Washington A 
The national vision for access into LTSS is a No Wrong Door System 
which serves all populations and all payers. This session will include  
1) an overview of the functions in a state No Wrong Door System  
and 2) the opportunity to preview a System Management Tool to help 
document the capacity and strategically manage the development of a 
state’s NWD System. ACL, CMS and the VHA are working with the 
8 Part A states to develop a data management tool that will enable the 
state to document the current operational capacity of their  
NWD System, as well as gaps in that capacity that can inform the 
development of multi-year plans and budgets to build out the NWD 
System’s capacity in line with national standards. The interactive session 
will include an opportunity to interact with the Part A states and 
Federal partners. 

Presenters: Scott Cory, Director, ACL Office of Information 
Resources & Management; Joseph Lugo, Aging Services Program 
Specialist/Team Lead, Office of Integrated Programs, ACL Center 
for Disability and Aging Policy; Jeane Nitsch, Esq., Deputy Director, 
Division of Community Systems Transformation, Disabled and Elderly 
Health Programs Group, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services; 
Caroline Ryan, Aging Services Program Specialist, Office of Integrated 
Programs, ACL Center for Disability and Aging Policy; Dan Schoeps, 
Director, Purchased Long Term Services and Supports Geriatrics and 
Extended Care, Veteran Health Administration

CMS: Quality Performance Measures 
Room: Washington B 
This session includes an overview of CMS’ work with states and the 
Associations which culminated in the Quality Bulletin published in 
March 2014. The discussion will include the changes made to the 
assurances and subassurances, the rationale behind those changes, 
consolidating of reporting, determining if the assurances are met, and 
timelines for implementation. Participants will have the opportunity for 
clarifications, questions and answers.
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Presenters: Ralph Lollar, Director, Division of Long Term Services 
and Supports; Dianne Kayala, Technical Director, Division of Long 
Term Services and Supports, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs 
Group

Louisiana’s Efforts to Ensure the Integrity of Home and Community 
Based Services: Using Data to Preserve Resources, Equip Auditors, 
and Educate Assessors 
Room: Lincoln 
Louisiana’s Home-and Community-Based Services programs have seen 
a rapid rise in enrollment. These valuable programs are fast growing 
and can be vulnerable to fraud and abuse. It is therefore important to 
ensure limited resources are not diverted from those who need them 
the most. Louisiana’s Office of Aging & Adult Service’s (OAAS) has 
successfully used data-mining techniques and auditing to complement 
program integrity efforts performed by partner agencies, including 
Medicaid Program Integrity and Louisiana’s Department of Justice 
Medicaid Fraud and Control Unit. This presentation will describe how 
OAAS focused efforts in two areas: provider profiling and the accuracy 
and consistency of program eligibility determinations. Data mining 
efforts were used to flag providers of interest, areas of the state with an 
unusually high density of program participants, and eligibility assessors 
with very low denial rates. Presenters will discuss how targeted audits 
were then used to investigate issues identified through data-mining. 
Random field audits and shadowing of assessors were some of the 
tools used to assess the accuracy and consistency of program eligibility 
determinations. Presenters will also discuss how OAAS implemented 
a specialized Integrity Team and collaborated with other agencies to 
share information and avoid duplication of efforts.

Presenters: Mandi Carter, Program Manager, Louisiana Dept. of 
Health & Hospitals; Office of Aging & Adult Services; Gina Rossi, 
Program Manager, Louisiana Dept. of Health & Hospitals; Office of 
Aging & Adult Services

9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. 
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Exploring the Future of Participant Direction: Benefits and 
Challenges from the Perspectives of Program Administrators 
Room: Jefferson 
Participant direction has been demonstrated to be a viable model 
of providing home- and community-based long-term care services. 
Previous research has focused on the benefits and challenges of 
participant-directed services from the perspectives of participants and 
family caregivers. The voices of program administrators still remain a 
gap in relevant perspectives. The purpose of this study was to examine 
the benefits and challenges of developing and implementing participant 
direction from the perspectives of program administrators using data 
from the 2013 National Inventory of Participant-Directed Services. 
Through qualitative content analysis, themes such as defining quality 
of service, fostering the philosophy amidst challenges in a changing 
environment, emerging training needs, and analyzing quality-cost 
outcomes of participant direction are identified.

Presenters: Kevin J. Mahoney, Ph.D., Executive Director, Professor, 
NRCPDS; Graduate School of Social Work, Boston College;  
Colleen Bouzan, Research Analyst, NRCPDS 

Supported Decision-Making: An Important Tool in the Continuum  
of Guardianship and Alternatives 
Room: Potomac V
Guardianship is a legal process where rights are taken from one person 
and vested in another, including decision-making rights. Though the 
court may have deemed a person needs protection by the appointment 
of a guardian, this legal process does not take away the person’s 
free will or ability to let their preferences and wishes be known. 
Supported decision making is a process where the person receives 
the help they need to understand situations and choices so they can 
make life decisions for themselves. When properly implemented, this 
paradigm can eliminate the need for a guardianship entirely. How does 
supported decision-making work and what are its implications for state 
guardianship systems and judicial processes?

Presenters: Kim Grier, Adult Guardianship Specialist, GA Division of 
Aging Services; Tina Campanella, CEO, Quality Trust for Individuals 
with Disabilities; Becky Kurtz, Director, Office of Long-Term Care 
Ombudsman Programs, AoA, ACL; Omar Valverde, Aging Services 
Program Specialist, AoA, ACL 

9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. 
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Redesigning Assessment in Colorado: Lessons for Other States 
Trying to Comply with the New CMS HCBS Regulations and 
Supporting Systems Change 
Room: Arlington 
Colorado is redesigning its process of assessing older adults and 
individuals with Long Term Supports and Services (LTSS) needs. 
The State is developing an assessment that will fulfill the following 
requirements: (1) support a person-centered process; (2) assist in 
making key decisions such as eligibility, resource allocation, and support 
planning; (3) play an integral role in quality improvement efforts; 
(4) facilitate key systems change efforts including better coordination 
of LTSS and acute services and; (5) increase participant-direction. 
The new assessment process will be applied to 1915(c) Medicaid 
HCBS waivers targeting physical disabilities, older adults, intellectual 
and developmental disabilities, AIDS, and mental health issues. This 
session will discuss the strategic design process including clarifying the 
purpose(s) of the tool; examining and selecting existing tools that could 
serve as a core component of the new tool; customizing the tool to 
achieve Colorado’s goals; and plans for piloting and automating the 
tools. This effort will be especially helpful to states and other entities 
that are reforming their assessment processes.

Presenters: Steven Lutzky, PhD, President, HCBS Strategies; 
Timothy Cortez, Colorado Department of Health Care Policy and 
Finance; Brittani Trujillo, Colorado Department of Health Care 
Policy and Finance

A Giant Leap Forward or An Opportunity Lost? Assessing Long-Term 
Services and Supports in Duals Demonstrations 
Room: Potomac VI 
Managed long-term services and supports (LTSS) are a big part of 
the state demonstrations to integrate care for dual eligible consumers. 
As more demonstrations get underway this year, this workshop will 
examine whether the integration is improving LTSS for consumers. 
Early evidence suggests the demonstrations are expanding services in 
some states, but are not as person-centered as they could be. We will 
examine the latest on what’s happening, and hear from national and 
state advocates.

Presenters: Alice Dembner, Project Director, Community Catalyst; 
Dennis Heaphy, Consumer Chair, Massachusetts One Care 
Implementation Council; Alison Hirschel, Elder law attorney, 
Michigan Poverty Law Program 

9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. 
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Analyzing Medicaid Claims to Learn About: Use of HCBS and 
Institutionally LTC, Characteristics of Elderly Medicaid LTC Users 
Compared to Non-Medicaid LTC Users and Financial Eligibility 
Pathways to Medicaid LTC Use Including Spend-down 
Room: Potomac IV
Analyses of the 2002, 2006, and 2009 Medicaid Analytic Extract 
(MAX) claims files can tell us a lot about differences across states 
in financial eligibility pathways to Medicaid LTC use, the role of 
Medicaid-funded HCBS in preventing or postponing and shortening 
use of institutional long-term care, and program/policy choices 
that correlate with HCBS being more effective in substituting for 
institutional LTC in some states than in others. MAX data appended to 
the 2004 Long-term Care Survey provide information on how elderly 
users of Medicaid-funded LTC differ from those who do not use 
Medicaid-funded LTC or only do so after ‘spending-down’ in a  
nursing home.

Presenters: Gavin Kennedy, Director Division of Long-Term Policy, 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (ASPE/DALTC); 
Robert Schmitz, Ph.D., Senior Fellow, Mathematica Policy Research; 
Brenda Spillman, Ph.D., Senior Fellow, Urban Institute; John 
Drabek, DHHS/ASPE/DALTCP

Managed Long-Term Services and Supports: Navigating the 
Landscape from Readiness Review to Ongoing Oversight 
Room: Potomac III 
This session will discuss findings from a five state study of the 
readiness review process for managed LTSS with a focus on care 
coordination and provider network adequacy. It will then discuss early 
implementation issues that can arise while implementing managed 
LTSS, including a description of the Once Care Early Indicator 
Project in Massachusetts. Finally, a former Medicaid Director from 
New Mexico will discuss key issues related to continuous oversight of 
managed LTSS programs.

Moderator: Susan Reinhard, Executive Vice President, AARP

Presenters: Lynda Flowers, Senior Strategic Policy Advisor, 
AARP; Carolyn Ingran, Senior Vice President, Center for Health 
Care Strategies; Corrinne Altman Moore, Director, Feredall 
Finance, MassHealth; Catherine Harrison, Senior Policy Manager, 
Executive Office of Health and Human Services, Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts 

9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. 
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Community Based Organizations (CBOs) Driving Health Plan 
Quality: Position and Role in the Evolving Health Care Environment 
Room: Roosevelt 
As the federal/state governments look to capitalize on Affordable 
Care Act provisions for the integration of services for individuals with 
disabilities and older adults as well as those who are dually eligible, 
Community Based Organizations (CBO) will play a significant role 
in this transition. The opportunity to contract with health care 
organizations, from ACOs to Medicaid and Medicare/Medicaid plans, 
offers CBOs new business options and the capacity to expand their 
bandwidth. This session focuses on some of the key elements for the 
traditional health organization/CBO engagement by exploring the 
foundation of the health care industry’s quality management systems 
and how CBOs can develop/market value based propositions to these 
new customers.

Presenters: Merrill Friedman, Senior Director, Disability Policy 
Engagement, Amerigroup; Sharon Williams 

Offering Hope and Innovative Supports to Veterans and their 
Families: Why a Participant Directed Services Approach Works 
Room: Potomac I 
This panel will address the importance of offering Veterans of all 
conflicts a participant model of support as an alternative to traditional 
nursing home or similar medical models. A recent study by the VA 
has demonstrated that the satisfaction of veterans receiving support in 
the community of their choice from care providers they know leads to 
higher satisfaction with their services. Hear firsthand from a veteran, 
his family, and the professionals who support them, the positive 
impact and potential for cost savings, that choice and control over his 
services has provided for them. The panel will also address barriers 
to successfully implementing VDHCBS on a larger scale, offering 
recommendations on creating partnerships that find solutions to policy 
and program challenges. They will also outline strategies for successful 
implementation of a more comprehensive VDHCBS program. 

Presenters: Dorrie Koenig, CFO, Mains’l Financial Management 
Services; Jane Vuyovitch MN DHS, John Van Wingen, UF Medical 
School, Veterans Administration Representative

9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. 
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Innovation Track: The Common Sense Interventions that will Reduce 
Costs and Improve Care for the Elderly—Pfizer 

 Room: Potomac II 
Often times policy makers try and implement policies that are either 
difficult to manage or convoluted in trying improve care for elderly. In 
this session we will describe three simple courses of action that will help 
elderly improve their quality of life and reduce healthcare costs. First, 
champion medication synchronization as a way to improve medication 
adherence; second, improve access to vaccines for elderly as a way to 
increase preventative measures and third, implement transparency measures 
so elderly can make educated choices about healthcare services.

Presenters: Dr. Robert Popovian, Pharm.D, MS 

State of the States in Aging and Disability 
Room: Kennedy
In 2014, the National Association of States United for Aging and 
Disabilities performed a comprehensive survey of State Agencies regarding 
services, funding, organizational structure, and agency plans for future 
initiatives. This session will provide information regarding the survey 
results, which will be released in the NASUAD 2014 State of the States 
report. NASUAD representatives will review key themes and trends 
among State Agencies responsible for services to Seniors and People with 
disabilities, as well as regarding Medicaid Long-term Services and Supports. 
Staff will also discuss trends regarding States’ plans for the future. 

Presenters: Gloria Lawlah, Secretary, Maryland Department of Aging 
& President, NASUAD Board of Directors; Damon Terzaghi, Senior 
Director, NASUAD 

10:45 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.  Break

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Plenary Session—Ellen Goodman, Co-founder & Director,  
 The Conversation Project; Author, Journalist

Regency Ballroom
Ellen Goodman has spent most of her life chronicling social change and its 
impact on American life. As a Pulitzer Prize winning columnist she was one of 
the first women to open up the oped pages to women’s voices and became, 
according to Media Watch, the most widely syndicated progressive columnist 
in the country. She continues that from her observation post now as a 
writer, speaker and commentator. Ellen began her career as a researcher for 
Newsweek magazine in the days when only men wrote for the newsweekly. 
She landed a job as a reporter for the Detroit Free Press in 1965 and, in 
1967, for The Boston Globe where she began writing her column in 1974. 
It’s been syndicated by the Washington Post Writers Group since 1976.

9:45 a.m. – 10:45 a.m. 
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A 1963 cum laude graduate of Radcliffe College, Ellen returned 
to Harvard in 1973-74 as a Nieman Fellow, where she studied the 
dynamics of social change. In 2007, she was a Shorenstein Fellow 
at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, where she studied 
gender and the news. As the first Lorry I. Lokey Visiting Professor in 
Professional Journalism she taught at Stanford in 1996.

Ellen’s first book, Turning Points (Doubleday, 1979), detailed the 
effect of the changing roles of women on the family. Six collections 
of her columns also have been published: Close to Home (Simon & 
Schuster, 1979); At Large (Summit Books, 1981); Keeping in Touch 
(Summit Books, 1985); Making Sense (Atlantic Monthly Press, 1989); 
and Value Judgments (Farrar Straus Giroux, 1993) and Paper Trail: 
Common Sense in Uncommon Times (Simon & Schuster, 2004). She 
is	also	co-author	with	Patricia	O’Brien	of	I	Know	Just	What	You	Mean:	
The Power of Friendship in Women’s Lives (Simon & Schuster, 2000).

Ellen won the Pulitzer Prize for Distinguished Commentary in 
1980. She’s won many other awards, including the American Society of 
Newspaper Editors Distinguished Writing Award in 1980. She received 
the Hubert H. Humphrey Civil Rights Award from the Leadership 
Conference on Civil Rights in 1988. In 1993, The National Women’s 
Political Caucus gave her the President’s Award. In 1994, the Women’s 
Research & Education Institute presented her with their American 
Woman Award. In 2008, she won the Ernie Pyle Award for Lifetime 
Achievement from the National Society of Newspaper columnists.

Ellen has a daughter, stepdaughter, two grandchildren and lives with 
her husband, Robert Levey in Boston.

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Lunch

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Plenary Session—Patch Adams, MD, Founder & Director,  
 The Gesundheit Institute; Performer, Clown, Social Activist

Regency Ballroom
 Sponsored by Health Care Services Corporation 

Dr. Hunter Adams, also known as ‘Patch’, is both a medical doctor 
and a clown...but he is also a social activist who has devoted 30 years to 
changing America’s healthcare system, a system which he describes as 
expensive and elitist.

Patch Adams believes that laughter, joy and creativity are an integral part 
of the healing process and therefore true health care must incorporate such 
life. Doctors and patients in his model relate to each other on the basis of 
mutual trust, and patients receive plenty of time from their doctors.

Allopathic doctors and practitioners of alternative medicine will work 
side by side. If you think that all sounds like a utopian impossibility, 
it isn’t. Patch Adams and his colleagues practiced medicine at the 

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
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Gesundheit Institute together in West Virgina that way for 12 years 
in what he calls their “pilot project.” They saw 15,000 patients. Patch 
Adams has devoted his life to the study of what makes people happy.

Through the success of this program at the Arlington, Virginia 
location, a model health care facility is being planned on 310 acres 
purchased in Pocahontas County, WV. The Institute will include a 
40-bed hospital, a theater, arts and crafts shops, horticulture and 
vocational therapy. Over five years ago, Dr.Patch Adams and staff 
temporarily stopped seeing patients so that they could coordinate 
plans	for	raising	$5	million	needed	for	the	Institute’s	permanent	and	
expanded home, a “model health care community.” Currently planned 
is	an	immediate	phase	of	this	dream,	a	$400,000	WV	facility	so	that	
their medical service to patients can resume within the next two years.

The Institute addresses, by action, four major issues in health 
care delivery: the rising cost of care, dehumanization of medicine, 
malpractice suits, and abuses of third-party insurance system.

Dr. Patch Adams adds to his training as a physician, his experience as 
a street clown. In working with health and mental health professionals, 
he explores the relationship between humor and therapy using his 
unique blend of knowledge, showmanship and “hands on” teaching 
techniques. Says Dr. Adams, “I interpret my experience in life as being 
happy. I want, as a doctor, to say it does matter to your health to be 
happy. It may be the most important health factor in your life.”

Patch Adams, M.D., is a nationally known speaker on wellness, laughter, 
and humor as well as on health care and health care systems. He approach-
es the issues of personal, community, and global health with “zestful exu-
berance,” according to Time Magazine. Dr. Patch Adams believes that 
“the most revolutionary act one can commit in our world is to be happy.

2:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.  Dessert Break with Exhibitors 
Exhibit Hall Independence Center

2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. CIRS/A Train-the-Trainer Prince William

2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.  Workshops

ACL: How Does Health Insurance Purchased Through the 
Marketplace Relate to Services at Home? 
Room: Washington A 
As agencies seek to expand services, it is important for them to 
understand all of the options that are available to consumers. Some 
individuals living at home may be eligible to purchase insurance 

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
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through the Marketplace while waiting for Medicare coverage or if 
they lose Medicaid eligibility. Others may be eligible to receive services 
under multiple forms of insurance. It is important to know how 
eligibility is determined, what services are available, and how different 
forms of insurance coverage relate to each other. Workshop objectives:

•	 Explain	basic	eligibility	to	purchase	insurance	through	the	
Marketplace

•	 Discuss	essential	health	benefits,	including	coverage	for	rehabilitation	
and habilitation services

•	 Explain	relationship	between	insurance	purchased	through	the	
Marketplace, Medicare, and Medicaid 

Presenters: Vicki Gottlich, Senior Advisor, ACL; Daniel Davis, Health 
Insurance Specialist, ACL Center for Disability and Aging Policy

ACL: Disaster Preparedness: A Multi-faceted Approach to Planning 
Room: Arlington 
This workshop/symposium is designed for older adults and their  
family caregivers. Older adults, including those with functional needs, 
are particularly vulnerable to disasters. As older adults live in their 
own homes within their communities rather than in nursing homes, 
many of those seniors have and require interdependent care-giving 
systems and/or arrangements in order to maintain living in their 
community. State Units on Aging and their networks work with 
partners and stakeholders to advocate for older adults during disaster 
planning, response and recovery. Successful disaster planning and 
responses require a “whole of community approach” that prioritizes 
communication, collaboration and accurate and timely information. 
Participants of this session will learn:

•	 the	reasons	why	the	older	adult	population,	including	those	with	
functional needs, is particularly vulnerable to disasters,

•	 who	the	essential	partners	and	community	collaborations	are	for	
older adult preparedness and response, and 

•	 what	are	the	planning	activities,	latest	advances,	best	practices,	and	
resources including social media tools

Presenters: Kathleen Votava, Aging Services Program Specialist, 
ACL Regional Support Center V; Costas Miskis, Administrator, ACL 
Regional Support Center IV; Bonnie Kantor-Burman, Director, 
Ohio Department of Aging; Rose Coniglio, Grant & State Disaster 
Coordinator, Illinois Department on Aging

2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. 
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CMS: Home and Community-Based (HCBS) Regulations  
Transition Plans 
Room: Washington B 
This session will provide a concentrated overview of the expectations 
for new Home and Community-Based (HCBS) transition plans based 
on the regulations published on January 16, 2014 (effective March 17, 
2014.) Content will include regulatory language, required timeframes, 
Transition Toolkit documents, requirements for public notice, 
submission of initial and statewide transition plans as well Q&A. 

Presenters: Ralph Lollar, Director, Division of Long Term Services 
and Supports; Linda Joyce, Deputy Director, Division of Long Term 
Services and Supports, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group

Using the New CMS HCBS Settings Regulation for Community 
Integration Advocacy: An Advocacy Perspective on the Politics of 
Community Integration 
Room: Potomac IV 
This session will focus on how advocates can use CMS’ new HCBS 
settings regulation to advance community integration through 
encouraging the identification of and transition from settings not in 
compliance with the new regulation. Presenters will use the Autistic Self 
Advocacy Network’s new state policy toolkit on defining HCBS as the 
basis for the presentation. The presentation will focus on the details of 
the new CMS regulation, the mechanisms that have been put in place to 
facilitate state transitions to compliance, research and policy information 
on appropriate and inappropriate definitions of HCBS and the politics of 
this issue, including details on stakeholders within states likely to oppose 
full implementation of the settings regulation. This session will be of use 
to both advocates seeking to leverage the HCBS Settings Regulation 
to facilitate greater community integration and policymakers seeking to 
understand the likely politics surrounding implementation.

Presenters: Ari Ne’eman, President, Autistic Self Advocacy Network; 
Samantha Crane, Director of Public Policy, Autistic Self Advocacy Network 

Enhancing Opportunities for Senior Employment: Training  
Latino/Hispanic Elders as Peer Community Interpreters:  
An Innovative Approach and Promising Practice 
Room: Potomac II 
What is the potential for training low-income older persons, to help fill 
staffing gaps in various types of community services? Two decades of 
Hispanic/Latino immigration have transformed the American South. In 

2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. 
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many areas, government and nonprofit agencies are struggling to ensure 
that this growing community can access available programs, services, 
and benefits. In some communities, tensions and divisiveness have 
increased, most likely heightened by the slow economic recovery from 
the Great Recession. With funding support from the AARP Foundation, 
this session will describe a two-year pilot project, Training Latino/
Hispanic Elders as Peer Community Interpreters, that operated in two 
southeastern states in 2012 and 2013. The project aimed to demonstrate 
that older adults could be trained as community interpreters to assist 
area agencies on aging, workforce programs, and others increase their 
outreach and services to low-income older immigrants.

Presenter: Anthony Sarmiento, Executive Director, Senior Service 
America, Inc.

Electronically Collecting Quality Measures Using a  
Patient-Centered Health Record
Room: Potomac III 
When integrating quality measures into their HCBS systems, many 
states are apprehensive, unclear on the logistics, cost and time necessary 
to manage and gather the data needed to address basic quality 
indicators. Through a close partnership with the State of Maryland, 
FEi Systems has developed an electronic long term services and 
supports system to manage multiple Maryland waiver programs. Due 
to its comprehensive nature, Maryland can use the system to track a 
participant’s complete waiver history electronically. This workshop 
will demonstrate the capability of the Maryland system to generate 
reports that identify waiver participants at risk for hospitalization. 
The eLTSS system is integrated with Maryland’s MMIS System; thus, 
it can generate reports that compare the rates of waiver participant 
hospitalization over various time periods, allowing the state to test the 
efficacy of system change and improvement. Breakout sessions will 
involve discussions of the types of indicators that might provide a fuller 
picture of the health and well-being of a waiver participant, including 
indicators of support services, level of functioning, independence, and 
satisfaction with support, and the ease of which these indicators can be 
integrated into our electronic system.

Presenter: Chris White, Sr. Vice President, FEi Systems 

2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. 
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New Frontiers: Strategies for Designing and Implementing 
Individualized Budgeting Systems Using Functional Assessments 
Room: Fairfax 
Systems for supporting people with intellectual and other 
developmental disabilities (IDD) are at a crossroad. Watershed changes 
are already underway nationally as policy makers respond to a number 
of challenges. Demand and associated waitlists for services are growing 
even as states face continued budget restraints. In response, policy 
makers are seeking system solutions that wisely target resources, 
have the potential to cut across multiple service populations (e.g., 
IDD, seniors, mental health), and incentivize best practices and 
preferred practices. In particular, targeted individualized budgeting is 
a prospective method of resource allocation built on the cornerstones 
of standardized assessment, defined service array, rate schedules and 
appropriate state infrastructure. Targeted individualized budgeting 
systems can take can multiple forms, including models developed 
using regression analysis, tiered rate structures, and budget allocations 
based on the volume of services needed or some combination of the 
three. The purpose of this presentation is to illustrate different targeted 
individualized budgeting approaches taken to serve people with IDD 
and how this may be applied across service populations. This will also 
include the value and challenges of applying unified assessments that 
cut across service populations under different CMS authorities. During 
the presentation, discussion among participants will be encouraged. 

Presenters: Lilia Teninty, MPA, Senior Policy Specialist, Human 
Services Research Institute; Katie Howard, MPH, Senior Research 
Analyst, Human Services Research Institute 

2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
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Authentic Person-Centered Supports for Individuals with ID/DD 
and Extensive Support Needs 
Room: Potomac I 
The new rule on Home and Community-Based Waiver programs 
emphasizes person-centered planning as the framework for effective 
community integration of waiver beneficiaries. Many providers and state 
agencies struggle with ensuring that plans and the resulting supports 
are, in fact, “person-centered” for people who have extensive support 
needs. This session will: Explain why authenticity in person-centered 
planning is especially critical for individuals with ID/DD, especially 
those with significant and complex disabilities; Review stories of waiver 
beneficiaries with extensive needs, including the planning process, 
the supports they receive, and their daily lives; Describe how person-
centered planning and supports intersect with Managed Care strategies, 
and suggest action steps for providers and agencies to follow to expand 
the provision of authentic person-centered planning and supports to all 
people, including those with the most extensive support needs.

Presenters: Barbara Trader, Executive Director, TASH; Merrill 
Friedman, Vice President of Advocacy, Amerigroup; Gail Fanjoy, 
Executive Director, Katahdin Friends, Inc.

Aging in Place Jeopardy 
Room: Jefferson 
Using a Jeopardy game show theme, participants will become game 
show contestants to discuss the various laws that can assist an aging 
population to age in place and remain engaged in the community. 
The topics will explore the legal framework of the Fair Housing Act, 
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the Americans with Disabilities 
Act, and discuss how they protect people as they age. We will discuss 
planning and action steps advocates can use to prepare our communities 
to support people who chose to age in place.

Presenter: Julie Nepveu, Senior Attorney, AARP Foundation Litigation 

2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
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Importance of Value Alliance: LTSS Provider Networks & Managed 
Care Organization Partnerships Responding to Integration Efforts 
in MMLTSS & Duals 
Room: Roosevelt 
The new model of integrated care requires service providers in 
the aging and long term services and supports industry to work 
collaboratively at a level never seen before. Learn about value alliances 
emerging in different states between leaders in the health and LTC 
public & private sector. Understand some essential elements and 
investments to embrace the technology, governance and economic 
formula that drive these new models taking shape. 

Presenters: Josefina Carbonell, Senior Vice President Long Term Care 
and Nutrition, Independent Living Systems, LLC; Mariela Fermin, 
Vice President Long Term Care Northeast/Mid-Atlantic Market 
Operations, Independent Living Systems, LLC; Mark Henry, Director, 
Network Development, HUMANA; Josh Sloop, Senior Vice President 
Market Operations, Independent Living Systems, LLC; Sy Zielinski, 
Chief Operating Officer, CDS Monarch, Inc. 

Communities for a Lifetime 
Room: Potomac V
The World Health Organization (WHO) has developed an international 
initiative to respond to two significant demographic trends: 
urbanization and the aging of the population. WHO guidelines address 
nine domains: Outdoor Spaces and Buildings; Transportation; Housing; 
Social Participation; Respect and Social Inclusion; Civic Participation 
and Employment; Communication and Information; Community 
Support and Health Services. The District of Columbia and the state of 
Maryland have been working toward the goals of retrofitting existing 
communities and assuring that new planning results in communities 
that support individuals as they age and regardless of disability. The 
District of Columbia has initiated the Age-Friendly DC Initiative based 
on the WHO initiative. The Maryland legislature has implemented laws 
that assure that new construction and community development are 
assessable. The Maryland legislature also established the Communities 
for A Lifetime program under the Maryland Department of Aging for 
the purpose of supporting communities that want to develop strategic 
plans to make their communities accessible and livable for a life time. 
The Maryland State Commission on Aging and the Department are 
working statewide to encourage local Commissions on Aging and local 

2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. 
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officials to develop livable communities. This workshop will describe 
efforts that states can take to grow and implement communities 
that are livable for a lifetime. This workshop will describe the WHO 
initiative as it is being implemented in the District of Columbia and the 
“grass roots” efforts by the Maryland State Commission of Aging to 
develop Communities for A Lifetime in Maryland.

Presenters: Stephanie Hull, Deputy Secretary of the Maryland 
Department of Aging; The Honorable Barbara A. Frush, Stuart 
Rosenthal, Chairman, Maryland State Commission on Aging; Gail 
Kohn, Coordinator for the Age-Friendly DC, Office of the Deputy 
Mayor for Health and Human Services

Utah’s ADRCs Building Community Partnerships with the VA—
Providing Options Counseling to Rural Veterans 
Room: Kennedy 
In 2013, the Utah ADRC kicked off a Project with the VA Office 
of Rural Health to provide ADRC Options Counselors training on 
Veteran Benefits and Services. Many ADRCs clients are veterans 
and most agencies have little knowledge of VA programs. Options 
Counselors who have attended these trainings are beginning to have 
a clearer understanding of VA benefits and are better able to navigate 
the VA system. Okay, we all have our “alphabet soup”, we have learned 
about VBA, VHA, CBOC, ORH, TRIP, VSO to name a few. Most VA 
staff did not know ADRC, AAA, or CIL. After 18 months, this project 
is making a major impact in improving service to veteran clients and 
their caregivers. No more VA 1-800 line! The Project has provided 
training and the Utah ADRCs are making new relationships with the 
VA within their local communities. An ADRC Options Counselor from 
rural Utah will share her success stories in how she approached different 
VA entities within her community and the outcomes. Presenters will 
overview some of the work that has been accomplished, how they 
opened doors at the VA and will provide strategies on how to approach 
your local VA to build new relationships.

Presenters: Jennifer Morgan, Program Manager, Utah Aging and 
Disability Resource Connection; Bret Hicken, PhD, MSPH, Health 
Science Specialist, VA Rural Health Resource Center—Western Region 

2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. 
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National Core Indicators for Increasing Quality Measurement of 
State Systems to Service People with Disabilities and Older Adults
Room: Potomac VI 
Through two initiatives, the National Core Indicators (NCI) and 
the National Core Indicators—Aging and Disabilities (NCI-AD), 
states are expanding their capacity to measure the quality of life and 
outcomes of individuals served in their LTSS systems.  Presenters will 
discuss the expansion of the NCI into new states; the pilot results and 
survey rollout of the NCI-AD; past, current, and future efforts to use 
this tool effectively for measuring quality’ and the Administration for 
Community Living’s support and involvement in both initiatives. 

Presenters: Jamie Kendall, Director, Special Projects, ACL Center 
for Disability and Aging Policy; Ophelia McLain, Director, Office of 
Innovation, ACL Administration for Intellectual and Developmental 
Disabilities; Kelsey Walter, Project Director NCI-AD, National 
Association of States United for Aging and Disabilities; Julie 
Bershadsky, Project Director, NCI-AD, Human Services Research 
Institute; Mary Lee Fay, Director NCI, National Association of State 
Directors of Developmental Disability Services

2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. 
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To Plan for Community Living, Learn Who Is In Your Nursing 
Homes: Insights from the Minimum Data Set (MDS) Using 
Questions About Preadmission Screening and Resident  
Review (PASRR) 
Room: Lincoln 
To operate successful community living programs, states must have  
1) tools that divert and transition individuals from nursing homes, and 
2) an understanding of the characteristics of nursing home residents. 
One powerful tool is the Preadmission Screening and Resident Review 
(PASRR) program, which requires that all applicants to Medicaid-
certified nursing homes be screened for possible mental illness or 
intellectual disabilities, and be assessed for community placement. An 
excellent source of information about nursing home residents is the 
MDS (Minimum Data Set), a federally mandated, standardized tool 
used to assess residents in Medicare- and Medicaid-certified nursing 
homes, both shortly after admission and periodically thereafter. In late 
2010, MDS 3.0 introduced two PASRR-related questions: A1500, 
which asks whether an individual has been found by PASRR to have 
a mental illness or an intellectual disability (or related condition); 
and A1510, which requires assessors to specify the diagnosis of each 
PASRR-identified resident. We present analyses using the PASRR-
related data elements of MDS, along with other data elements, to give 
state planners an improved understanding of: 1. How many individuals 
with disabilities reside in nursing homes, by age and other attributes; 
2. Whether the state’s PASRR program successfully identifies residents 
with relevant disabilities; and 3. The general needs of PASRR-identified 
residents, which can help inform decisions about the design and 
capacity of community living programs.

Presenter: Edward Kako, Senior Associate

3:45 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.  Break 
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4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. Workshops

ACL: The No Wrong Door System: Supporting Youth in Transition 
Room: Washington A 
The Administration for Community Living is advancing initiatives 
to improve opportunities for young individuals with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities as they transition into adulthood to have a 
full array of options, including opportunities to access post-secondary 
education, integrated competitive employment, and other supports and 
services such as HCBS. Providing these individuals and their families 
with good person centered planning counseling is a key vehicle for 
making this happen. This is important for individuals and families of 
all income levels, including those already on Medicaid but on “wait 
lists” for HCBS waiver services. ACL, CMS and VHA are working 
with 8 states to develop a national training and certification program 
for No Wrong Door Person Centered Counselors. This session will 
demonstrate two tangible promising models from the NWD systems in 
Connecticut and Wisconsin which are being used to support youth in 
transition through person centered planning.

Presenters: Joseph Lugo, Aging Services Program Specialist/Team 
Lead, Office of Integrated Programs, ACL Center for Disability 
and Aging Policy; Larissa Crossen, Program Specialist, ACL 
Administration on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities; Melissa 
Morton, Connecticut; Maureen Strickland, Wisconsin

CMS: The Home and Community-Based Taxonomy 
Room: Washington B 
This session will provide an overview of the new Home and 
Community-Based Taxonomy now available in the 1915(c) Home  
and Community-Based Service application. Content will include the 
genesis of the taxonomy project, HCBS taxonomy definitions, location 
in the application, utility as a tool to increase a state’s knowledge base 
and Q&A. 

Presenters: Ralph Lollar, Director, Division of Long Term Services 
and Supports; Dan Timmel, PASRR, Division of Long Term Services 
and Supports, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group; Steven 
Eiken, Truven Analytics
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CMS: Housing and Services: Why Collaboration Matters
Room: Potomac VI 
2014 marks a watershed moment for the home and community-based 
services delivery system, as states move to balance or rebalance their 
long-term services and supports systems. New regulations describing 
the HCBS characteristics create an opportunity for states to make 
significant improvements in community integration, while Olmstead 
enforcement underscores the civil right of people to live in the most 
integrated setting. In this session, HHS and HUD will discuss the 
collaboration underway to align policy and practice, and support states 
as they transform their long term care systems. 

Presenters: Jennifer Burnett, Division Director, Community Systems 
Transformation, CMS; Jennifer Ho, Senior Advisor on Housing and 
Services, HUD 

Connecticut’s Addiction Support Services 
Room: Roosevelt 
The number of individuals with addiction problems cycling through 
our acute and long term care programs presents a public health 
concern, resulting in multiple system issues. According to Connecticut’s 
data, 20% of all people discharged from Nursing Homes have a primary 
diagnosis of Addiction. In recent past these individuals were discharged 
from Nursing Home Settings without solid recovery plans which often 
led to relapse. Addiction Support Services offer individuals assistance 
from specially trained Community Support Service (CSS) provider 
to develop and implement a person centered addiction recovery 
plan. The CSS provider’s primary responsibilities include: engaging 
individual’s beginning up to two months prior to discharge, linkage to 
the community and supportive employment. The CSS can engage with 
individuals for up to six months post discharge. This workshop will 
examine the benefits of these services and identify several characteristics 
of promising practices in transition planning for individuals with 
addiction disorders.

Presenters: Laurel Reagan, Director, Statewide Service, Connecticut 
Department of Mental Health and Addiction Service; Dawn 
Lambert, MFP Project Manager, Connecticut Department of Social 
Service; Siobhan Morgan, Director of Waiver Services, Connecticut 
Department of Developmental Services; Deanna Clark, Health 
Program Assistant, Connecticut Department of Social Services 

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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ACOBIPPSIMLTSS? Gourmet Alphabet Soup Created by Many Cooks 
Room: Lincoln 
Iowa has been awarded opportunities to balance home and community 
based services through the Balancing Incentive Program and to develop 
a proposal to redesign Medicaid based upon an ACO approach that 
aligns with private ACO models. Community input has been a key 
component of the design and development of any proposed system. 
Hear from the consultants, Health Management Associates, the state’s 
Medicaid staff and the Department on Aging staff on the steps taken, 
lessons learned, and potential approaches to model in your state.

Presenters: Donna K. Harvey, Director, Iowa Department on  
Aging; Deborah Johnson, Bureau Chief, Medicaid Long Term Care 
Services, Iowa Medicaid Enterprise; Marci Eads, Principal, Health 
Management Associates

What Can Assessment and Service Data Tell Us? Utilizing MDS-HC 
Data to Support Policy and Programmatic Decision-Making 
Room: Arlington 
Massachusetts utilizes the Minimum Dataset—Home Care (MDS—HC) 
to assess and develop service plans for elders receiving state-funded and 
Medicaid HCBS services. As a result, the state has a wealth of data on 
the demographics, needs, diagnoses, informal supports and services of 
elder HCBS consumers. This session will demonstrate how Massachusetts 
is utilizing this data to understand how needs, such as ADLs, IADLs, 
and cognitive impairment, and informal supports including the type 
of care provided by unpaid caregivers influence service utilization and 
consumer outcomes. This data and analysis will be used by Massachusetts 
to support policy and programmatic decision-making. In addition, 
Massachusetts is also in the process of linking HCBS data with Medicaid 
data including state plan service utilization, nursing facility costs, and 
other Medicaid services for the elder population. The linking of these 
two datasets will allow the Commonwealth to better understand the 
public costs of long-term care.

Presenters: Lisa Beauregard, Research Analyst, Massachusetts 
Executive Office of Elder Affairs; Ann Hartstein, Secretary, 
Massachusetts Executive Office of Elder Affairs; Peter Tiernan, 
Director of Administration & Finance, Massachusetts Executive Office 
of Elder Affairs

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau: Protecting and 
Empowering Older Consumers 
Room: Potomac I 
Many consumers of long-term services and supports depend on 
financial products and services to pay for their services at home. The 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau works to make markets for 
consumer financial products and services transparent and fair. The 
CFPB Office for Older Americans is the only office in the federal 
government specifically dedicated to the financial health of seniors. The 
Office for Older Americans works to educate, protect and empower 
older consumers. The CFPB also responds and analyzes complaints 
related to financial products from consumers. Join us to learn more 
about CFPB’s work to improve and protect the financial security of 
older consumers.

Presenters: Hector Ortiz, Policy Analyst, Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau, Office for Older Americans; Darian Dorsey, Chief 
of Staff, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Office of Consumer 
Response 

HomeMeds: Key to the door for CBOs contracting with Healthcare 
Room: Potomac IV
HomeMeds is one of the least costly and easiest to implement of 
ACL’s high-level evidence-based programs and it is also one that 
makes health plans and medical groups sit up and pay attention. 
HomeMeds has the flexibility to fit into any program with a home visit: 
Care Transitions, Meals on Wheels, care coordination or waivers for 
dual eligible, and it has also served as the motivator for unique CBO 
home visit programs paid for under contract with health plans and 
medical groups. Attendees will learn why medication management and 
reconciliation should be included in the work of social service agencies 
and how to plan and implement HomeMeds. Attendees will also learn 
how HomeMeds can help health plans and medical providers to meet 
quality standards such as HEDIS and Star Ratings. Also learn how 
to pair HomeMeds with other evidence-based programs such as the 
Coleman Care Transitions Intervention, A Matter of Balance, and the 
Stanford Chronic Disease Self-Management Program in a “double your 
deliverables” approach. Successful implementation sites will present 
their best practices. Finally, the workshop will include a discussion of 
cost-efficient ways states and local or regional networks of CBOs can 
approach HomeMeds licensing and training.

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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Presenters: Sandy Atkins, Vice President, Strategic Initiatives, 
Partners in Care Foundation; June Simmons, CEO, Partners in Care 
Foundation; Don Smith, Director, AAA Tarrant County TX; Doni 
Green, Chief Aging Service Officer, North Central TX Council of 
Governments

Innovative Public-Private Partnerships: Empowering Individuals 
Through Chronic Disease Self-Management Education (CDSME) 
Room: Potomac V 
This presentation will examine how state health departments, state 
units on aging, and their local partners have effectively used health 
care reform opportunities to embed evidence-based programs (and, 
specifically, the Chronic Disease Self-Management Education programs) 
in health systems to foster self-management support and person-
centered integrated care. Best practices that were utilized by state 
health departments, state units on aging, and their local community 
partners to reach more than 200,000 older adults through more than 
15,000 Chronic Disease Self-Management Education (CDSME) 
workshops will be shared. The perspectives of the U.S. Administration 
for Community Living (which has funded state governments to increase 
access to CDSME since 2006) and the National Resource Center on 
Chronic Disease Self-Management Education Programs about scaling 
and sustaining these programs will be shared. Challenges and policy 
issues will be shared moving forward. There will be opportunity for 
dialogue and discussion.

Presenters: Michele Boutaugh, Aging Services Program Specialist, 
Office of Nutrition and Health Promotion Programs at the 
Administration on Aging (AoA), Administration for Community 
Living, Department of Health and Human Services; Emily Dessem, 
Senior Program Manager, National Council on Aging; Kristie 
Kulinski, Senior Program Manager, National Council on Aging 

Current Learning from the National Community of Practice 
on Supporting Families and Individuals with Intellectual and 
Developmental Disabilities Throughout the Life Course 
Room: Jefferson 
Families are the core unit in our society, serving as a source of support 
to all of its members across the lifespan. For individuals with intellectual 
and developmental disabilities I/DD), the role of the family is central 
to promoting an inclusive lifestyle at home, in school, at work, in the 
community, and across the entire lifespan of the individual. In this 
context, we are experiencing a turning point in how I/DD services 

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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are delivered nationally. Increasingly, individuals with I/DD receive 
services while living in the home of a family member. In 2011, 51% 
of individuals receiving Medicaid-funded home and community-
based services (HCBS) lived with family members, up from 36% in 
2000. Even as this trend unfolds, however, supports to individuals 
and their families cannot be exclusively reliant on public funding 
such as Medicaid. Given increasing demand for services coupled 
with state budget restraints, doing so will lead only to waitlists and 
enduring systems of haves and have nots. Moreover, it is obvious that 
individuals have lives and require support beyond what is “Medicaid 
reimbursable,” suggesting that the supports offered must collectively 
address multiple facets of life and be sensitive to differences in the 
life cycle. These circumstances require a new look at the role of 
families with members with intellectual and other developmental 
disabilities (I/DD) across the lifespan and how they are supported. 
In this regard, in 2012 the National Association for State Directors of 
Developmental Disabilities Services (NASDDDS) was awarded a grant 
of National Significance from the Administration on Intellectual and 
Developmental Disabilities (AIDD) to develop a five state Community 
of Practice on policies and systems changes that promotes Supporting 
Families Throughout the Lifecourse. NASDDDS is implementing this 
grant in collaboration with the Institute for Human development at the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City and the Human Services Research 
Institute. The five participating jurisdictions are Connecticut, the 
District of Columbia, Oklahoma, Tennessee and Washington. A driving 
belief embedded in this work is that: People with disabilities and their 
families have the right to live, love, work, play and pursue their life 
aspirations just as other citizens do in their community. This principle 
is complemented by a series of supporting beliefs whereby people with 
I/DD and their families: Are in charge of the supports they receive to 
the extent they can be; Have opportunities across their life course and 
the many facets of their life to use resources flexibly and in ways that 
enhance their lives and help them to participate in their communities; 
Offer support to each other and others in their community to enhance 
the well-being of all; and have a shared responsibility with policy makers 
for the wise use of public dollars to assure that the diverse needs of all 
families and individuals can be met now and in the future. Given these 
foundational principles, participants in the Community of Practice are 
exploring innovative means for responding to the needs of individuals 
and their families. Their work requires alliances and collaborations 
among multiple stakeholders including policy makers across state 
agencies, individuals with I/DD and their families, advocates, service 
providers, and community leaders In this this presentation, participants 

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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will be provided with information pertaining to: (a) what is known 
regarding state by state investments in supporting people with I/DD 
at home, including the most current data generated by the Family 
Information Systems Project (FISP) at the University of Minnesota, 
(b) the Lifecourse Framework to illustrate how individual and family 
circumstances are viewed in the context of their support needs, what 
they might offer others and the supports they might receive, (c) a 
summary of the experiences among states so far, and (d) what more 
might be done to establish policies and practices that individuals most 
effectively. During the presentation, discussion among participants will 
be encouraged. 

Presenters: Mary Lee Fay, NASDDDS; John Agosta, PhD, Human 
Services Research Institute 

Consumer Issues and Advocacy Challenges in Assisted Living 
Room: Fairfax 
Advocacy for assisted living residents is needed today more than 
ever. With national and state efforts to increase choice in where a 
person receives long-term services and supports, we see an increase in 
individuals in assisted living facilities with significant care needs and 
challenges.	Yet	concerns	exist	around	whether	assisted	living	facilities	
are equipped to provide necessary services, especially for residents who 
are frail and living with dementia. Join a discussion about the advocacy 
challenges faced in the assisted living setting and how the skills of long-
term care ombudsmen can be applied to benefit consumers.

Presenters: Lori Smetanka, Director, National LTC Ombudsman 
Resource Center; Eric Carlson, Co-directing Attorney for the National 
Senior Citizens Law Center  

Innovation Track: Supporting Better Outcomes: The Role of the 
Family Caregiver and Aging Network in the Chronic Care Model—
WellMed 

 Room: Potomac II
For the senior relying on a family caregiver, the Chronic Care Model 
must be expanded to include an informed and activated family caregiver 
to achieve the best health outcomes. This workshop will highlight the 
critical role the aging network can play in supporting the needs of the 
family caregiver impacted by the realities of dealing with chronic illness 
and conditions, and in building the bridge to the health care system 
with the best results. Panelists from health care, philanthropy and 
academia will give their perspective on why evidence-based programs 

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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for caregivers are the missing link to reduced costs, better outcomes, 
and a better patient experience.

Presenters: Carol Zernial, MA, Executive Director, WellMed 
Charitable Foundation; Daniel Hale, Ph.D., Special Advisor, Office of 
the President, John Hopkins Bayview Medical Center; Sharon Lewis, 
RN, PhD, University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio; 
Debbie Billa, WellMed Charitable Foundation; Nora Obrien-Suric, 
PhD, Senior Program Officer, Hartford Foundation

The Power of Disability Literacy 
Room: Kennedy
Disability literacy is the ability to obtain/understand information 
regarding health, finances and resources to adapt to, anticipate and 
overcome challenges resulting from a chronic illness/disability. 
Understanding programs such as Social Security Disability Insurance 
(SSDI) is critical in ensuring individuals can make informed decisions 
and take action to improve health and financial well-being before and/
or after work is no longer possible. A majority of SSDI applicants 
experience financial crises, extreme stress and declining health during 
their wait for benefits. About one third lose their health insurance. 
Increasing disability literacy among providers and patients enhances 
knowledge about and access to SSDI and other disability resources 
early-on. This can help alleviate or avoid financial and other stressors, 
speed access to benefits, including Medicare, and minimize or prevent 
lapses in health insurance coverage.

Presenter: Tai Venuti, MPH, APR, Manager of Strategic  
Alliances, Allsup

Bridging the Gap: Linking Health Care and Long-Term Services and 
Supports (LTSS) for Massachusetts’ Elders
Room: Potomac III
The lack of coordination within the health care sector is recognized as a 
pressing problem which contributes to disjointed care and rising health 
care costs. Incorporating Long Term Services and Supports (LTSS) 
into that equation has been even more daunting. Over the last several 
months, Massachusetts’ Executive Office of Elder Affairs (EOEA) has 
begun a statewide implementation of a new portal that provides Health 
Care Organizations (HCO) with information about their patients and 
the long-term care (LTC) services they are receiving through the Area 
Agencies on Aging (AAA) network. With the patient’s consent, HCOs 
can utilize a secure web-based portal to view data that is being collected 

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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through LTSS assessments and also view information on the types and 
intensity of LTC services their patients are receiving. This presentation 
will discuss the initial implementation of the Community Links Portal 
including the tool’s reception by the medical community and strategies 
utilized by AAAs to introduce this tool to HCO practices. In addition, 
this presentation will suggest the benefits of information sharing and 
dialogue between health care and LTSS professionals including how 
this tool is improving care coordination for consumers.

Presenter: Sean Rogers, Director of Operations, Massachusetts 
Executive Office of Elder Affairs

3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.   Conversations with Regional Administration for Community  
 Living Administrators—Part II

(State Agencies by Invitation Only) 
Tidewater

5:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.  White House Conference on Aging Town Hall 
Regency Ballroom 
The White House recently announced that it will convene a White 
House Conference on Aging next year, as it has done each decade since 
the 1960s. As you know, 2015 marks the 50th anniversary of Medicare, 
Medicaid, and the Older Americans Act, as well as the 80th anniversary 
of Social Security. The 2015 White House Conference on Aging is 
an opportunity to recognize the importance of these key programs as 
well as to look ahead to the issues that will help shape the landscape 
for older Americans for the next decade. To listen and learn from key 
aging leaders and older Americans, the Administration will participate 
in listening sessions with older Americans and advocates across the 
country starting in August and continuing throughout the year. 

The Home and Community Based Services Conference will offer 
an opportunity to participate in a Listening Session on the 2015 
Conference. White House Conference on Aging Executive Director, 
Nora Super, and Assistant Secretary for Aging, Kathy Greenlee, will join 
us on Wednesday afternoon to gather input from HCBS Conference 
attendees on issues regarding retirement security, healthy aging, long-
term supports and services and elder abuse prevention. 

Presenters: Kathy Greenlee, Assistant Secretary, Administration on 
Aging, ACL, HHS and Nora Super, Executive Director, White House 
Conference on Aging

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Registration

7:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. Breakfast
Regency Foyer 

 Sponsored by Long Term Quality Alliance

8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.  Long-Term Care Quality Alliance Annual Meeting Potomac I-VI
 See agenda on page 125.

8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m. Workshops

ACL: The ACL/CMS Partnership to Provide the States with  
Person-Centered Counseling Training, Credentialing and Technical 
Assistance Program 
Room: Washington B
As part of the NWD initiative and the implementation of the person-
centered planning requirements embedded in recent CMS regulations, 
ACL and CMS are working together to develop a training, credentialing 
and technical assistance program on person-centered counseling (PCC) 
for the states. The session will include a review of PCC and an overview 
of the courses and technical assistance programs under development. The 
recently published CMS regulations require that people served through 
Medicaid funded services have person centered plans. Learn how the 
PCC Training program work intersects with the implementation of the 
new CMS rules. 

Presenters: Shawn Terrell, Health Insurance Specialist, Office of 
Integrated Programs, ACL Center for Disability and Aging Policy;  
Linda Joyce, Deputy Director, Division of Long Term Services and 
Supports, CMS

ACL: The Consumer Experience and the HCBS Settings Rule 
Room: Washington A 
Home and Community Based Settings have always been framed against 
the backdrop of the institution. We have a new Rule that frames HCBS 
settings from the perspective of the consumer’s experience as well as the 
characteristics of the setting itself. HCBS is finally evolving—how can 
states and providers develop the services and supports in the community 
that people really want?

Presenters: Patricia Nobbie, Program Specialist, Office of Special 
Projects, ACL Center for Disability and Aging Policy; James Toews, 
Immediate Office of the Administration, ACL
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Responding Holistically to Neurobehavioral Challenges in Persons 
with Brain Injury 
Room: Arlington
As providers, how do we respond in an integrated, cross-systems 
approach to the neurobehavioral challenges faced by persons following 
brain injury? In what ways can we improve crisis intervention services 
while supporting client independence and strengthening relationships 
across agencies? Drawing from empirical research and best practices 
in the Commonwealth of Virginia, this interactive workshop uses case 
studies to engage participants to address these questions. Survivors 
of brain injury encounter many barriers in accessing care, including 
funding for services, coexisting diagnoses, and limited self-advocacy. 
Providers also face obstacles that necessitate interagency training 
and education regarding risk assessment, psychosocial adjustment 
symptoms, and biomechanical causes of psychiatric symptoms. Case 
studies serve as a platform for participants to discuss ways to actualize 
access to services for persons with brain injury while strengthening 
relationships across providers and agencies. Participants will: 1. List five 
barriers known empirically to exist for individuals with neurobehavioral 
issues post brain injury when accessing care. 2. Identify three strategies 
to enhance care coordination across systems for persons with brain 
injury. 3. List one action objective within their agency to facilitate best 
practices in neurobehavioral care or improve access to such care.

Presenters: Dr. Cara Meixner, Associate Professor of Psychology, James 
Madison University; Dr. Cynthia O’Donoghue, Professor and Head of 
Communication Sciences & Disorders, James Madison University 

Minnesota Designs New Elderly Waiver Service to Help Seniors 
Remain at Home 
Room: Roosevelt 
Individual Community Living Support (ICLS) is a new service designed 
to make it easier for seniors to remain in their homes. ICLS offers 
a broad array of support from a single provider that is flexible and 
scalable over time incorporating both in-person and remote support. A 
unique feature of ICLS is that it must incorporate adaptive strategies 
that will facilitate self-sufficiency when human assistance is not available. 
Adaptive strategies may include training, restructuring the environment 
and/or activity, or the use of assistive technology. The purchase of 
assistive technology is covered as a separate service in order to promote 
consumer choice. ICLS offers is a service that offers assistance with 
activities of daily living, home management, community engagement, 
health and wellness and problem-solving. The ability of the provider 

8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
(Continued)
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to meet a variety of needs in a single visit with one staff will promote 
efficiency and provide the opportunity to respond to the person’s 
priority needs of the day. Remote support using real-time, two-way 
communication will allow seniors to receiving intermittent support 
throughout the day or week on an as-needed basis. Remote support 
will serve to identify and manage emerging problems, reassure seniors 
and family members and provide reminders or direction to seniors.

Presenter: Darlene Schroeder, Agency Policy Specialist, Minnesota 
Department of Human Services 

Innovative Ombudsman Programs: Shared Perspectives from  
New Jersey and Delaware on Meeting the Needs of Today’s  
Senior Population 
Room: Lincoln 
Both James W. McCracken, New Jersey Ombudsman for the 
Institutionalized Elderly (OOIE), and Victor Orija, Delaware’s Long 
Term Care Ombudsman, oversee offices that investigate allegations 
of abuse, neglect, exploitation and violations of LTC residents’ rights. 
Both offices also provide direct advocacy for LTC residents and lobby 
for systems changes to empower the people they serve and to improve 
their quality of life. In addition, both offices have expanded their 
activities to respond to the realities faced by today’s senior population, 
including the need for consumers to be able to direct their own health 
care, particularly at the end of life, and the nationwide trend toward 
non-institutional, community-based services for seniors. McCracken 
and Orija will present the policy and advocacy issues facing their state’s 
Ombudsman programs and will present on the innovative solutions 
each state has developed to respond to the unique needs of their 
constituents. McCracken will discuss: New Jersey’s I Choose Home 
Program, which increases public awareness of community-based services 
for people living in nursing homes and provides direct advocacy to 
help	individuals	transition	back	home;	OOIE’s	Your	Care/Your	Choice	
program which promotes advance care planning among long term care 
residents and educates facility staff about advance care planning options; 
and New Jersey’s robust and growing Volunteer Advocate Program 
which has helped the state offset federal budget constraints and expand 
its core mission of providing direct advocacy in nursing facilities. Victor 
Orija will discuss: Ombudsman’s expansion into home care advocacy 
and support for the Money Follows the Person Program which helps 
nursing home residents’ transition into less restrictive settings. Also, he 
will highlight collaborative initiatives to improve quality of care, prevent 
elder abuse, and promote resident’ rights.

8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
(Continued)
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Presenters: James W. McCracken, New Jersey Ombudsman for the 
Institutionalized Elderly (OOIE); Victor Orija, State of Delaware, 
Senior Administrator for the Long Term Care Ombudsman Program

Establishing Matching Services Registries to Help Consumers Find 
Caregivers 
Room: Fairfax
Learn how your organization or state can explore establishing a 
matching service registry to assist older adults and people with 
disabilities in locating an attendant matched to her or his unique needs 
and preferences. For consumers wishing to locate assistance, finding 
the right attendant can pose a challenge. Different from criminal 
background check or certification registries, matching service registries 
gather information about the consumer’s needs and preferences and 
the caregiver’s availability, skills, and preferences. Some matching 
service registries offer services such as worker screening and orientation 
and access to consumer and worker training. Participants will learn 
how organizations around the country are using matching service 
registry technology to match consumers who need in-home support 
with caregivers to meet their needs, and how registries are being used 
to build and sustain the long-term services and supports workforce. 
Participants will have the opportunity to explore registries first-hand to 
see how they can help individuals find attendants and attendants find 
work. Participants will also learn how certain states and organizations 
have made matching service registries a reality, how registries could 
be used for service delivery and workforce innovations, and the 
considerations and strategies for exploring this type of technology 
within their own systems.

Presenters: Eli Gelardin, Executive Director, Marin Center for 
Independent Living; Abby Marquand, Associate Director for 
Policy Research, PHI; Cheryl Miller, Executive Director, Oregon 
Home Care Commission; Jeff Keilson, Co-founder, Vice-President, 
Rewarding Work Resources

8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
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Promoting Research Participation as a Part of Healthy Aging 
Room: Prince William
Currently, there are not enough older adults, including those of diverse 
backgrounds, in Alzheimer’s disease & related dementias (ADRD) 
research. Clinical trials and studies to test therapies to prevent or cure 
diseases like Alzheimer’s urgently need volunteers, but researchers 
often struggle to find participants to fill trials, resulting in delays or 
cancellation. With the National Plan to Address Alzheimer’s as a 
spark, ACL, NIA and CDC collaborated on Recruiting Older Adults 
into Research (ROAR) to involve aging services and public health 
networks in sharing research participation messages with older adults 
and caregivers. Feedback from aging, public health, and research leaders 
included positioning research participation as a part of healthy aging 
messages. This session will include an overview of the ROAR project, 
a presentation from professionals involved in pilot testing materials, 
and materials and resources that public agencies and community-based 
organizations can use to incorporate research participation into their 
messages regarding healthy aging. Using an interactive format, ample 
time will be allowed for session participants to discuss their experiences 
with promoting awareness of research participation. This session 
will explore proven opportunities for collaboration between public 
agencies, community-based organizations and researchers a true win-win 
partnership!

Presenters: Amy Wiatr-Rodriguez, MSW, Aging Services Program 
Specialist, Administration on Aging, Administration for Community 
Living; Jennifer Watson, Project Officer, ADEAR Center, National 
Institute on Aging; Nina Silverberg, Assistant Director, Alzheimer’s 
Disease Centers Program, National Institute on Aging; Kathy Edson, 
Program Manager, Research Match, Vanderbilt University 

8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
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HCBS Policy Lab: Legislative and Analytical Updates
Room: Jefferson 
Massachusetts’ Executive Office of Elder Affairs has developed a 
dataset that has demonstrated great potential for informing Home and 
Community-based Services (HCBS) policy development and program 
design. The dataset contains operational and case management data 
that describes the HCBS experience of Massachusetts frail elders who 
participate in home and community-based service programs. As a result 
of a partnership between the Massachusetts Executive Office of Elder 
Affairs and the University of Massachusetts Medical School, the HCBS 
Policy Lab has been established to support applied research toward the 
development, management, evaluation and continued improvement of 
LTSS programs. A recent step in the HCBS Policy Lab development 
will link the dataset to Medicaid claims data. Using examples of 
preliminary demographic profiles and analyses completed during the 
dataset linkage and cleaning, we will discuss to what extent the addition 
of Medicaid data will allow Massachusetts policymakers to make better 
programmatic decisions regarding the use of home and community 
based services.

Presenters: Frederic Perro, Senior Director, Data Management 
Services, University of Massachusetts Medical School/Commonwealth 
Medicine; Peter J. Tiernan, Director of Administration & Finance, 
Massachusetts Executive Office of Elder Affairs; Abigail R. Averbach, 
MSc, Director, Office of Data Analytics, Commonwealth Medicine, 
University of Massachusetts Medical School 

The Use of Clinical and Functional Assessment Instruments 
Room: Tidewater
State Medicaid agencies have significant flexibility when choosing 
a functional assessment tool and determining their nursing facility 
level of care criteria, two very important choices that are undeniably 
intertwined. This symposium will cover the selection and use of 
assessment tools, which can have a broad effect across program and 
policy areas. First, we will present the state of assessment instrument 
usage from a national perspective, especially regarding the use of these 
instruments to satisfy the statutory requirements of the Balancing 
Incentive Program. Then we will discuss the use of assessments in 
determining Medicaid nursing facility level of care, as well as the 
relative strictness of those criteria across the states. Finally, we will 
introduce some examples of how states can use the wealth of data 
collected by an assessment process for level of care determinations, risk 

8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
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stratification, and budgeting. After the symposium, participants will be 
more knowledgeable on how to choose an assessment instrument that 
is appropriate for their target population and program structure, as  
well as how to use the resulting data to create more efficient and 
equitable programs.

Presenters: Ian Stockwell, Director of Special Studies, The Hilltop 
Institute; Les Hendrickson, Owner, Hendrickson Development;  
Ed Kako, Senior Associate & Director of Operations, Mission  
Analytics Group

Housing and Services: Making Meaningful Investments 
Room: Kennedy 
This session will establish the importance of investing in housing with 
services to create improvements for Medicaid programs. During the 
discussion, Texas State official will share her view of the importance of 
focusing on housing with services to improve quality, outcomes, and 
program performance within Medicaid. Based on the foundation of 
understanding the importance of making programmatic investments in 
housing from a state’s perspective, housing providers and a managed 
care plan will provide examples of models created to demonstrate 
the value of linking housing and services with health delivery and 
managed care. Three models will be highlighted: Texas, Oregon, and 
Washington. These models will be reviewed to provide insight into 
the goals of housing providers, health care providers, and health plans 
to establish how these successful collaboratives can be developed to 
improve quality of life and program outcomes. Finally, the session 
will provide an overview of strategies states are deploying to improve 
Medicaid financing and service delivery for people in supportive 
housing and how these efforts support Olmstead and emerging 
HCBS policy. The session will be conducted in a panel format with 
presentations with an opportunity for open dialogue and questions 
about the session content and presenters’ experiences.

Presenters: Kay Ghahremani, Medicaid Director, Texas Health and 
Human Services Commission (HHSC); Don Langer, Plan President, 
UnitedHealthcare Community Plan of Texas, UnitedHealthcare; Rob 
Grossinger, Vice President, Enterprise Community Partners

8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
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Using Telecare/Telehealth Technology to Support Aging in Place
Room: Theater
A group of diverse stakeholders in rural Susanville, California area 
are working on a pilot that brings together remote monitoring, 
telemedicine, and other technologies; call centers; Independence 
Coaches; and Community Assisters to provide an innovative way 
of delivering Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS). The target 
population is low income elderly individuals, living in an underserved 
rural area, with a range of chronic conditions including asthma, 
diabetes, congestive heart failure, and severe mental illness. The goal 
of this pilot is to demonstrate reduced costs for the LTSS population, 
while achieving an enhanced quality of life for participants. By 
combining these components, the pilot addresses both the medical and 
social needs of the targeted LTSS population, so as to allow them to 
age in place without compromising quality of life and care issues. We 
also hope to show savings to the Medicaid program through avoidance 
of nursing facility admission for as long as possible. The intent of this 
approach is not to replace the services of Personal Care Assistants or 
family caregivers, but rather to extend their reach and better target the 
use of these increasingly scarce resources. Come learn more about the 
use of emerging technologies to help people age in place. 

Speakers; Barbara Selter, MAXIMUS; Cindy Morton, California 
Telehealth Network; Phil Nowak, CEO Northeastern Regional Health 
Center; Jerry Furness, GrandCare 

9:45 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.  Break

10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. Workshops

HHS Intensive—Promoting Increased Competitive and Integrated 
Employment for Individual with Disabilities
Room: Washington A 
The Administration and Congress have made unprecedented 
commitment to increase participation of individual with disabilities 
in the workforce. This session will focus on promoting integrated 
and competitive employment outcomes for people with disabilities. 
Discussion will include current federal initiatives, no wrong door 
models and supportive employment opportunities.

Presenters: Larissa Crossen, Program Specialist, ACL Administration 
on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities; Colleen Grauder, 
DEHPG, CMS—HCBS and employment 

8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
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CMS: The 1915(i) and 1915(c) Home and Community Based 
Regulations
Room: Washington B 
This session will provide an overview of the new Home and 
Community-Based regulations published on January 16, 2014 and 
effective March 17, 2014. Content will include home and community-
based settings requirements, state transition planning to come into 
compliance with the new regulations, conflict free case management, 
person-centered planning, targeting, compliance actions, etc. Time will 
be allocated for questions and answers.

Presenters: Ralph Lollar, Director, Division of Long Term Services and 
Supports, and Linda Joyce, Deputy Director, Division of Long Term 
Services and Supports, Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group

Service Agencies Unite to Form a Model Community Care Network 
Room: Roosevelt 
The Affordable Care Act has created an opening for community-based 
organizations (CBOs) providing HCBS to bring value to hospitals, 
health plans and medical provider groups and their members and 
patients. Large healthcare entities, however, consistently express 
reluctance to enter into contracts with a multitude of local service 
agencies. This has led to CBOs to begin forming regional networks to 
share resources/infrastructure and co-market their services with the 
ultimate goal of advancing the Triple Aim. Partners in Care Foundation, 
with technical assistance from ACL and support from the John A. 
Hartford Foundation, is forming a regional CBO provider network, Care 
Transitions SoCal, to contract for care transitions, HomeMeds(SM), 
evidence based self-management programs, comprehensive in-home 
assessment and ongoing HCBS. This workshop will provide best 
practices and tools on sharing referral opportunities, choosing a network 
structure, business/back office functions, and addressing issues unique 
to contracting with health plans (such as the medical loss ratio, managed 
care regulations, billing codes, licensing and accreditation). Attendees 
will learn how a regional CBO network can serve as an integrated care 
model that can be adopted in other areas.

Presenters: June Simmons, CEO, Partners in Care Foundation; Sandy 
Atkins, Vice President, Institute for Change; Ami Shah, Director, 
Community Provider Network 

10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
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Taking It to the Next Level: Training Programs for Advanced Home 
Care Aides in Washington State
Room: Lincoln 
The overall rise in demand for in-home care has been accompanied 
by a rise in demand for specialized types of in-home care, including 
in-home care that can address a specific condition and/or encompass 
tasks	beyond	typical	assistance	with	ADLs	and	IADLs.	Yet	even	basic	
training programs for Home Care Aides (HCAs) remain rare, and 
specialized training programs for advanced HCAs even more so. This 
session explores the innovative advanced HCA training programs 
developed by SEIU Healthcare NW Training Partnership and the 
programs’ contribution to creating a more stable and sustainable 
LTSS system in Washington state. The panel will discuss the various 
advanced HCA training programs offered, including the nation’s first 
advanced HCA apprenticeship program offered in conjunction with the 
U.S. Department of Labor. Also discussed will be the findings of an 
outside qualitative study conducted on Washington’s advanced HCA 
training programs and state officials’ views on how these programs have 
impacted long term care in Washington state. Additionally, this session 
will discuss the collaborative process, program objectives, structure and 
funding of the advanced HCA training programs.

Presenters: Charissa Raynor, Executive Director, SEIU Healthcare 
NW Training Trust; Maureen Conway, Executive Director, Economic 
Opportunities Program, Aspen Institute; Bill Moss, Assistant Secretary 
for Aging and Long-Term Support, Washington State Department of 
Social and Health Services 

10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
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Heroes on the Homefront: Meeting the Needs of America’s Military 
and Veteran Caregivers
Room: Kennedy
Many wounded, injured, or disabled veterans rely heavily on 
informal caregivers. The assistance provided by these caregivers 
saves billions in health care and associated costs and affords many 
veterans the opportunity to remain at home. This workshop will 
begin by highlighting findings from the RAND Corporation’s recent 
comprehensive examination of military caregivers and will describe 
these caregivers and the duties they perform, document how caregiving 
affects their own well-being, examine the services that are available 
to support military and veteran caregivers, and identify gaps in the 
provision of such services relative to caregivers’ needs. VA values 
caregivers’ commitment as a partner in their agency’s pledge to care 
for those who have “borne the battle,” and has developed a growing 
array of innovative support and service options designed with veteran 
caregivers in mind. An overview of the VA Caregiver Support initiative 
will be provided.VA values caregivers’ commitment as a partner in 
their agency’s pledge to care for those who have “borne the battle,” 
and have developed a growing array of innovative support and service 
options designed to support and empower caregivers of veterans. VA’s 
Caregiver Support Program offers a menu of services including training 
and education, peer support, and Caregiver Support Coordinators at 
each VA medical center across the country. 

Presenters: Jed Johnson, MSW, MBA, Director—National Veteran 
Caregiver Training Program, Easter Seals Headquarters; Rajeev 
Ramchand, Ph.D., Behavioral Scientist & Faculty, Pardee RAND 
Graduate School, RAND Corporation; Terri Tanielain, Senior Social 
Research Analyst, RAND Corporation; Margaret Kabat, LCSW-C, 
CCM, Acting National Director, Caregiver Support Program, Dept. of 
Veterans Affairs; Deb McKay, RN, MS, CAPT, NC, USN (ret), Vice 
President, Atlas Research

10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
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Innovations in Protection from Harm for Adults with Mental Illness 
and Intellectual Disabilities Receiving 24 Hours Residential 
Support 
Room: Prince William
Caregiver alertness, failure to respond to sudden health issues, and 
communication deficiencies during shift changes are the three main 
factors associated with the potential harm of vulnerable adults in need 
of 24 hour monitoring. We have implemented a bundle of innovative 
interventions that combines training and the use of technology. This 
has resulted in over a 70% reduction of incidents of the potential 
harm of adults with mental illness and intellectual disabilities, who 
receive 24 hour support in their own residence. In this system, an 
overnight alertness, healthcare monitoring, and shift handover system 
are supported by the use of customized phone applications developed 
for this purpose. Implementation and implications for the reduction 
of potential harm are discussed. Objectives: 1. To understand some 
reasons why people with intellectual and developmental disabilities are 
at an increased risk of harm. 2. To understand how multiple system 
components can be integrated to yield an enhanced effort to reduce 
harm.3. To review some components of the resulting technology and 
training systems and understand how it has helped to reduce harm for 
people in need of long term care.

Presenters: Carlos V. Gonzalez, MS, BCBA, Behavioral Services 
of Tennessee Inc. & Healthcare Safety International Inc.; Timothy 
D. Cripps, MS, BCBA, Behavioral Services of Tennessee Inc. & 
Healthcare Safety International Inc. 

10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
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Innovation Track: Patient Engagement and Accountability:  
The Innovative Texas Model—Girling/Gentiva Health 

 Room: Arlington

As Texas looks at ways to improve quality, reduce costs and provide 
patient care in the most appropriate and integrated setting regardless 
of payer source, Care Transitions with Patient Involvement and 
Engagement must be included as a vital piece of the puzzle. To 
answer all three aspects of patient care improvement as outlined by 
the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) and the Centers 
for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS), Gentiva Health Services/Girling 
Health Care developed, as part of its overall Post-Acute care system, a 
Transitions of Care model. This model emphasizes utilizing Post Acute 
Care Providers to provide patient education, skilled follow-up care, and 
appropriate referral and timely access to medical and social supports to 
prevent unnecessary more expensive avenues for care provision. 

Presenter: Jennifer Vogt, MBA, BSN, RN, NEA-BC

Coordination, Education, and Integration: Enhanced Roles for 
Home Care Workers in Theory and Practice
Room: Jefferson
In this time of health care innovation, the home care workforce has 
an important role to play in the coordination and delivery of critical 
health-related services for individuals seeking long-term services and 
supports. Home care workers, responsible for delivering the bulk of 
day-to-day supports for many individuals, are well-positioned to take on 
additional responsibilities, including becoming a recognized member 
of the care team, to help achieve the triple aim goals of better health, 
better experience, and lower costs. Panelist will share information about 
several innovative pilots that meaningfully incorporate enhanced roles 
for home care workers into their programs. Panelists will discuss the 
purpose, design and expected outcomes for each program as well as 
the impact on individuals receiving services and the broader health care 
system, the importance of collaboration in building innovative program 
designs, and the means necessary to replicate these demonstrations 
more broadly.

Presenters: Kimberly Austin-Oser, National Long-Term Care Policy 
Director, SEIU Healthcare; Rebecca Sussman, Associate Director of 
Development and Grant Evaluation, St. John’s Well Child and Family 
Center; Regina Estela, Chief Operating Office, Independence Care 
Systems; Corrine Eldridge, Executive Director, California Long Term Care 
Education Center; Lois Simon, President, Commonwealth Care Alliance

10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
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Thursday, September 13, 2011

Technology, Innovation, and Aging: How New Technology 
Companies are Making a Big Impact for Elders and Care Providers; 
and Policy Revisions to Make it Happen
Room: Theater
A discussion on the start-up market with highlights of several new and 
useful technology companies targeting seniors. Specific examples of 
how these companies provide a direct benefit to the aging and disabled 
populations, including use cases from EyeOn App deployed by the 
State of Georgia what policy revisions are necessary to leverage various 
sources of funding including OAA.

Presenters: Jay Bulot, Director, Georgia DHS Division of Aging; Katy 
Fike, PhD Gerontologist, Co-founder, Aging 2.0, Partner, Generator 
Ventures; and David Cardell, Founder, EyeOnApp 

Integrating Services for Dual Eligible Individuals: Efforts to 
Integrate and Coordinate Long-Term Services and Supports in the 
Massachusetts Duals Demonstration 
Room: Tidewater
The Massachusetts Duals Demonstration, One Care, integrates 
care and services for dual eligible individuals, 21–64 years old, in 
Massachusetts. In particular, behavioral health services and community 
based long term services and supports (LTSS) such as personal care, 
respite, peer supports and non-medical transportation, are integral to 
the complement of services available to all enrollees. Moreover, a key 
element of the demonstration is the establishment of an Independent 
Living and Long-Term Services and Supports Coordinator (LTSC) 
position, supplementary to the care coordinator working with each 
enrollee. This role is intended to ensure that individuals with expertise 
and knowledge of community LTSS programs are available to support 
assessment of and objectively advise enrollees about their long term 
support needs and services. One Care plans contract with independent 
community based organizations to provide LTSCs for enrollees, 
and must ensure their enrollees understand the LTSC role and the 
availability of an LTSC to them, as they choose. This session will focus 
on 1) the development of and vision for the LTSC role; 2) the use of 
LTSCs by One Care enrollees; and 3) lessons learned during One Care 
implementation about LTSC roles and use by enrollees.

Presenters: Corrinne Altman Moore, MPA, Director of Policy, 
Massachusetts Office of Medicaid; Catherine Harrison, MPA, Senior 
Policy Manager, Massachusetts Office of Medicaid

10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
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Ohio Medicaid HCBS Waiver Provider Education, Support, and 
Oversight 
Room: Fairfax
Maintaining positive and productive provider relationships between 
a Medicaid agency and its HCBS waiver providers presents a unique 
challenge, due the decentralized manner in which services are 
delivered and the background of HCBS providers. To ensure that 
HCBS providers receive the supports they need, as well as oversight 
to ensure high quality care, Medicaid agencies require an approach 
that is different from how they interact with hospitals, physicians, or 
other acute care providers. The Ohio Department of Medicaid (ODM) 
will present their unique, comprehensive approach to ensuring that all 
HCBS provides deliver high quality care in compliance with Medicaid 
policy and rule. These functions include: Specialized HCBS Provider 
Enrollment and Support, Incident Investigation, Provider Reviews and 
Onsite Visits, and HCBS Provider Education.

Presenters: Brandi Nicholson, Section Chief, Home Care Operations, 
Bureau of Long-Term Care Services and Supports; Sara Sherman, 
Project Manager, Public Consulting Group (PCG) 

11:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.  Break

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m. Workshops

ACL: The Impact of New Department of Labor Rules on Fair Labor 
Standards (Companionship) on the Future of Consumer-Directed 
Home Care Programs 
Room: Washington A 
This session will discuss in depth new requirements affecting home care 
workers which change definitions of companionship services and which 
require states or other entities who are joint employers with consumers 
to pay overtime and travel time for workers. The session will also 
describe how some states or managed care companies may use models 
of Agencies with Choice or more traditional cash and counseling 
approaches in their efforts to comply with the new rules.

Moderator: James Toews, Immediate Office of the Administrator, 
ACL

Panel: Michael Hancock, Department of Labor; Jennifer Brand, 
Department of Labor; Mollie Murphy, National Resource Center for 
Participant Directed Services

10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
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CMS: Use of HCBS for Individuals with Mental Health Conditions 
Room: Washington B 
This session will offer information and technical assistance regarding 
mental health services & the Medicaid Section 1915(i) authority. The 
session will include a presentation of the options available to states to 
deliver mental health services through the Medicaid Section 1915(i) 
authority, and an opportunity for workshop attendees to share and 
discuss their experiences and ideas. 

Presenters: Kathy Poisal, Technical Director, Disabled and Elderly 
Health Programs Group; John O’Brien, Senior Policy Advisor, 
Disabled and Elderly Health Programs Group; David Hughes,  
New Editions 

National Medicaid HCBS Program Data and Policies: An Update 
Room: Tidewater
In response to consumer demand, the Olmstead decision, as well as the 
ACA, states have unevenly expanded combinations of three Medicaid 
HCBS programs: home health, state plan personal care services, and 
1915(c) waivers. By 2011, the Medicaid program paid for more than 45 
percent	of	the	nation’s	estimated	$230	billion	total	long-term	support	
& services (LTSS) expenditures while institutional care (e.g., nursing 
homes) consumed 55 percent of those expenditures. In contrast, almost 
70% of participants were served in HCBS settings. The provisions to 
expand HCBS within the ACA reflect growing federal determination 
to encourage states to rebalance their LTSS budgets towards HCBS. 
This presentation draws from a unique national dataset to present the 
latest trends in participants, expenditures and policies for the three 
Medicaid HCBS programs. While data for 2011 show a steady increase 
in participants and expenditures, these growth rates have slowed since 
2008. Findings from the survey of HCBS state policies in 2013 show 
that states are increasing the number of waiting lists for waiver services 
even as the number of available slots increases. In addition to programs 
and policies for the three main HCBS programs, participants and 
expenditure data will also be presented for HCBS provided within state 
managed care programs in 2011. Not much is currently known about 
the provision of HCBS within managed care and results of an annual 
national survey carried out by the researchers will be presented.

Presenter: Terence Ng, Assistant Adjunct Professor, University of 
California San Francisco 

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
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Assistive Technology: State AT Programs and Collaborations with 
State Medicaid Agencies 
Room: Arlington
Assistive technology (AT) is a key element of HCBS for individuals with 
disabilities and those who are aging. AT devices and services related to 
daily living, speech, mobility, environmental adaptations, cognition, and 
other areas help individuals improve and maintain their independence. 
Statewide AT programs through the federal Assistive Technology Act 
are collaborating with state Medicaid agencies in a variety of ways 
to increase access to assistive technology to help individuals more 
independently remain in their homes and communities. This workshop 
will highlight areas in which State AT initiatives effectively partner 
with state Medicaid and disability and aging agencies, including areas 
like Money Follows the Person, AT services in HCB waivers, DME 
re-utilization programs, and others.

Presenters: Marty Exline, Director, Missouri Assistive Technology; 
Linda Jaco, Director, Oklahoma ABLE Tech Chair, Association of 
Assistive Technology Act Programs—ATAP; Amber Fulcher, Program 
Director, Vermont Assistive Technology Program

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
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Balancing Incentive Program: Perspectives from Multiple States on 
Their Work to Support the BIP Objectives and how BIP Initiatives 
Support Their Broader Program Objectives 
Room: Kennedy 
As many states are in the midst of implementing a series of initiatives 
designed to meet the systems balancing supported through the 
Balancing Incentive Program, this session will present three States’ 
viewpoints on their initiatives. Each State will provide an overview 
of how they are meeting these BIP structural changes and how these 
initiatives are helping support their overarching goals and objectives 
for Long-Term Care Services and Supports. For example, a discussion 
of the initiatives to support the No Wrong Door and Single Entry 
Point will provide specifics as to how they are meeting these objectives, 
lessons learned to date, and potential areas for cross-state collaboration. 
It will also include discussion on how this initiative supports their 
statewide goal of improving the quality of all Health and Human 
services through developing the processes and systems required to shift 
towards a citizen-focused approach to service delivery.

Presenter: Meghan Sullivan, Senior Manager, Deloitte Consulting 

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
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How Do New Federal Labor Rules Impact Self-Direction?  
Applying the Rules to Maryland and Around the Country 
Room: Jefferson 
The Department of Labor’s new rules on minimum wage and overtime 
requirements for direct care workers go into effect in January. The 
rules will have a significant impact on self-directed programs, with 
different implications depending on how each program is structured. 
This session will use Maryland self-direction programs, including the 
Community First Choice self-direction program, Veteran Directed 
program, Attendant Care program and Consumer Training program 
as examples to illustrate how the rules will affect both programs and 
consumers. When will programs be considered joint employers? When 
do providers have to be paid overtime wages? How will travel time 
and wait time be compensated? What do self-directing consumers 
need to know? Attendees will have the opportunity to share their own 
experiences and ask questions about how the rules will affect self-
direction in their state.

Presenters: Hannah Weinberger-Divack, Skadden Fellow, National 
Senior Citizens Law Center; Stephanie A. Hull, Acting Deputy 
Secretary, Maryland Department of Aging; Lorraine Nawara, Deputy 
Director for Community Integration, Maryland Department of Health 
and Mental Hygiene; Kelli Cummings, Director of Community Living 
Policy, Maryland Department of Disabilities

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
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Making Evidence-Based Programs Easier and More Affordable for 
Everyone: The Evidence Based Leadership Council 
Room: Lincoln 
Seven developers of top-tier evidence-based programs, together with 
four leading CBOs, have formed the Evidence-Based Leadership 
Council (EBLC) to increase delivery of evidence-based programs 
(EBPs) that improve the health and well-being of diverse adult 
populations. The members represent 19 programs, many of which 
have been chosen for inclusion in ACL’s rigorous new Aging and 
Disability Evidence-based Programs and Practices site. The core 
work of the EBLC is focused on creating opportunities to improve 
coordination and efficiency around training, and technical assistance, 
including readiness assessment, fidelity, implementation planning and 
evaluation, especially for agencies implementing multiple evidence-
based programs and for smaller/rural agencies. Under funding from 
the Archstone Foundation and CDC, the EBLC is working to develop 
a shared one-stop website for information about EBPs and develop a 
data management system to coordinate implementation and outcomes 
information across programs. This workshop will introduce the EBLC 
and the members’ programs, present results of a high-level user survey, 
and engage attendees in a discussion about efficient ways states, 
local and regional CBO networks and other organizations can adopt 
and implement a high-value array of evidence based programming. 
Attendees will also learn about the business case for offering EBPs 
under contract to healthcare entities.

Presenters: Susan Snyder, Director, Project Enhance, Senior Services, 
Seattle, WA; June Simmons, CEO, Partners in Care Foundation; 
Sandy Atkins, VP, Strategic Initiatives, Partners in Care Foundation; 
Kate Lorig, Stanford Suite of Self-Management Programs; Lesley 
Steinman, PEARLS; Peggy Haynes, A Matter of Balance; Nancy 
Wilson, Healthy IDEAS; Sue Hughes, Fit & Strong; Jennifer 
Raymond, Elder Services of the Merrimack Valley; Don Smith, AAA 
of Tarrant County TX; Stephanie Fallcreek, Fairhill Partners, OH; 
Martha Pelaez, Health Foundation of South Florida

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
(Continued)
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Support and Services at Home (SASH): Housing as a  
Platform for Health 
Room: Fairfax
This session will describe the Support And Services at Home (SASH) 
program in Vermont. SASH is a partnership of housing, health care 
and social services working together to keep Vermonters healthy and 
at home longer. SASH uses affordable housing sites as a locus for 
care management, including transition planning, chronic care self-
management, care coordination and prevention programs. The initiative 
is part of Vermont’s Blueprint for Health, a multi-payer medical home 
program involving most primary care practices. SASH extends the 
capacity of primary care practitioners into the home, documenting 
participant’s health status and progress in the state’s Clinical Registry. 
The model’s core elements are: person centered care; interprofessional 
teams; no discharges; population based health; standardized assessments 
and care plans; evidence based programming; and continuous quality 
improvement and training. The panel will describe the model and 
how SASH was brought to scale to over 100 housing communities. 
HHS and HUD are conducting a rigorous evaluation of SASH and 
panelists will present findings from the first annual report. Preliminary 
results show that SASH participants enrolled in SASH for over a 
year have statistically significant differences from the control groups 
along a number of dimensions including total Medicare payments per 
beneficiary per month.

Presenters: Emily Rosenoff, Policy Analyst, US HHS, Office of the 
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE); Nancy Rockett 
Eldridge, Executive Director, Cathedral Square Corporation; Nancy 
McCall, Chief Scientist, RTI International; Robyn Stone, Executive 
Director, LeadingAge Center for Applied Research; Carol Star, Division 
Director, HUD Policy, Research & Development (PD&R) 

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
(Continued)
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Options Counseling and Online Training for a Fast Paced World 
Room: Prince William
Options Counseling is a core function of the Aging and Disability 
Resource Centers designed to assist people to age in place in their 
communities. Options Counselors within the state of Georgia provides 
people with a person-centered way to make informed choices about 
their care based on their needs, preferences and values. Due to the 
complex nature of Options Counseling, a well-trained workforce is 
essential. This workshop will look at Georgia’s State Unit on Aging’s 
efforts to ensure that the OC workforce has the needed competencies 
to undertake this complex work. The partnership between DAS and 
Boston University’s Center for Aging and Disability Education and 
Research and the process for designing a replicable Options Counselor 
training program will be discussed. Finally, we will review Georgia’s 
development of Options Counseling Certification and how it can be 
used to potentially gain reimbursement for Options Counselors in other 
states. We will: Discuss the development of a curriculum designed to 
strengthen the skill set of the statewide options counseling program; 
Demonstration of the tools being used in conjunction with the options 
counseling program to include. 

Presenters: Amy Riedesel, Aging & Disability Resource Connection 
Options Counseling Specialist, Georgia DHS Division of Aging 
Services; Kathy Kuhn, Director of Workforce Development, Center for 
Aging and Disability Education & Research, Boston University School 
of Social Work  

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
(Continued)
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The Nutrition Rx: Home Delivered Meals Could Save Millions for 
Medicaid and HCBS Programs 
Room: Roosevelt 
Unbelievably, over 50% of elderly admitted to hospitals are 
malnourished. Malnourished individuals have much rate of higher 
emergency department visits, unplanned hospital visits and longer 
lengths of stay, as well as LTC or SNF admissions. Malnourished 
patients have a 22% readmissions rate compared to 11% who are well-
nourished. When home-delivered meals were increased to Medicaid 
clients through Title IIIC of the Older Americans Act, fewer people 
went to nursing homes. 92% of participants reported that home-
delivered meals enabled them to continue living in their own homes. 
If all states had increased the number of adults 65+ who received 
home-delivered meals in 2009 by just 1%, savings to states? Medicaid 
programs	would	have	exceeded	$109	million.	The	cost	of	feeding	
people	one	meal	per	day	is	less	than	$200/month	(about	12%	of	
average HCBS monthly expenditure) while the average daily cost 
for	LTC	is	approximately	$4500/month	and	hospitalization	is	over	
$7000/stay.	Easy	access	to	healthy,	disease	specific,	ready	to	heat	and	
eat food matters for making people better, happier and creating major 
Medicaid savings. Join us to hear our expert speakers discuss how 
they’ve seen nutrition impact the elderly and patients they have served.

Presenters: Sam Beattie, Director of Nutritional Services and Scientific 
Outreach, PurFoods, LLC; Joseph L. Ruby, President & CEO, 
Canton/Akron Area Agency on Aging, 10B; Dr. Preston Maring, 
Associate Physician-in-Chief (ret.), Kaiser Permanente Medical Center

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
(Continued)
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Negotiating Independence?: The Ethical Implications of Electronic 
Monitoring for Practice and Policy 
Room: Theater 
A significant innovation in independent living technologies is the shift 
from actively triggered personal emergency response systems to passive 
sensor-based monitoring of movement behavior; however, concerns 
have been raised because its development and research has largely been 
divorced from social and ethical concerns. This research combines data 
from 47 interviews and passive monitoring alert records to examine 
experiences with the technology of older adults, family members and 
social work staff of subsidized independent living residences. The 
unique contribution of this study is four-fold: it explains the ethical 
implications of elder care practices in independent living; it examines 
discontinuation; it is based on a non-pilot real-world situation with 
six years of organizational use; and its sample population includes 
ethnically diverse residents of low-income housing. In this presentation, 
you will learn about the ethical issues that can be anticipated from 
informed consent to monitoring and action taken on alerts and data 
and be able to articulate reasons why some older adults decide to have 
the system removed from their apartments. The study findings reveal 
that user perspectives should be understood and respected as part of an 
ethical agenda that prevents passive monitoring systems from becoming 
coercive.

Presenters: Clara Berridge, MSW, Post Doctoral Fellow, Center for 
Gerontology and Healthcare Research, Brown University; Robert 
Lollar, Director, Division of Long Term Services and Supports, CMS/
CMCS; Linda Joyce, Division of Long Term Services and Supports, 
CMS/CMCS 

11:30 a.m. – 12:45 p.m.
(Continued)
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12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m. Lunch
Regency Ballroom

1:45 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. Closing Plenary
Presenters: Manu Sareen, Minister for Children, Gender Equality, 
Integration and Social Affairs, Denmark; Carolyn Watts Colvin, 
Acting Commissioner, Social Security Administration 

Manu Sareen, is the Minister for Equality and Church and Nordic 
Cooperation, in the Cabinet of Helle Thorning-Schmidt and former 
statsrevisor and member of the Copenhagen City Council, elected for 
the Danish Social Liberal Party. Sareen was raised on Amager, where 
the family moved to from India in 1970. He is a trained social worker 
and mediator, he has since 1997 been employed by the Hour Liaison/
Ethnic consultant team, and has since 1999 been affiliated with the 
City of Copenhagen as ethnic consultant. He is also a lecturer and 
teacher, and has written several books, including a book about forced 
marriages. In 2006 he debuted as a children’s book author, and in 
2007 he published the second book in the series about Iqbal Farooq. 
Sareen was elected to the Copenhagen City Council in 2002 and 
was since 2006 Group leader of the Danish Social Liberal Party. At 
the general election 2005 he was candidate in Vesterbro district, and 
got second-most votes in the Western constituency. He was thus first 
alternate to MP Lone Dybkjær. In 2011 he was elected to parliament 
for the Nørrebro district. Manu Sareen was nominated for Politician of 
the	Year	in	2003,	2006	and	2007	by	the	National	Association	for	Gays	
and Lesbians. On the third of October 2011 he was appointed the first 
male minister for equality. 
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Carolyn Watts Colvin, Acting Commissioner, Social Security 
Administration
On February 14, 2013, Carolyn W. Colvin became the Acting 
Commissioner of Social Security. Prior to this designation, she served as 
the Deputy Commissioner, having been confirmed by the United States 
Senate on December 22, 2010 as President Obama’s nominee. In 
addition to her role as the Acting Commissioner of Social Security, Ms. 
Colvin serves as a Trustee to the Social Security Board of Trustees.

Throughout her career, Ms. Colvin has managed programs that 
help people with their healthcare and financial needs. She previously 
held key executive positions at Social Security Headquarters: Deputy 
Commissioner for Policy and External Affairs (1994–1996), Deputy 
Commissioner for Programs and Policy (1996–1998), and Deputy 
Commissioner for Operations (1998–2001).

Prior to returning to SSA, Ms. Colvin was the Director of Human 
Services for the District of Columbia (2001-2003); the Director 
of the Montgomery County Department of Health and Human 
Services (2003-2007); the Chief Executive Officer of AMERIGROUP 
Community Care of the District of Columbia (2007–2008); and, 
the Special Assistant to the Secretary of Maryland’s Department of 
Transportation (2009-2011). In addition, Ms. Colvin served as the 
Secretary of Maryland’s Department of Human Resources (1989-1994).

Ms. Colvin has received numerous awards and recognition for her 
managerial expertise and creativity, including Maryland’s Top 100 Women 
Award from the Daily Record (2005) and the Women of Achievement 
Award from Suburban Maryland Business and Professional Women 
(2005). She has served on a variety of boards and commissions, including 
the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare.

Ms. Colvin earned her graduate and undergraduate degrees in 
business administration from Morgan State University. Additionally, 
she completed the Senior Executives in State and Local Government 
Program at Harvard University, the Maryland Leadership Program, 
and the Greater Baltimore Leadership Program. Ms. Colvin is from 
Maryland and currently resides in Anne Arundel County. She has one 
son and six grandchildren.

1:45 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. Closing Remarks
Presenters: G. Lawrence Atkins, PhD, Executive Director, Long 
Term Quality Alliance; Martha Roherty, Executive Director, 
NASUAD; James Bulot, President-Elect, NASUAD, Director, Georgia 
Division of Aging Services

1:45 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
(Continued)
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Hyatt Regency Crystal City—Potomac I-VI

8:00 am     Breakfast—Opening Remarks
Presenters: Carol Raphael, LTQA Chair; Mark McClellan, Brookings 
Institution, LTQA Founding Board Member

8:15 am Keynote Speaker: What is Unique about LTSS Integration that  
 is Person and Family-Centered? 

Moderator: Nancy Thaler, Executive Director, The National 
Association of State Directors of Developmental Disabilities Services

9:00 am Panel 1: State-Federal LTSS Integration Initiatives
Moderator: Gail Hunt, President and CEO, National Alliance for 
Caregiving 

Presenters: Mary Killough, Deputy Director, Illinois Department 
on Aging; Gary Jessee, Deputy Director for Program Operations 
in the Medicaid/CHIP Division, Texas Health and Human Services 
Commission; Venesa Day, Technical Director, CMS, Medicare-
Medicaid Coordination Office

10:00 am  Break

10:15 am  Panel 2: LTSS Integration in Health Plans and Health Systems
Moderator: Tracey Moorhead, President and CEO, Visiting Nurse 
Associations of America 

Presenters: Catherine Anderson, National Vice President, Health Care 
Policy, UnitedHealthcare Community & State; Terrence O’Malley, 
Internist/Geriatrician, Partners HealthCare; Alonzo White, Chief 
Medical Officer, Aetna Medicaid

11:15 am Panel 3: Measuring Success
Moderator: Bruce Chernof, President and CEO, The SCAN 
Foundation

Presenters: Peter Boling, Professor of Medicine, Virginia 
Commonwealth University, School of Medicine; Valerie Bradley, 
President, Human Services Research Institute; Gail Hunt, Chair, NQF 
MAP Person- and Family-Centered Care Task Force; Carol Raphael, 
Chair, NQF Post-Acute, Long-Term Care and Hospice Work Group 

Integrating LTSS from a Person’s Perspective–Across Time and Setting
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12:15 pm Lunch

12:30 pm Panel 4: Scaling Up Success
Moderator: Terrence O’Malley, Internist/Geriatrician, Partners 
HealthCare 

Presenters: Mary Kennedy, Vice President for Medicare and Managed 
Long-Term Care, Association for Community-Affiliated Plans; 
Sue Kvendru, Coordinator for Seniors’ Managed Care Programs, 
Minnesota Department of Human Services; Lisa Dulsky Watkins, 
Milbank Memorial Fund (Invited)

1:30 pm Joining HCBS Conference Closing Session
Regency Ballroom

LT Q A  C o N f e r e N C e  p r o g r A m
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exhibitors By Booth

8............... AARP 

60............. ACCES$	

47............. Acumen Fiscal Agent 

20............. Aenta 

32............. AMERIGROUP Corporation 

34............. Amerihealth Cartis 

54............. AssureX Health, Inc. 

35............. Bateman Senior Meals 

53............. Benjamin Rose Institute on Aging 

14............. BlueCross BlueShield 

23,24 ....... Centene Corporation 

67............. Center for Aging and Disability Education 
and Research at Boston Univ. (CADER)  

12............. Cigna-Health Springs 

27............. Companion DX Reference Lab 

11............. Consumer Direct 

17............. Deloitte 

15,16 ....... DentaQuest 

46............. DirectCourse 

9............... FEI Systems 

37............. First Data 

52............. FOCoS Innovations Corp. 

45............. GA Foods 

28............. Girling/Gentiva 

29............. GT Independence 

26............. Harmony Information Systems 

4............... HCBS Strategies, Inc. 

10............. Health: ELT, LLC 

19............. HMA 

58............. JEN Associates 

48............. LeFleur Transporation 

50............. Liberty Healthcare Corp. 

65............. Loopback Analytics 

66............. LTQA 

42............. Mains’l Financial 

BOOTH  COMPANY 
________________________________________________________________

13............. MAXIMUS 

30............. McKesson 

38............. Mercer Government Human Services 
Consulting  

22............. Molina Healthcare 

7............... Mom’s Meals 

51............. Muskie School of Public Services—
Disability and Aging Program 

31............. Myers and Stauffer 

  ............... NASUAD 

61............. National Assocation of Area Agencies on 
Aging 

62............. National Center for Health Statistics 

43............. National Rehabilitation Information 
Center/Able Data 

6............... Outreach Health 

36............. Palco, Inc. 

3............... Peer Place Network 

18............. Pfizer 

39............. Philips Lifeline, Philips Home Monitoring

5............... PhRMA 

21............. Public Consulting Group 

59............. RTZ Associates 

2...............  SEIU 

33............. Seniorlink 

64............. Social Security Administration 

49............. Society’s Assets, Inc. 

44............. Telligen 

56............. The Hilltop Institute  

63............. Therap Services 

40............. Truven Health Analytics 

25............. United HealthCare 

55............. Valley Services, Traditions Meal Solutions

41............. WellMed Medical Management, Inc. 

57............. Women’s Institute for Secure Retirement 

BOOTH  COMPANY 
________________________________________________________________
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AARP
B o o t H :  8 

601 E Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20049
P: 202-434-3864
Contact: Wendy Fox-Grage

The AARP Public Policy Institute informs and 
stimulates public debate on the issues we face as 
we age. The Institute promotes development of 
sound, creative policies to address our common 
need for economic security, health care, and quality 
of life. Founded in 1985, PPI publishes research and 
analysis regularly throughout the year and frequently 
convenes leading policy experts for discussion of key 
national and state policy issues. 

ACCeS$
B o o t H :  6 0 

830 S. Spring Street 
Springfield, IL 62704
P: 217-718-5052
Contact: Craig Morrison

ACES$	is	a	community	based,	private,	non-profit	
organization that provides accessible financial 
management services to persons with disabilities 
receiving home and community based funding to 
live	independently.	You	can	contact	us	at	877-223-
7781 or visit us at www.mycil.org.

Acumen fiscal Agent
B o o t H :  4 7 

4542 E. Inverness Avenue, Suite 210
Mesa, AZ 85206
P: 480-295-3321
Contact: Greg Murphy

Since its founding in 1995, Acumen has been 
dedicated to self-directed services funded through 
Medicaid and other sources. Our core business 
is Financial Management Services, with product 
lines offered as stand-alone options or packaged 
together for a comprehensive FMS solution. Our 

specialized product lines include customer service/
call center, enrollment, payroll and tax processing, 
billing, reporting, training, and consultation. 
Acumen ensures accountability, quality, flexibility, 
and responsiveness, and we are committed to 
providing the best, most efficient solutions possible 
while preserving the principles and philosophy of 
self-direction. Whether you’re just getting started or 
you’re looking to take your established self-directed 
program to the next level, consider Acumen as part 
of your solution. Together we are the answer.

Aetna
B o o t H :  2 0 

1150 18th Street, NW Suite 1010
Washington, DC 20036
P: 314-703-1115
Contact: Rick Mabe
Keeping Our Members Healthy. Keeping Our 
Members Home. 

Aetna Medicaid has over 28 years of experience 
helping medically complex populations live safely 
in the least restrictive setting possible. Our Guiding 
Principles use a member centered approach which 
empowers our members to play an active role 
in their care. We provide an integrated physical, 
behavioral, and social health care model that is 
specific to each member’s unique needs.

We administer programs in 16 states for over 
2.8 million members including Medicaid, CHIP, 
Aged, Blind and Disabled, Developmentally 
Disabled, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families, 
children in foster care, people who need Long Term 
Services and Supports and people who are dually 
eligible for Medicaid and Medicare. 

We understand that our members have unique 
health and social needs that must be supported and 
coordinated across the care continuum. Our goal is 
to strengthen the member and provider relationship 
to ensure these needs are met timely regardless of 
care setting.

Aetna Medicaid is proud to improve the lives 
we touch as good stewards to those we serve. 
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Amerihealth Cartis
B o o T H :  3 4 

100 Stevens Drive 
Philadelphia, PA 19113
P: 215-863-5605
Contact: John Stelmachowicz

AmeriHealth Caritas is one of the nation’s leaders 
in health care solutions for those most in need. 
AmeriHealth Caritas operates in 16 states and 
the District of Columbia, and serves more than 5 
million Medicaid, Medicare and CHIP members 
through its integrated managed care products, 
pharmaceutical benefit management services, 
behavioral health services and other administrative 
services. Headquartered in Philadelphia, 
AmeriHealth Caritas is a mission-driven organization 
with 30 years of experience serving low-income and 
chronically ill populations. For more information, 
visit www.amerihealthcaritas.com.

AssureX Health, Inc.
B o o t H :  5 4 

6030 S. Mason-Montgomery Road 
Mason, OH 45040
P:  513-701-5048
Contact:  Jim Pollard

AssureX Health is a personalized medicine company 
that specializes in pharmacogenomics and is 
dedicated to helping healthcare providers get the 
genetic information they need to determine the 
right medication for individual patients suffering 
from neuropsychiatric and other medical conditions. 
AssureX Health’s proprietary technology is based on 
pharmacogenomics—the study of the genetic factors 
that influence an individual’s response to drug 
treatments—as well as evidence-based medicine 
and clinical pharmacology. The GeneSight test was 
developed in the AssureX Health clinical laboratory 
and is based on patented technology licensed from 
two world renowned medical centers, Mayo Clinic 
and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, 
who continue to be research collaborators. The 
company was founded in 2006 and is located in 
Mason, OH.

GeneSight is a laboratory developed 
pharmacogenomic test that uses cutting edge 
technology to measure and analyze clinically 

important genomic variants in the treatment of 
psychiatric disorders. The results of the GeneSight 
report can help a clinician understand the way a 
patient’s unique genomic makeup may affect certain 
psychiatric medications. The analysis is based on 
pharmacogenomics, the study of genomic factors 
that influence an individual’s response to medication 
treatments, manufacturers’ FDA-approved 
drug labels, peer-reviewed scientific and clinical 
publications, and proven drug pharmacology. Quick 
turnaround time, combined with an individualized 
report of the patient’s genomic makeup, clinical 
experience, and other factors can provide 
information to help a physician make personalized 
medication treatment choices for each patient. In 
clinical use for more than 5 years, GeneSight has 
over 8,000 registered healthcare providers and over 
80,000 patients have undergone GeneSight testing.
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Bateman Senior meals
B o o T H :  3 5 

5801 Peachtree Dunwoody Road 
Atlanda, GA 30342
P: 404-845-3380
Contact: Nancy Anderson

Bateman Senor Meals with over 30 years’ experience 
is a leading provider in serving meals under the 
Older American’s Act, USDA School Nutrition 
Programs and CACFP as well as Medicaid Waiver 
and Managed Care Transition Programs. Bateman is 
proud to introduce Bateman Selects—our innovative 
frozen meal product line—perfect for Managed Care 
Plans and Private Pay Consumers. Bateman Selects 
was created with the understanding that good 
health starts with great food and great food starts 
with great taste. Bateman Selects is a convenient, 
delicious and nutritious option for those individuals 
who are not able or do not have the desire to cook 
for themselves, patients being discharged from 
the hospital, or those with a lifestyle that focuses 

on overall health and well-being. Bateman has a 
convenient, affordable means of ensuring all of the 
Generations served under Home and Community 
Based Services, Title III, Children and Adult Day 
Cares receive the meals they need to help individuals 
reach their peak health! Bateman is division of 
Morrison Senior Living, a member of the Compass 
Group. Please visit our website at www.iammorrison.
com or contact Bateman directly for more 
information on all of the services we offer, including 
daily hot and chilled meals along with frozen and 
shelf stable options.

Benjamin Rose institute on Aging
B o o T H :  5 3 

11890 Fairhill Road 
Cleveland, OH 44120
P: 216-791-8000
Contact: Branka Primetica

The Benjamin Rose Institute on Aging and the 
Rosalynn Carter Institute for Caregiving are 
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partners supporting older adults and their caregivers, 
both family and professional, through service, 
research, advocacy and education. In particular, the 
two organizations collaborate in the licensing and 
provision of BRI Care Consultation, an evidence-
based “care coaching” intervention for people with 
chronic conditions and their caregivers.

The Rosalynn Carter Institute for Caregiving 
(RCI), Georgia Southwestern State University 
(www.RosalynnCarter.org), establishes local, state, 
national and international partnerships committed to 
building quality long-term, home and community-
based services in support of caregivers.

The Benjamin Rose Institute on Aging (www.
benrose.org), located in Cleveland, Ohio, is a national 
nonprofit leader pursuing innovation in practice and 
policy to address the issues of aging America. As a 
champion for older adults, Benjamin Rose works to 
advance their health, independence and dignity.

Cargiver Homes
B o o T H :  3 3 

500 Boylston Street Suite 640
Boston, MA 02116
P: 617-456-3709
Contact: Rachel Richards

Caregiver Homes, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Boston-based Seniorlink, Inc., is dedicated to 
helping elders with complex medical conditions 
and people with disabilities live with dignity and 
independence in their communities. Caregiver 
Homes provides training, support, and financial 
assistance to keep caregiving at home. Caregiver 
Homes enables caregivers to deliver quality, 24/7, 
live-in support so consumers can live at home. 
Often caregivers are family members, but they may 
be anyone chosen by the consumer to provide 
around-the-clock care as needed. Caregivers and 
consumers are supported every step of the way by 
twice-monthly visits from a care team and review of 
an electronic daily note. Please visit  
www.caregiverhomes.com to learn more. 

Centene Corporation
B o o T H :  2 3 / 2 4 

2100 S. IH 35 
Austin, TX 78704
P: 612-962-1465
Contact: Cindy Adams

Centene is a national leader in healthcare with a 
comprehensive portfolio of innovative solutions 
within Medicaid, Medicare and the Health 
Insurance Marketplace. We also contract with 
healthcare and commercial organizations to provide 
specialty services such as behavioral health, life and 
health management, managed dental, managed 
vision, telehealth, pharmacy benefits management 
and medication adherence.
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For 30 years we have remained deeply 
committed to transforming the health of the 
community, one person at a time, by delivering 
results for our stakeholders: state governments, 
members, healthcare providers, uninsured 
individuals and families, and other healthcare 
and commercial organizations. Centene’s core 
philosophy is that quality healthcare is best delivered 
locally. Our local approach enables us to provide our 
members with access to high quality and culturally 
sensitive healthcare services.

Center for Aging and Disability education 
and Research at Boston Univ. (CADER)
B o o t H :  6 7 

264 Bay State Road 
Boston, MA 02215
P: 617-358-2634
Contact: Frank Fay

The Center for Aging and Disability Education 
and Research is dedicated to strengthening the 
workforce for an aging society through educational 
innovation, workforce change, and research. 
Located at Boston University School of Social 
Work, CADER builds upon the School’s historical 
commitment to the aging field and current strength 
in gerontological teaching, research and training.
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Cigna-HealthSpring
B o o t H :  1 2 

2208 Higheay 121, Suite 210
Bedford, TX 76021
P: 817-554-5582
Contact: Carla Vigilante

Cigna-HealthSpring is a leading health service 
company committed to helping our nation’s 
Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries live healthier, 
more active lives through personalized, affordable 
and easy-to-use health care solutions. 

We are more than just an insurance company. 
What makes Cigna-HealthSpring unique is how 
we support the doctor-patient relationship through 
innovative clinical and customer engagement, 
preventive and coordinated care, and detailed 
analytics. We are revolutionizing the health 
care experience with this collaborative approach 
and achieving better health results, improved 
affordability and enhanced customer satisfaction. 

We understand health care isn’t one-size-
fits all. That’s why our comprehensive product 
offerings—from Medicare and Medicaid to retiree 
and supplemental benefits—deliver more preferred 
choices that support healthy aging and meet our 
customers’ individual health care needs.

Cigna-HealthSpring is part of Cigna 
(NYSE:CI),	a	U.S.-based	global	health	service	
company serving 80 million customers around 
the world. With a strong focus on the individual 
customer and diverse product offerings, Cigna is 
committed to helping people improve their health, 
well-being, and sense of security. To learn more 
about Cigna-HealthSpring, please visit  
www.CignaHealthSpring.com. 
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Companion Dx Reference lab
B o o t H :  2 7 

10301 Stella Link Road, Suite C
Houston, TX 77025
Contact: Gary Gerstenhaber

Personalized and precise genomic information can 
be useful in patient care and therapeutic decision-
making—assisting physicians in optimizing drug 
selection and dosing based on the genetic makeup 
of each individual patient. 

At CompanionDX Lab, a CLIA certified 
reference laboratory, we focus on three particular 
areas of genomic testing: pharmacogenomic 
testing, cancer companion diagnostics and next-
generation sequencing (NGS). CompanionDx 
Lab is committed to providing accurate, timely 
and practical information through its testing and 
actionable clinical reporting. Our staff of doctors—
led by Chief Medical Officer Kevin Rosenblatt, 
M.D., Ph.D.—assess the test results and offer 

treatment recommendations which help physicians 
make better, more informed decisions and provide 
significant value to patients by improving outcomes, 
reducing severe adverse drug reactions and reducing 
costs associated with ineffective therapy.

The company—headquartered in Houston, TX, 
with an additional lab in Honolulu, Hawaii—uses 
state-of-the-art technologies to render the FDA-
approved tests. CompanionDx Lab’s comprehensive 
and tumor-specific panels, coupled with personalized 
pharmacogenomic analysis and NGS testing, provide 
a unique offering that allows physicians to choose 
relevant and targeted therapies that maximize 
response to patient therapy. 

To learn more about investing in patients’ 
long-term health, visit companiondxlab.com or call 
888.482.5327 and make better decisions through 
DNA.
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Consumer Direct
B o o t H :  1 1 

125 Bank Street 
Missoula, MT 59802
P: 406-241-6881
Contact: Coco Ballew

The Consumer Direct Family of Companies 
provides superior support for individuals and 
families to direct their own services. Our goal is 
to give people maximum control and choice over 
the services they receive, and over who provides 
their in-home care. We are partners with those 
who want to be as independent as possible, and 
want to remain in their own homes, communities 
and villages. Those who choose to direct their own 
in-home care have an enhanced quality of life, and 
care provided in the home is the most efficient use 
of available resources. Consumer Direct is a home 
and community based provider for long-term care 
(Medicare, Medicaid and Private Pay), mental 
health and developmental disabilities services. Now 
providing services in 10 states, Consumer Direct’s 
skilled and experienced staff offers highly effective 
and innovative tools: thorough training and support 
for individuals, additional support for their families 
and caregivers, and comprehensive fiscal systems that 
help people thrive in their self-directed programs.

Please visit www.consumerdirectonline.net or 
stop by the Consumer Direct booth to meet our 
staff and for more information on our company and 
services.

Deloitte
B o o t H :  1 7 

2220 Ross Avenue, Suite 1600 
Dallas, TX 74201
P: 214-840-1740
Contact: Rod Kleinhammer

Deloitte has one of the world’s largest healthcare 
consulting practices that spans a combination of 
both the commercial and public health care client 
experience. Our services and solutions include 
health information exchanges, health insurance 
exchanges, health reform, MMIS, eHealth, actuarial 
services, physical and behavioral health advisory, 
public health solutions, long-term care, and financial 
performance and transformation. 

For more than 30 years, Deloitte has been 
helping long-term care agencies transform their 
business through advisory services in innovative 
practices, health information security, cost 
containment, information systems, policy, procedure 
definition, and program design. Recently we have 
become a leader in helping public sector clients 
use analytics to make more informed and proactive 
policy and budget decisions. In addition, we are 
helping our clients embrace the increased availability 
and capability of mobile solutions and collaborative 
tools that allow individuals, family members, case 
managers, and direct service providers to interact 
with each other in a more effective manner to 
enhance the quality of service delivery.

Visit our booth to learn more about how we 
can help your organization better manage our long-
term care programs and to see examples of our 
innovative solutions for integrated case management 
and incident management.
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DentaQuest
B o o t H :  1 5 , 1 6 

33988 N. 57th Way
Scottsdale, AZ  85266
P: 800-417-7140
Contact: Kimberly Johnson

DentaQuest, a leading U.S. national oral health 
enterprise, includes a dental benefits management 
organization, a national philanthropy focused on 
oral health, an oral health quality improvement 
institute and a dental care delivery organization 
dedicated to delivering quality health care to 
underserved communities. All share a common 
mission of improving the oral health of all. 

As a partner to health plans, commercial groups, 
public and private exchanges and state programs, 
DentaQuest covers more than 20 million lives in 
28 states. With offices in Massachusetts, Wisconsin, 
Florida, Maryland, Texas, South Carolina and 
California, DentaQuest applies its resources and 
expertise to help people achieve better oral health

DirectCourse
B o o t H :  4 6 

245 Peachtree Center Avenue NE 
1900 Marquis One Tower
Atlanta, GA 30303
P: 404-460-1831
Contact: Tom Carpenter

Introducing the College of Personal Assistance and 
Caregiving, a DirectCourse curriculum designed 
for those who care for and promote assistance to 
people with physical disabilities and older adults. 
Our mission is to educate personal care assistants, 
home care providers and family caregivers and 
inspire them to constantly improve the level of care 
they deliver. It’s achieved by making training more 
accessible and cost-effective than ever before and by 
aiding communication between those providing and 
those receiving assistance.

More importantly, our curriculum gives 
people the chance to learn at their own pace, 
anytime, anywhere—increasing its effectiveness and 
further improving the lives of people with physical 
disabilities and older adults.

The College of Personal Assistance and 
Caregiving curriculum was created by the Center 
for Personal Assistance Services at the University of 
California, San Francisco (UCSF) in collaboration 
with the University of Minnesota’s Research and 
Training Center on Community Living and Elsevier. 
Core topics in the curriculum includes personal 
care, understanding health and healthcare activities, 
preventive health and wellness, disability rights and 
independent living, roles and responsibilities of a 
home care provider, preventive health and wellness, 
and safety at home and in the community.

fei Systems
B o o t H :  9 

7175 Columbia Gateway Drive, Suite A
Columbia, MD 20146
P: 443-270-5100
Contact: Nish Thakker

FEi Systems (FEi), is a leading information 
technology company focused on public health and 
social services software. Specifically, FEi serves the 
Medicaid waiver, Behavioral Health, Developmental 
Disabilities, and HCBS communities using 
unique open-source systems and a non-captive 
business model by facilitating collaboration across 
government agencies.

Thus far, this model has been extremely 
successful in reducing long-term software costs. We 
currently serve over 4,500 health care providers, 
40,000 users, and securely manage more than 2.5 
million client records across 30 States and counties. 
We also have significant experiencing as a prime 
contractor for many HHS agencies including 
SAMHSA, CMS, AHRQ, and NIH.

FEi is currently working to implement 
integrated LTSS systems in several states to manage 
their Home and Community Based Services 
(HCBS) waivers and Balancing Incentive Program 
(BIP). Please visit our booth for more information 
or a live demonstration.

FEi was founded in 1999 and currently has over 
225 employees based in Columbia Maryland. 
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first Data
B o o T H :  3 7 

7545 Hartman Industrial Way 
Austell, GA 30168
P: 614-354-8879
Contact: Valerie Stribbling

First Data powers the global economy by making 
it easy, fast and secure for people and businesses to 
buy goods and services using virtually any form of 
electronic payment. Whether the choice of payment 
is a gift card, a credit or debit card or a check, 
First Data securely processes the transaction and 
harnesses the power of the data to deliver intelligence 
and insight for millions of merchant locations and 
thousands of card issuers in 37 countries. For more 
information, visit www.firstdata.com.

FoCoS Innovations Corp.
B o o t H :  5 2 

2519 McMullen Booth Road, Suite 510-324
Clearwater, FL 33761
P: 847-989-3025
Contact: Bill Kowlaski

FOCoS Innovations, formerly Greystone Consumer 
Empowerment Systems (GCES), is a software 
technology company providing an innovative, 
flexible, enterprise solution for Medicaid Home and 
Community Based Services (HCBS) programs. Our 
web-based solution, FOCoSonline, uses the person-
centered Individualized Services Plan (ISP) as the 
central point of connection. 

Financial Management Entities (FME), 
Managed Care Organizations (MCO), State 
Agencies, Consultant Agencies, participants, 
their support persons, and any other entities in 
the circle of support are seamlessly connected, 
increasing the participants’ independence while 
delivering operational efficiencies and enhanced 
program integrity. FOCoS Innovations provides this 
technology as Software as a Service (SaaS), and only 
requires an Internet connection with a common 
web browser to access.

FOCoSonline is a comprehensive and cost 
effective solution that supports all facets of HCBS 
programs by providing: 

•	Uniformity	of	service	delivery	

•	Integrated	processes	and	controls	for	all	 
self-directed care models

•	Real-time	front-end	payment	validations	and	
controls prior to claiming

•	Performance	information	for	provider	and	
program evaluations and analysis

•	Integrated	communications	for	program	
reporting and case management 

•	Improved	program	integrity	and	quality	control	

•	A	significant	return	on	investment

Our expertise, partnership approach and core values, 
promote our customers’ success in enhancing the 
quality of life and independence of the individuals 
they serve. We are “Committed to Empowering 
Independence”
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gA foods
B o o t H :  4 5 

12200 32nd Court North 
St. Petersburg, FL 33716
P: 267-372-5389
Contact: David Karpan

GA Foods has been supporting healthy aging in 
place for over 40 years! Our senior meal program 
delivers nutritionally balanced meals comprised 
of restaurant inspired recipes filled with the finest 
ingredients and prepared in a USDA certified 
facility. Our menus are constantly evolving—keeping 
member favorites, but adding interesting and tasty 
additions throughout the year. All of our meals meet 
or exceed the federal and state regulatory guidelines 
and are heart healthy and low in sodium in order to 
meet the needs of the aging population.

Girling/Gentiva
B o o t H :  2 8 

3307 Northland Avenue, Suite 500-A
Austin, TX 78731
Contact: Jennifer Vogt

Gentiva Health Services, Inc. is one of the nation’s 
largest providers of home health, hospice and 
community care services, delivering innovative, 
high quality care to patients across the United 
States. Gentiva is a single source for skilled nursing; 
physical, occupational, speech and neurorehabilitation 
services; hospice services; social work; nutrition; 
disease management education; help with daily living 
activities; and other therapies and services. The 
Gentiva family of companies has been bringing great 
healthcare home for 40 years. Our nurses, therapists 
and other healthcare professionals are dedicated to 
carrying out the Company Mission: To improve 
quality of life for those we serve through the delivery 
of clinical excellence, extraordinary service and 
compassionate care, while being recognized as the 
leader in home health and hospice services. Each day, 
we provide care to more than 110,000 patients from 
more than 450 community locations nationwide. 
We are committed to continually raising the bar in 
home healthcare by setting new industry standards 
for quality care and personalized service. That’s why 
thousands of patients every day choose us for their 
home healthcare needs.

gt independence
B o o t H :  2 9 

215 Broadus Street 
Stugis, MI 49091
P: 269-651-4500
Contact: John Carmichael

Founded in 2004, GT Independence is a Fiscal 
Intermediary/Employer Agent headquartered in 
Sturgis Michigan. The company provides specialized 
financial management services that support those 
with disabilities and long-term-care needs. GT 
Independence works in both the public and private 
sector and currently serves over 7700 individuals in 
4 states. GT Independence was awarded the highest 
accreditation by CARF for its financial management 
services and exceeds all federal requirements for 
Fiscal/Employer Agents. 

Harmony information Systems
B o o t H :  2 6 

11700 Plaza America Drive, Suite 1001
Reston, VA 20190
P: 703-657-1476
Contact: Rebecca Flynn

Harmony Information Systems provides off-the-
shelf solutions for managing the delivery of home- 
and community-based, long-term services and 
supports. The company’s software is used by more 
than 1,000 human services organizations to improve 
service delivery efficiency, ensure compliance with 
funding source requirements, and enable consumer-
driven care delivery models. For more information 
visit www.harmonyis.com or call 866.951.2219.
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HCBS Strategies, Inc.
B o o t H :  4 

222 Ridgewood Road 
Baltimore, MD 21210
P: 410-366-4227
Contact: Steven Lutzky

HCBS Strategies is a small consulting firm founded 
in 2004 that focuses exclusively on helping states 
and other clients build and improve home and 
community-based supports (HCBS). Our mission 
is to help build systems that maximize individual 
control and community integration for older adults 
and individuals with disabilities. Our clients include 
Medicaid agencies, other state agencies that rely on 
Medicaid funds, the federal government and other 
key stakeholders affected by the Medicaid program, 
such as individuals with disabilities, their advocates 
and providers.

We help our clients to:

•	Analyze,	improve,	and	build	HCBS	delivery	
business operations

•	Understand,	comply	with,	and	develop	federal	
and state regulations

•	Develop	quality	management	strategies	and	
infrastructure

•	Understand	and	obtain	federal	funding	
opportunities

Recent projects include:

•	Complying	with	Balancing	Incentive	Program	
(BIP) requirements

•	Drawing	down	Medicaid	Administrative	
Federal Financial Participation (FFP) for ADRC 
operations
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•	Developing	intake,	triage,	and	assessment	
protocols and tools

•	Complying	with	the	new	CMS	rules	for	HCBS

Clients we have worked with over the past year 
include:

•	Texas	Department	of	Aging	and	Disability	
Services 

•	Illinois	Department	of	Healthcare	and	Family	
Services 

•	Colorado	Department	of	Health	Care	Policy	and	
Finance 

•	Maryland	Departments	of	Aging	and	Health	and	
Mental Hygiene

•	Hawaii	Executive	Office	on	Aging

For more information visit us at www.HCBS.info.

Health Care Service Corporation
B o o t H :  1 4 

300 E Randolph St.
Chicago, IL 60601
P: 312-653-1236
Contact: KatieGalle

Health Care Service Corporation (HCSC) is the 
largest customer-owned health insurance company 
in the United States. HCSC offers a wide variety 
of health and life insurance products and related 
services, through its operating divisions and 
subsidiaries; including Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Illinoi, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Montana, 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of New Mexico, Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Oklahoma, and Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Texas, and Dearborn National. 
The company employs more than 21,000 people 
and serves more than 14 million members.

Health: elt, llC
B o o t H :  1 0 

7557 Rambler Road, Suite 626
Dallas, TX 75231
P: 214-628-8600
Contact: Amanda Havard

Health: ELT is a mobile- and cloud-based solution 
for managing managed care in Medicaid. Designed 
to coordinate care, continuously connect members 
and plans, and create conversations between 
member and provider, Health: ELT is poised to give 
information a central home in an industry segment 
plagued by silos and boundaries. The Health: ELT 
approach utilizes mobile apps for members and for 
providers and supervisors in the field who would be 
better served by new technologies and streamlined, 
app-based communications and systems. Complex 
assessments with convoluted formulas become 
simple question-and-answer screens. Members 
who call their health plans multiple times to find 
the right person can now connect directly to their 
service and care coordinators via app, as well as 
their home health providers. Web-based dashboard 
users—those who managed all these people from 
an office—are able to coordinate between plan and 
provider, between provider and patient, in simpler, 
faster communication paths. The right records are 
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attached to the right person. The most in-depth 
information attaches to the member, making them 
easier to find, and more importantly, making their 
care more accountable and more reliable. Web 
dashboards bring together the pieces of information 
we currently lack in a central home for every home 
health encounter. All these things are possible in the 
Health ELT system, and all these same things are 
necessary in creating real and lasting change in the 
Medicaid sector.

Health management Associates
B o o t H :  1 9 

9000 Keystone Crossing Suite 550
Indianapolis, IN 46240
Contact: Kathy Gifford

Health Management Associates (HMA) is an 
independent, national research and consulting 
firm specializing in publicly financed health care 
including policy, programs and reform. HMA 
provides leadership, experience and technical 
expertise to government agencies, public and private 
providers, health systems, health plans, institutional 
investors, foundations and associations. With 
15 offices and more than 130 multidisciplinary 
consultants coast to coast, our team is always within 
client reach. For more information, visit  
www.healthmanagement.com.

Jen Associates
B o o t H :  5 8 

5 Bigelow Street 
Cambridge, MA 02139
P: 617-868-5578
Contact: Dee O’Connor

JEN Associates is a health care data analytics firm that 
works with policy makers and government agencies 
to inform health care policy through effective data 
analysis. Our focus is evaluating Medicare, Medicaid 
and dual eligible populations, with special attention 
to frail elders, adults with disabilities, and children 
with special needs. Our core product, iMMRS®, is 
a secure web-accessible decision-support interface 
for large health care databases. iMMRS® aggregates 
detailed data on demand from individual records to 
increasingly complex multi-variable summaries. The 
tool is an unmatched resource for novices to experts 
analyzing large healthcare databases. www.jen.com
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lefleur transporation
B o o t H :  4 8 

219 Industrial Drive 
Ridgeland, MS 39157
P: 601-397-5359
Contact: Steve Buckner

Since 1993, LeFleur Transportation has been 
successfully providing and managing passenger 
transportation programs that deliver the best service 
available to the transportation disadvantaged. Today, 
LeFleur Transportation manages more than one 
million annual trips in Arkansas, Kansas Mississippi, 
Ohio, Oklahoma, and Texas. In addition to providing 
transportation, LeFleur also offers call center services, 
driver and vehicle management, gatekeeping and 
quality assurance measures. Over the past 20 years, 
LeFleur has provided services for multiple Medicaid 
environments, managed care organizations, Non-
profits, public transit agencies, social service agencies, 
and healthcare facilities. www.lefleur.net

liberty Healthcare Corporation
B o o t H :  5 0 

401 East City Avenue, Suite 820
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
P: 610-668-8800
Contact: Rick Robinson

Liberty Healthcare has a long track record of 
supporting people with disabilities. Designated by 
CMS as a “QIO-Iike entity,” Liberty helps States 
meet their HCBS quality improvement obligations 
and may enhance their federal match. It designs and 
manages HCBS quality reviews of a wide range of 
services using customized review tools that integrate 
CMS guidelines, state regulations and state of-the-art 
outcome measures and includes financial audits and 
incident reviews. Liberty also supports providers with 
clinical and technical assistance and has helped states 
to close state-operated developmental centers by 
supporting individuals in making and enacting their 
choices for optimal community living and work.

loopback Analytics
B o o t H :  6 5 

14900 Landmark Blvd., Suite 240
Dallas, TX 75254
P: 972-480-3312
Contact: Bonnie Sims

Loopback Analytics is a Software-as-a-Service 
company that empowers health systems and post-
acute care organizations to more effectively manage 
care transitions and reimbursement challenges in 
a “pay-for-outcome” environment. Loopback’s 
management platform provides health systems, 
post-acute care providers, community coalitions and 
partner service providers solutions for issues such 
as readmission penalties, gain sharing programs and 
bundled payments. Loopback’s platform enables 
workflow management and allows users to assess 
the effectiveness of the portfolio of solutions and 
intervention strategies. The secure cloud-based 
integration platform helps bring analytics into the 
identification of at-risk patients and enables you to 
improve clinical and financial outcomes. 

ltQA
B o o t H :  6 6 

1825 K Street, NW, Suite 411
Washington, DC 20006
P: 202-452-9217
Contact: Elizabeth Blair

The Long-Term Quality Alliance (LTQA) is a 
community of organizations aimed at improving 
outcomes and quality of life for persons and their 
families managing functional limitations due to 
chronic health conditions. These organizations have 
come together to share knowledge and experience 
needed to advance development and continuous 
improvement of high-quality systems of integrated, 
person and family-centered long-term services and 
supports. The Alliance is both a shared learning 
center and a platform for amplifying and increasing 
the impact of the work of its member organizations.

Founded in 2010, the Alliance now has over 
thirty private and government entities participating 
in the conferences, webinars, roundtables and white 
papers that the Alliance organizes. The Alliance 
includes the most prominent federal agencies and 
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national organizations working on LTSS service 
delivery and quality issues; and is growing to 
include a greater number of key state and local 
organizations and agencies.

mains’l financial management Services
B o o t H :  4 2 

7000 78th Avenue North 
Brooklyn Park, MN 55445
P: 763-416-9109
Contact: Tracey Hinkemeyer

Mains’l is an award winning full service financial 
management services provider, offering state of the 
art “software as a service” to states, managed care 
companies, and other public and private agencies 
throughout the country. We created the Mains’l 
Financial Management Services (FMS) system as an 
industry specific system for agencies that serve the 
aging population, individuals with disabilities, and 
veterans in Participant Directed Services programs. 

Benefits:

•	Assurance	that	Self	Directed	Program	dollars	are	
used for their intended purposes/outcomes

•	FMS	security	edits	and	other	features	help	
prevent fraud and abuse. View a fun, short 
animated video.

•	Unique	system	interfaces	with	existing	systems—
no added investment of software costs

•	Easy	to	use	software/system	for	all	parties,	
allows for efficient implementation time

•	Timesheet	and	invoice	collection	at	the	location	
of service, through a web portal and/or 
Interactive Voice Recognition (IVR)

•	Ability	to	review	and	print	customized	reports,	
at any time

•	Ongoing,	personalized	enhancement	of	FMS	
support

•	Scalable	and	adaptable	for	a	small	
implementation of 40 individuals in one  
region to thousands of individuals statewide. 

When executed well Participant Directed Services 
“focus on people not programs,” offering those 
who need assistance the opportunity to live full, 
productive and meaningful lives in the community. 
At Mains’l, we make that possible and we believe 
that we are living out our vision of “changing the 
world and making it a better place, one person  
at a time.” 

Please visit our booth #42 to learn more. We 
are also presenting “Offering Hope and Innovative 
Supports to Veterans and their Families: Why a 
Participant Directed Services Approach Works” on 
Wednesday, September 17th at 10 a.m.
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mAximUS
B o o T H :  1 3 

1891 Metro Center Drive 
Reston, VA 20190
P: 703-251-8516
Contact: Barbara Seltzer

MAXIMUS is a leading operator of government 
health and human services programs in the United 
States, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and 
Saudi Arabia. We deliver business process services 
to improve the cost effectiveness, efficiency and 
quality of government-sponsored programs, such 
as the Affordable Care Act, Medicaid, Medicare, 
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), 
Health Insurance BC (British Columbia), as well as 
welfare-to-work and child support programs around 
the globe. Operating under our founding mission of 
Helping Government Serve the People®, MAXIMUS 
has approximately 11,000 employees worldwide.

MAXIMUS provides states with innovative 
approaches for managing their long-term care 
services, including assistance with identifying, 
engaging and managing the diverse populations 
served by these important programs. We consistently 
create timely, accurate and transparent pathways for 
individuals to understand and use their benefits, 
while helping states find new efficiencies in their 
program operations. Our long-term care solutions 
call for proactive engagement and management, 
rather than reactive or recuperative steps when 
a problem is identified. MAXIMUS successfully 
ensures beneficiary satisfaction while fulfilling the 
state’s federal reporting requirements. For more 
information, visit www.maximus.com.
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mcKesson
B o o T H :  3 0 

11000 Westmoor Circle, Suite 125
Westminster, CO 80021
P: 303-995-0752
Contact: Greg Steimel

McKesson Care Management is the company that 
payers trust to deliver successful care management 
services and technology solutions that reduce risk 
and lower costs. We help improve members’ health 
and increase payers’ savings with interoperable 
care management workflow software, populations 
management services, member and provider 
engagement strategies, 24/7 nurse advice line 
services, and analytics and reporting. www.mckesson.
com/caremanagement

mercer government Human Services 
Consulting
B o o T H :  3 8 

333 S. 7th Street, Suite 1400
Minneapolis, MN 55402
P: 651-756-0311
Contact: April Lindquist

Since 1985, Mercer Government Human Services 
Consulting has consulted to more than 30 states and 
the federal government on a wide variety of health 
care and human service issues, including actuarial, 
data/systems analysis, clinical, policy, operations 
and procurement. Mercer specializes in assisting 
government-sponsored programs in becoming 
more efficient purchasers of health services. Mercer 
brings a team of consultants, clinicians, actuaries, 
policy specialists, and accountants to a project to 
ensure a coordinated approach to the administrative, 
operational, actuarial and financial components of 
public-sponsored health and welfare programs. For 
more information, please view our website at  
www.mercer-government.mercer.com or email us at 
mercer.government@mercer.com.

molina Healthcare
B o o t H :  2 2 

200 Oceangate, Suite 1001
Long Beach, CA 90802
P: 571-408-0908
Contact: Laura Lovell

Molina	Healthcare,	Inc.	(NYSE:	MOH),	a	
FORTUNE 500 company, provides quality and 
cost-effective Medicaid-related solutions to meet 
the health care needs of low-income families and 
individuals and to assist state agencies in their 
administration of the Medicaid program. The 
Company’s licensed health plans in California, 
Florida, Illinois, Michigan, New Mexico, Ohio, 
South Carolina, Texas, Utah, Washington, and 
Wisconsin currently serve approximately 2.2 
million members, and its subsidiary, Molina 
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Medicaid Solutions, provides business processing 
and information technology administrative services 
to Medicaid agencies in Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, 
New Jersey, and West Virginia, and drug rebate 
administration services in Florida. More information 
about Molina Healthcare is available at  
www.molinahealthcare.com. 

mom’s meals
B o o t H :  7 

718 SE Shurfine Drive 
Ankeny, IA 50021
P: 515-963-7021
Contact: Peggy Hanian

Mom’s Meals NourishCare is a leading provider of 
nutrition solutions delivered to senior’s and patient’s 
homes nationwide. Dietitian designed and Chef 
prepared, clients select from up to 50 fresh-made meals 
every order. Menus available to address many common 
health conditions. Family-owned, Mom’s Meals has 
been nourishing independence for over nearly 15 years. 

muskie School of Public Services—
Disability and Aging Program
B o o t H :  5 1 

PO Box 9300 
Portland, ME 04104
P: 207-780-4935
Contact: Louise Olsen

Through its teaching, research and public service, 
the Muskie School educates leaders, informs policy 
and practice, and strengthens civic life. The Program 
on Disability and Aging, within the Muskie School 
of Public Service, focuses on meeting the health 
and support needs of older adults and people with 
a disability or chronic illness. Integrating research, 
policy and practice, we work with federal and 
state policy makers to provide technical assistance, 
conduct program evaluations and provide policy and 
data analysis to inform decision making. 
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The Muskie School of Public Service offers 
master’s degrees in community planning and 
development, public health, and public policy and 
management.

myers and Stauffer llC
B o o T H :  3 1 

11440 Tomahawk Creek Parkway 
Leawood, KS 66211
P: 913-234-1801
Contact: Frank Vito

Myers and Stauffer LC is a nationally-based 
public accounting firm, specializing in accounting, 
consulting, program integrity and operational 
support services to public health care and social 
service agencies. For more than 35 years, we 
have assisted state Medicaid programs with 
complex compliance and reimbursement issues 
for pharmacies, hospitals, long term care facilities, 

home health agencies, federally qualified health 
centers, rural health clinics, physicians and other 
practitioners. At the federal level, Myers and Stauffer 
provides extensive audit and consulting services 
to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
(CMS), the Department of Justice (DOJ) and 
state Medicaid Fraud Control Units. Our health 
care experience includes, but is not limited to, 
providing audit and desk review services, assisting 
in the development of state reimbursement systems, 
defending reimbursement rates and audit findings 
from health care providers’ administrative and 
judicial challenges, performing recovery audit 
contractor services, monitoring managed care 
organizations, and performing data management 
and analysis services to assist our clients better 
manage their health care programs. We have 
provided these services to our clients for more than 
35 consecutive years. To learn more about our 
services, visit www.mslc.com or call 800.374.6858.
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nASUAD
B o o t H :  0 0

1201 15th Street, NW, Suite 350
Washington, DC 20005
P: 202-898-2578
Contact: Kim Fletcher

The National Association of States United for Aging 
and Disabilities (NASUAD) was founded in 1964 
under the name National Association of State Units 
on Aging (NASUA). In 2010, the organization 
changed its name to NASUAD in an effort to 
formally recognize the work that the state agencies 
were undertaking in the field of disability policy and 
advocacy. Today, NASUAD represents the nation’s 
56 state and territorial agencies on aging and 
disabilities and supports visionary state leadership. 
NASUAD provides both general and specialized 
technical assistance, including trainings; professional 

development opportunities; and strategic planning 
guidance, to help states navigate a full range of 
policy, program, and management challenges.

NASUAD offers states technical assistance for 
their transition to Medicaid Managed Long-Term 
Services and Supports (MLTSS) through regional 
roundtable meetings and publishes a monthly 
tracker that reports states engaged in MLTSS; dual 
demonstrations; the Balancing Incentive Program; 
and 1915 (i) and 1915 (k) state plan amendments.

NASUAD offers online courses at www.
NASUADiQ.org to strengthen one’s knowledge 
of the aging and disability networks. Many of 
the courses also provide continuing education 
credits for career professionals. NASUAD provides 
high quality, accurate, non-partisan and timely 
information. NASUAD has adopted HCBS.org, an 
online clearinghouse of resources and tools on long 
term services and supports systems to help with 
policy making, program development and research.

For 30 years NASUAD has hosted the 
Home and Community Based Services (HCBS) 
Conference, showcases innovative national, federal, 
state and local delivery and policy developments 
vital for assuring that Americans of all ages and 
abilities receive the highest quality community living 
supports, care, and services possible. 

national Assocation of Area  
Agencies on Aging
B o o t H :  6 1 

1730 Rhode Island Avenue, Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20036
P: 202-872-0888
Contact: Mark Fetterhoff

The National Association of Area Agencies on 
Aging (n4a) is the leading voice on aging issues 
for Area Agencies on Aging and a champion for 
Title VI Native American aging programs. Through 
advocacy, training and technical assistance, we 
support the national network of AAAs and Title VI 
programs. n4a administers and/or serves as lead 
for many programs including: Eldercare Locator, 
National Center on Senior Transportation (NCST), 
Aging Network’s Volunteer Collaborative, the 
Aging and Disability Partnership for MLTSS and 
more. www.n4a.org 
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national Center for Health Statistics
B o o t H :  6 2 

3311 Toledo Road, Room 3438
Hyattsville, MD 21236
P: 301-458-4714
Contact: Eunice Park-Lee

The National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) 
is the Nation’s principal health statistics agency, 
leading the way with accurate, relevant, and timely 
data. The mission of the NCHS is to provide 
statistical information that will guide actions and 
policies to improve the health of the American 
people. NCHS conducts a family of surveys known 
as the National Health Care Surveys including 
the biennial National Study of Long-Term Care 
Providers (NSLTCP). NSLTCP is a groundbreaking 
initiative to monitor trends in the provision and use 
of the major sectors of paid, regulated long-term 
care services. NSLTCP includes adult day services 
centers, home health agencies, hospices, nursing 
homes, and assisted living and similar residential 
care communities. The vision for NSLTCP is to 
offer reliable, accurate, relevant and timely statistical 
information to support and inform long-term care 
services policy, research and practice. Visit the 
NCHS exhibit to learn more about NSLTCP and 
pick up the first NSLTCP overview report.

national Rehabilitation information 
Center/Able Data
B o o T H :  4 3 

8400 Corporate Drive, Suite 500
Landover, MD 20785
P: 301-459-5900
Contact: Jessica Chaiken

NARIC and AbleData provide information and 
referral services for a wide range of disability 
and rehabilitation topics. AbleData’s database 
contains more than 32,000 assistive technology 
product descriptions, as well as AT developers 
and distributors. AbleData also offers fact sheets 
and other literature to help consumers choose the 
right AT products to meet their needs. NARIC 
is a full-service library and information center 
offering information, referral, and document 
delivery from a collection of more than 90,000 

disability and rehabilitation resources, including 
over 50 years of research literature. NARIC also 
collects, disseminates, and promotes the work of 
300+ federally funded research projects, developing 
innovative technology, interventions, and treatments 
for physical, sensory, intellectual, developmental, 
and psychiatric disabilities. NARIC and AbleData 
are funded by the National Institute on Disability 
and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR). Visit 
abledata.com and naric.com to learn more.

North Light Software
B o o T H :  3 2

7900 International Drive, Suite 300
Bloomington, MN 55425
P: 612-216-3110
Contact: Perry Price

North Light Software brings you Resource House: 
an elegant, versatile, user friendly information 
referral and assistance software suite that streamlines 
human service delivery. North Light Software’s 
Resource House suite of tools are implemented 
in numerous state agencies, local and county 
governments, and 211s across the United States. Its 
cloud-based delivery model ensures great scalability 
and affordability, while eliminating budget-busting 
upgrade cycles and capital expenditures. Come see 
us in Booth 32 to learn more about how North 
Light Software can help you meet your human 
services delivery goals.
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outreach Health
B o o t H :  6 

1701 N. Thompson Street 
Conroe, TX 77301
Contact: Holly Arbuckle

Outreach Health Services is a full service home health 
agency. We serve as a Financial Management Service 
Administrator for the Consumer Directed Services 
option. This program ensures that those receiving 
services have the ultimate control over who and 
how their services are delivered. This service delivery 
option gives them them control of their attendant’s 
hours, wages and bonus structure. An innovative way 
to empower clients, the Consumer Directed Service is 
also effective for patients who live in rural areas where 
it can be difficult to find staff. Outreach has developed 
a streamlined system which empowers, enables and 
encourages clients to make decisions, complete tasks 
and exert control over their services and their lives. 

Palco, Inc.
B o o T H :  3 6 

7307 Riverpointe Drive 
North Little Rock, AR 72113
P: 501-753-4933
Contact: Alicia Paladino

Palco, Inc. is an industry leader in financial 
management and counseling services for self-
directed and other home and community based 
programs. Through partnering with some of the 
nation’s first self-directed and Veteran’s home and 
community programs, Palco gained unsurpassed 
experience with delivering top-notch solutions for 
a range of programs. Our services engage person-
centered planning, increase program integrity, 
and lay the foundation for program growth. For 
over a decade, Palco has partnered with State 
Government, Area Agencies on Aging, and private 
organizations to help thousands of individuals live 
independently in their homes and communities. 
Our team of professionals leads the industry in 
customer care, financial solutions, and compliance 
and oversight. Palco’s experience and proven record 
of dependability makes us the responsible choice in 
providing unsurpassed financial management and 
counseling supports at unmatched costs. To learn 
more, visit www.palcofirst.com. 

Peer Place Network
B o o T H :  3 

300 Main Street Suite 4-214
East	Rochester,	NY	14445
P: 585-737-6798
Contact: Todd Baitsholts

PeerPlace is an innovative web-based solution for 
comprehensive case management. It enables client 
tracking and community-wide care coordination, 
transforming client care by sharing data securely, 
eliminating duplication and reducing costs. The 
system facilitates collection of assessment data; 
creation of the service plan; tracking service delivery; 
utilization reviews and outcome measurement. 
Specialized modules for ADRCs (Square One, the 
intelligent intake tool), HICAP, Ombudsman, 
and Evidence-based programs, along with NAPIS 
compliance, make this the system of choice across 
the country. 
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In addition, PeerPlace is the first client 
management system to provide the Community 
Care Document, a summary of the older adult’s 
assessment and service plan, to medical providers 
in the 13-county Regional Health Information 
Organization (RHIO) in the Finger Lakes region of 
New	York	State.

Philips lifeline, Philips Home monitoring
B o o T H :  3 9 

1111 Lawrence Street 
Framingham, MA 01702
P: 330-207-9140
Contact: Matt Lisovitch

In an environment of continued reduction in 
reimbursement, the pressure on the healthcare 
industry to reduce costs, increase efficiencies, 
improve outcomes and demonstrate value is more 
challenging than ever. Philips Lifeline pioneered the 
medical alert industry over 40 years ago and has 
been been committed to helping seniors and people 
with disabilities live independently in their homes 
ever since. 

We have developed a wide-range of innovative 
solutions that support independence and provide 
peace of mind. These include:

•	Lifeline	Standard	Medical	Alert	Service—our	
classic service providing quick access to help at 
the touch of a button—24 hours a day, 365 days 
a year. 

•	Lifeline	with	AutoAlert—our	breakthrough	
innovation that offers all of the benefits of 
our standard service plus an added layer of 
protection: the pendant can automatically 
place a call for help if a fall is detected and the 
subscriber is unable to push his/her help button. 
Available with or without a phone line

•	The	Philips	Medication	Dispensing	Service	
(PMD)—a robust service that combines an 
automated dispenser with timely caregiver alerts. 
PMD’s dosing capacity and flexibility enable it 
to accommodate even highly complex regimens. 
Its senior-friendly features include easy-to-open 
dosing cups, which are dispensed with the simple 
press of a button at scheduled times.

PhRmA
B o o t H :  5 

950 F Street NW Suite 300
Washington, DC 20004
P: 202-835-3455
Contact: Tara Ryan

The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers 
of America (PhRMA) represents the country’s 
leading innovative biopharmaceutical research 
and biotechnology companies, which are devoted 
to discovering and developing medicines that 
enable patients to live longer, healthier, and more 
productive lives. Since 2000, PhRMA member 
companies	have	invested	more	than	$550	billion	in	
the search for new treatments and cures, including 
an	estimated	$51.1	billion	in	2013	alone.
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Public Consulting group
B o o t H :  2 1 

148 State Street 
Boston, MA 02109
P: 617-717-1098
Contact: Kevin Hutchinson

Public Consulting Group, Inc. (PCG) is a 
management consulting firm dedicated to serving 
public sector education, health and human services, 
and other state and municipal government clients. 
Established in 1986 with headquarters in Boston, 
Massachusetts, PCG operates from 46 offices across 
the U.S. and in Montreal, Canada; London, U.K.; 
and Lodz, Poland. The firm’s PCG Health division 
is a recognized leader in state health care reform 
and Health Benefits Exchange consulting and 
an industry leader in public health and behavior 
health system reform and program management. 
PCG Public Partnerships, LLC (PPL) is a leading 

US provider of financial management services for 
participant-directed services programs that allow 
individuals with disabilities and their families to 
make their own choices about what services they 
receive, how services are delivered and by whom, 
within their budgets. To learn more, visit  
www.publicconsultinggroup.com.

RtZ Associates
B o o t H :  5 9 

150 Grand Avenue 
Oakland, CA 94612
P: 510-986-6700
Contact: Mike Zawadski

RTZ Associates is the leader in easy-to-use, 
browserbased tools that meet your community’s 
needs, along with a customer-driven process that 
begins with your first call. We work with large 
states, small states and stand-alone providers of all 
sizes. Come see how these tools and our supportive 
staff can help your organization’s technology 
efforts succeed. Products for Aging and Disability 
Resource Centers (ADRC), Care Transitions, AAAs, 
Adult Day Health, PACE, Case Management and 
more. Stop by our booth and learn about the RTZ 
Advantage.

SeiU
B o o t H :  2 

1800 Massachusetts Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20026
P: 212-471-1346
Contact: Katheine Schwalbe

SEIU—Who We Are:
The Service Employees International Union (SEIU) 
unites 2.1 million diverse members in the United 
States, Canada and Puerto Rico. SEIU members 
working in the healthcare industry, public sector and 
in property services believe in the power of joining 
together on the job to win higher wages, benefits 
and create better communities, while fighting for a 
more just society and an economy that works for all 
of us, not just corporations and the wealthy.

Building on a history of representing health care 
workers since the 1930’s, SEIU Healthcare began 
in 2007 with a vision of uniting healthcare workers 
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throughout the United States, Canada, and Puerto 
Rico and delivering the highest quality healthcare 
services. Today, SEIU Healthcare is living this vision 
as the largest health care union in North America 
with more than 1.2 million members—including 
nurses, doctors, hospital, lab, nursing facility, home 
care, public health, and mental health workers. In 
addition, SEIU home care workers throughout 
19 states provide essential health services to older 
adults and people living with disabilities in their 
own homes and communities. This largely female 
workforce	delivers	more	than	$7	billion	worth	of	
critical Medicaid and Medicare services and touches 
the lives of nearly one million people annually.

Social Security Administration
B o o t H :  6 4 

6041 Security Blvd., 3424 Annex
Baltimore, MD 21235
P: 410-766-8646
Contact: Lydia Chevere

The Social Security Administration provides partial 
replacement of earnings lost due to the retirement, 
death, or disability of a worker. Payments are 
based on how much the worker earned during 
his	or	her	working	career.	You	can	find	specific	
information about these programs by opening a my 
Social Security account at www.socialsecurity.gov/
myaccount. Visit Social Security’s booth number 64 
and open a my Social Security account today. 

Society’s Assets, Inc.
B o o t H :  4 9 

5200 Washington Avenue 
Racine, WI 53406
P: 262-637-9128
Contact: Carol Ann Wolf

Affordable Care Act (ACA) Coalition

Medicaid Dependent—Home Care & 
Community Based Service (HCBS) Providers
This coalition of Medicaid dependent providers is 
attempting to bring attention to the unintended 
consequence of the employer responsibility 
requirements in the Affordable Care Act (ACA). 

Nationwide there are millions of elderly 
and disabled citizens that depend on home and 
community based services (HCBS). If HCBS 
are lost or reduced, some of this country’s most 
vulnerable citizens may be unnecessarily relegated to 
institutional care, leading to higher health care costs 
overall. 

The employer mandate under the ACA poses a 
serious threat to the future availability and quality 
of Medicaid HCBS. A recently conducted survey 
of home care companies across the nation shows 
that well over three-quarters do not offer health 
insurance to their caregiver employees. As a result, 
these companies face a significant cost increase 
for compliant health insurance. Current Medicaid 
payment rates are insufficient to cover these added 
costs.
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The best solution to these concerns at the 
moment is to extend “transitional relief” (a delay) 
for Medicaid HCBS employers. Given that Medicaid 
is a very diverse program, varying significantly from 
state to state, a delay is the best way to limit the 
risk that the mandate poses to the state’s Medicaid 
budget until other solutions can be found.

telligen
B o o t H :  4 4 

1776 West Lakes Parkway 
West Des Moines, IA 50266
P: 515-440-8268
Contact: Mike Speight

Telligen® has over 40 years of proven success 
delivering innovative solutions to our clients. 
Our portfolio of programs and services for state 
Medicaid agencies includes utilization management, 
program oversight, quality improvement and Long-
Term Services and Supports activity. 

Our Medicaid Home and Community Based 
Services program addresses member eligibility 
requirements, quality of care delivered by HCBS 
providers and standardized assessments to support 
individualized care planning. Program components, 
which can be combined into a comprehensive 
population-level solution or deployed as individual 
modules, include:

•	Quality	Assurance	
•	Prior	Authorization	Services
•	Level	of	Care	Services
•	Provider	Education	and	Technical	Assistance
•	Conflict-Free	Case	Management
•	Core	Standardized	Assessments	including	the	

Supports Intensity Scale® 
•	Person-Centered	Planning
•	Population	and	Program	Analytics	
•	Consultation	in	the	selection	of	standardized	

assessment tools
www.telligen.com
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the Hilltop institute
B o o t H :  5 6 

Sondheim Hall, 3rd Fl. 
1000 Hilltop Circle
Baltimore, MD 21250
P: 410-455-6728
Contact: Ian Stockwell

The Hilltop Institute at UMBC is a non-partisan 
health research organization dedicated to 
advancing the health and wellbeing of vulnerable 
populations. Hilltop conducts research, analysis, 
and evaluations for national, state, and local 
government agencies, foundations, and nonprofit 
organizations. Hilltop analyzes health policies 
to optimize access to services, quality of care, 
provider performance, and purchaser value; 
analyzes and recommends Medicaid payment 
systems and rates; develops, implements, and 
evaluates new delivery and financing models for 
publicly funded health care systems; and supports 

community health improvement through analysis 
and technical assistance. Long-term services and 
supports (LTSS) research and policy development 
has been an integral component of Hilltop’s work 
since 2000, focused on developing and evaluating 
Medicaid LTSS delivery and financing models, 
including Medicaid home and community-based 
services waiver programs and integrated care 
programs for dual eligibles; conducting analyses 
and developing tools to support development of 
programs such as the Community First Choice 
option; and mapping LTSS resources and programs 
to assess operational efficiency and recommend 
system improvements. Hilltop coordinated the 
development of LTSSMaryland, an LTSS integrated 
information system for client assessment, program 
administration, and quality monitoring, and is now 
using this unique system to conduct financial and 
policy analysis. This work has provided Hilltop 
with a comprehensive understanding of state LTSS 
system design and financing.
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therap Services
B o o T H :  6 3 

562 Watertown Avenue, Suite 3
Waterbury, CT 06708
P: 860-558-5559
Contact: Peter O’Meara

Therap Services is a national provider and leader 
in providing electronic documentation systems 
and services to States, Counties and provider 
agencies supporting People with Intellectual and 
Developmental Disabilities. Therap is mandated 
in five states and over 150,000 individuals 
are supported by Therap through our on line 
documentation systems .Currently over 1500 
agencies rely on us for intake, referrals, service 
authorizations, individual service planning, case 
management ,health assessment and medication 
administration as well as billing ,budgeting 
,attendance and staff training records .Therap 
provides a secure communication system for all 
team members and is HIPAA compliant. For more 
information please visit our website at  
www.TherapServices.net.

Therap Services also enhances the ability of 
States and Counties as well as provider agencies 
to manage and evaluate data utilized in Quality 
Assurance and risk management activities that 
promotes improved client outcomes and agency 
performance.
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truven Health Analytics
B o o t H :  4 0 

6200 S. Syracuse Way, Suite 300
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
P: 303-486-6540
Contact: Stephanie Perkins

Truven Health Analytics is dedicated to delivering 
the answers our clients need to improve healthcare 
quality and reduce costs. We are a healthcare 
analytics company with robust, widely-respected 
data assets and advanced analytic expertise that 
have served the global healthcare industry for more 
than 30 years. These combine with our unique 
perspective from across the entire healthcare 
industry to give hospitals, clinicians, employers, 
health plans, government agencies, life sciences 
researchers, and policymakers the confidence they 
need to make the right decisions, right now, every 
time. With our healthcare-specific expertise and 
tools for managing complex and disparate data, we 
understand how to implement and integrate tailored 
analytics that drive improvement.

Truven Health Analytics delivers unbiased 
information, analytic tools, benchmarks, and 
services to the healthcare industry. Our data-
driven solutions, exhaustive research, analytic and 
consulting services support more than 25 Medicaid 
agencies, federal clients including the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) and Military Health 
System (MHS), as well as several international 
agencies. Focusing exclusively on healthcare, Truven 
Health Analytics is helping to move healthcare 
forward.

UnitedHealthcare
B o o t H :  2 5 

PO Box 1459 
Minneapolis, MN 55440
P: 615-493-9558
Contact: Stephanie Gibbs

UnitedHealthcare is dedicated to helping people 
nationwide live healthier lives by simplifying 
the health care experience, meeting consumer 
health and wellness needs, and sustaining trusted 
relationships with care providers. The company 
offers the full spectrum of health benefit programs 
for individuals, employers and Medicare and 
Medicaid beneficiaries, and contracts directly 
with more than 800,000 physicians and care 
professionals, and 6,000 hospitals and other care 
facilities nationwide. Globally, UnitedHealthcare 
serves more than 45 million people in health 
benefits and is one of the businesses of 
UnitedHealth	Group	(NYSE:	UNH),	a	diversified	
Fortune 50 health and well-being company.
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U.S. Administration for Community Living
B o o t H :  1 8

1 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, 5th Floor
Washington, DC 20201
P: 202-357-3584
Contact: Paulette Nowden

Established in April 2012, the Administration for 
Community Living serves as the Federal agency 
responsible for increasing access to community 
supports by older Americans and people with 
disabilities across the lifespan, while focusing 
attention and resources on their unique needs. Its 
goal is to maximize the independence, well-being, 
and health of older adults, people with disabilities 
across the lifespan, and their families and caregivers.

Valley Services, traditions meal Solutions
B o o t H :  5 5 

4400 Mangum Drive 
Jackson, MS 39232
P: 601-664-3100
Contact: Michael Burd

Traditions Meal Solutions is a pioneer in providing 
frozen meals and meal packs. Traditions provides a 
variety of frozen meals and packs for Community 
Based Care Transition Programs. Traditions helps 
CCTP providers with the dining portion of their 
services and provides quality nutrition for individuals 
with special dietary needs. Meals are packaged 
adhering to a menu cycle developed and approved 
by registered dieticians. We offer over 65 different 
meals packed in a dual ovenable c-pet tray, sealed, 
individually labeled with components and heating 
instructions for each meal. We offer these selections 
in multiple packs with customized delivery options 
based upon program needs.

WellMed Medical Management, Inc.
B o o t H :  4 1 

8637 Fredericksburg Road Suite 400
San Antonio, TX 78240
P: 210-877-7719
Contact: Carol Zernial

The WellMed Charitable Foundation is a non-profit 
501(C)3 organization that supports seniors and 
their caregivers in our community with a special 
emphasis on wellness, prevention, and living with 
chronic illness. The Foundation operates five 
state of the art senior centers, and five Caregiver 
SOS Centers. The Caregiver SOS program offers 
Wellness, Information, Support, and Education 
(WISE) activities to support and develop WISE 
caregivers. Two programs offered through the 
Foundation are the Caregiver Teleconnection 
program, a telephone-based education and support 
program for caregivers, and the Stress-Busting 
Program, an evidence-based program that has been 
demonstrated to reduce perceived stress, depression, 
and caregiver burden for family caregivers of persons 
with Alzheimer’s Disease.
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Women’s institute for secure retirement
b o o t h :  5 7 

1140 19th Street, NW, Suite 550
Washington, DC 20036
P: 202-393-5452
Contact: Kassie Barroquillo

The Women’s Institute for a Secure Retirement 
(WISER) is a nonprofit organization that works 
to help women, educators and policymakers 
understand the important issues surrounding 
women’s retirement income. WISER creates 
a variety of consumer fact sheets, booklets, 
and a quarterly newsletter that explain in easy-
to-understand language the complex issues 
surrounding Social Security, divorce, pay equity, 

pensions, savings and investments, banking, home 
ownership, long-term care and disability insurance. 
WISER has been able to reach thousands of women 
through workshops held across the nation. WISER 
has also been the driving force behind a series of 
state and local events aimed at leveling the playing 
field for women on long-term financial security.

WISER was also awarded a highly competitive 
grant from the U.S. Administration in Aging to 
develop the Nationals Education and Resource 
Center on Women and Retirement Planning. 
The goal of the Center is to provide a “one-stop 
gateway” for user-friendly financial education and 
retirement planning tools for low-income women, 
women of color and women with limited English-
speaking proficiency.
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August 31 – September 3, 2015 
washington Hilton | washington, DC

Save the Date!






